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Proper budgetary techniques can be extremely effective in this type of venture.
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To overcome the principal weakness of current practice, an alternative method
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Two items appearing in this issue of MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING are
of particular concern to all members of NAA. President Meredith's
letter telling of the increase in dues effective July 1, 1969, appears on
page 8. Beginning on page 74 the revised Constitution & By -Laws is
reprinted —along with a ballot opposite page 80 to be used for casting
your vote. Each of these items is a clear declaration of this Association's commitment not only to keep pace with progress but also to
look to the future.
A significant change in the By -Laws provides for additional functional committees operating through the National Board of Directors.
Some of these new committees such as Publications and New Chapter
Development have been doing their work for at least one year already
on an ad hoc basis to provide active participation in, and implementation of, needed programs. The establishment of these as permanent,
standing committees of the Association insures the continuing appraisal and evaluation of the broadening activities of the Association.
Of even more significance is the increase in dues. As was hoped,
nearly every chapter board responded to the communication sent out
last fall explaining the proposal of the Finance & Budget Committee;
as was anticipated, not everyone agreed. Some felt the proposed increase should be more; many felt that a lesser amount was sufficient.
Some even thought that the Association did not need additional funds
to invest in new and improved programs.
Each member, of course, determines for himself the need for the
benefits he receives from the many programs of NAA and the personal
and professional growth that accrues as a result of his participation.
But it is generally recognized that, as the responsibilities of the management accountant expand, the Association must adapt itself to meet
the challenge of change and prepare for the future services that will
be needed.
A dues increase of $10.00 has been approved by the National Board
of Directors, making annual dues $35.00. This additional investment
on the part of each member makes possible continuing service in research, education, and communication that benefits you. All of these
services are made available to each member to use in his or her continuing efforts toward professional and personal advancement. The
further commitment to the Association is really further commitment
to your own future.
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AICPA Sponsor s Re se ar c h Study
Of B asi c Cost Conce pts
A $125,000 grant has been made available
by the AICPA for a major research study of
basic concepts and standards for measuring
business and manufacturing expenses.
Leonard M. Savoie, executive vice
president of the Institute, said the
study was necessitated by difficulty in
determining costs for specific purposes
due to the growing complexity of business
and the effects of innovations in
technology and automation on indirect
expenses associated with production. The
study will be conducted at Stanford
University by a group composed of
Professors Robert K. Jaedicke, Joel S.
Demski, Gerald A. Feltham, Charles T.
Horngren and Robert T. Sprouse. All of
the above, except Prof. Sprouse, are NAA
members. Completion of the study is
scheduled for early 1971, with interim
reports planned late this year and in
mid -1970.

Manage me nt Consultants For m G r oup
Leading management consultants have formed
the Institute of Management Consultants,
Inc., in an effort to bring self regulation to the field. Marvin Bower,
director of McKinsey & Co., has been
elected president of the Institute.

1968 Mergers Set Record
Corporate
all -time
a Chicago
firm. It
proposals
rise over

mergers during 1968 set an
record, according to W. T. Grimm,
-based financial consulting
placed total corporate merger
for the year at 4,462, a 50%
a comparable figure in 1967.

1969

Honeywell Debuts in Time - Sharing
Honeywell, Inc., has entered the timesharing field with a computer complex
(H1648) designed to allow 48 simultaneous
users to solve problems from remote
terminals for $12 per terminal per day.
The company said it expects to capture 10%
of the estimated $175 million market for
small- and medium -size problem- solving
systems by the end of 1969.

Te c hnol og y Se e n C han gi ng B us i ne ss
A graphic picture of how technological
advances will change our business system
was outlined in a special section of The
New York Times by Simon Ramo, vice
chairman of the board of TRW, Inc. He
predicted "a totally controlled national
economy in which all of the information
needed to run businesses — information
ranging from airplane schedules to pickle
distribution — will be made available in
the right place at the right time to
assure maximum efficiency and the
smoothest optimum relationship of all
elements of the economy."

G -E Announces New Time - Sharing Service
General Electric is introducing a new
service in the greater Washington, D.C. Philadelphia area. Under its RESOURCE
plan, users will be able to obtain the
services of its three - dimensional GE -600
system at a fraction of the cost of a
complete system. This system is capable
of executing all three modes of data
processing -- local batch, remote batch,
and time - sharing — concurrently and
against a common data base.

Full three -

dimensional service will be available
May 15.

Law on Congl ome r ate s Pr e dic te d
A leading builder of companies predicted
that the Government would pass some type
of law concerning conglomerates. Meshulam
Riklis, chairman of the McCrory Corp.,
the Glen Alden Corp., and the Rapid American Corp., told the 58th annual
convention of the National Retail
Merchants Assn. that conglomerates would
"face a very strong investigation by the
Government as to what conglomerates
are all about."
4

U. S. Starts Publi cati on Ser ie s
On Feder al ADP Standards
The National Bureau of Standards will
publish a Federal Information Processing
Standards Register to serve as the
official source of information in the
Federal Government pertaining to uniform
Federal ADP standards, and to data
elements and codes standards in data
systems developed under the provisions of
BOB Circular No. A -86.
MA N A G EM E N T AC C OU N TIN G / M AR C H 1969

although fluctuating, true value is provable.
Many factors affect true value. A knowledge of such
factors, provided by experienced counsel, is imperative for
such purposes as: federal, ad valorem and estate taxes;
sales, merger, allocation of purchase price, insurance,
condemnation, and other corporate requirements
involving knowledge of tangible and intangible property.
Consultants in Valuation since 1896.
The American Appraisal Company, Milwaukee, W isconsin 53201
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Readers React
A Third Alternative
To the Editor:
Although Dr. Taylor did an excellent
job in his discussion on "Technological
or Economic Obsolescence: Computer
Purchase vs. Lease" ( September 1968) ,
I feel that he neglected one rather recent factor — leasing of computers
through third party leasing companies.
They seem to have recognized the distinction made by Dr. Taylor between
economic and technological obsolescence. These companies recognize that
even though a computer may be technologically obsolete in the hands of a
sophisticated user, it will still fully satisfy the requirements of a less demanding user and, therefore, is not economically obsolete.
Noah J. Hazel
Manager, Accounting Projects
Ryan Aeronautical Co.
San Diego, Calif.

Multi- Product Pricing
To the Editor:
I am in agreement with the principles
expounded in the article "Product Contribution Analysis for Multi- Product
Pricing," by Mr. William S. Kallimanis,
appearing in the July 1968 issue of
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING. Nonetheless I feel compelled to add a few
thoughts.
THE LIFE CYCLE. The author does not
specify the industry or product to which
the basic premise of a life cycle is applied. Other than toys or perhaps a
model change I, myself, can think of
none. This does not destroy the applicability of the manuscript since basing
pricing decisions on statistical data is
equally sound with or without a life
cycle. The analysis is just as meaningful
whether you call it a five (5) period
analysis or a life cycle.
PRICE VOLUME CONTRIBUTION SIMULATION. There are certain basic assumptions made here which should have
some further explanation. The unit
prices change by 5 %, but the first sales
6

vary from 50% upward to only 25%
downward. Unless company experience
warrants such a conclusion, this seems
rather out of proportion. Yet most of
the theoretical portion of the article is
built upon these two assumptions.
CONTRIBUTION FLOWS ( EXHIBIT 2) .
It seems to me that this whole presentation would be simplified if the desired
index of $704,000 was the foundation
of a set of statistical tables which
showed the volume necessary to achieve
this target over the five (5) year period
at a series of selected prices. These
tables would include all the information
necessary for management and the sales
departments to set their prices and sales
quotas. Obviously production capacities
are vital but, in my experience, most
companies will find a way to produce as
much as the sales department can sell.
Finally, in the Recap of the contribution
flows, there are arithmetical differences
which, when corrected and carried forward into the formulae in the subsequent narrative would give an increased
volume of 2286 units or 1112 units
instead of 1500 and 750.
John H. Roberts
Secretary- Treasurer
Manhattan Coffee Company
St. Louis, Mo.
Of Doubtful Practicality
To the Editor:
James A. Broadston, the author of
"Learning Curve Wage Incentives"
(August 1968), should be commended
for giving due consideration to the
psychological aspects involved in the
use of the learning curve concept in
devising wage incentive systems.
Because of the varying capabilities
and attitudes of each worker, the author
suggests that learning rates for individual operators be determined and used
to measure the amount of compensation which should be paid to each
operator in order to motivate him to
perform at optimum capacity. Although
the idea is splendid, the practicality of
carrying it out at an economically justi-

fiable cost even with the use of the
computer is doubtful.
There are two reasons for this belief.
First, the use of improvement curves,
unfortunately, is not so widespread that
the average operator would understand
why in all fairness he should be paid
on the basis of a different standard from
that assigned to a fellow worker. Secondly, the cost of administering such a
plan would not only be difficult but
very costly in the light of the contention
of a leading company that its estimated
labor cost, based on wage incentive
rates, should be increased eight per cent
to allow for errors in counting pieces
for reporting production quantities.
When it was suggested that better control of the reporting be exercised, the
rebuttal was that the cost of implementing its system of control would be
greater than the possible cost reduction.
Eventually, however, these obstacles
may be overcome and Mr. Broadston's
idea will become a very useful management tool.
Jacob Schmidt
Supervisory Auditor
Defense Contract Audit Agency
Chicago, Ill.

Judgement, Persuasion and
Guesswork
To the Editor:
In your write -up "Bad Budget Estimates" (under "Time Off" in the
November 1968 issue), you charge that
"budgetary forecasts of the Federal
Government have been notoriously inaccurate" and, after citing some differences between budget estimates and
actual results, you ask "How long would
a corporate controller be allowed to get
away with that sort of guesswork ?"
The fact is that the Federal budget
is not, and does not purport to be, a
forecast of what will happen. It is, instead, a proposal as to what ought to
happen. The Federal Budget law, properly I believe, makes it the responsibility
Continued on page 56
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THE DAY THEY
FOUND THE
MISSING
FORTY -EIGHT
GALLONS OF
B A N A N A OIL
No one at Orn's Incredible Oblong Company will ever forget
THE DAY THEY FOUND THE
MISSING 48 GALLONS OF BANANA OIL. It all started in the
morning when Herm Wadsworth
over in Production called Randolph Orn III and laid it on the
line. How could he be expected
to produce 18,000 Incredible
Oblongs without banana oil?
Well, this came as a big surprise
to Randolph Orn III because he
knew for a fact that Clive Bogle
over in Purchasing had ordered
48 gallons of the stuff. That was
when Randolph Orn III got on the
telephone. Right off, he called
Henderson Gobb over at the Bag dasarian Banana Oil And Screen
Door Company and let him know
What - Was -What in no uncertain
terms —which came as a big
surprise to Henderson Gobb because he knew for a fact that he
had shipped that order two weeks
ago. Well, tempers got hot, as
tempers will, and pretty soon all
485 employees of Orn's Incredible Oblong Company were conducting the only known 4 -hour
search for banana oil in the
annals of American free enterprise. Of course it was pretty
embarrassing for Randolph Orn
III when they f ound the banana
oil, all 48 gallons of it, right there
in the Receiving Department. But
then as Earl Stokely, Supervisor/
Receiving, put it, ''None of this
would have happened if we had
some kind of system down here."
Which is precisely why we have
developed the simple, economical SAFEGUARD RECEIVING
SYSTEM —a ONE -WRITE method

of recording the receipt of merchandise that will completely
eliminate the confusion, expense,
and inventory headaches that
sloppy, disorganized reporting
procedures can cause.
If you have a client who may be
suffering from an embarrassing
loss of banana oil, do him a favor.
Acquaint him with the easy -touse, easy -to- understand, uncommonly flexible SAFEGUARD
RECEIVING SYSTEM.
IF THERE'S A MADNESS IN HIS
METHOD, HE NEEDS A SAFEGUARD SYSTEM. FOR FULL
DETAILS, FILL OUT THE ATTACHED COUPON. TODAY.

Safeguard Business Systems has
plants in Elmhurst, III., Lansdale,
Pa., and Los Angeles, Calif.

OTM
..

Safeguard Business Sys te m s
P. O. B o x 1 5 1
Lansdale, Penn s yl vani a 1 9 4 4 6
MA(AC -102)

Yes, I w oul d tike to kn o w m or e abo ut
the uni que SAF EG U AR D RECEIVIN G
SYST EM and how it c an benef i t bo t h
my c l ient s and m ys el f .
NAME
FIRM
ADDR ESSPHONE
CITY

_

-

- STATE -
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Dear Member:
Very likely you are aware of the current financial situation facing our
Association. The complete story on our financing over the past six
years and the computerized projection of our position over the next
five years has been presented to the chapter boards. These studies
indicate clearly there is a need for an increase in dues next year.
There is no mystery in this situation. Not only have our costs risen
but services have grown to keep pace with the expanding responsibilities of the management accountant. NAA exists for only one purpose:
the benefit and development of the individual member. To accomplish this, we must continually offer research, education and communications services to meet professional demands.
To fully meet our current obligations and implementation of the five year plans, the Finance and Budget Committee recommended a dues
increase of $20.00. This increase would have given us an approximately
balanced budget through 1974. However, the Board of Directors decided to hold the dues increase to an amount which could cover the
current level of services in the immediate future while continuing a
study of the longer -range situation. As provided in the By -Laws, your
Board has voted a dues increase of $10.00, making annual dues $35.00
effective July 1, 1969.'"
We believe you will agree this is a very small cost for the personal
benefits available to you in this great organization.
Sincerely,

James E. Meredith, Jr.

President
*For members outside the U.S., Canada, and U.S. possessions, the annual dues
will remain at $25.00.
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Umpiring the Earnings
Per Share Results
LET US MAKE OUR RULES EASY TO UNDERSTAND AND FOLLOW

By Leonard Spacek
Once upon a time three baseball umpires returning to the locker rooms were
discussing their methods of umpiring
the pitches in a game. One said "I call
them as I see them." The second said
"I call them as they are." The third
umpire said, "Until I call it, a pitched
ball is nothing."
The Securities and Exchange Commission and the accounting profession
are acting today as umpires in the determination of that increasingly important statistic, "earnings per common
share." Unfortunately, though, in calling the results we are following the
example of the third umpire. We are
taking the position that earnings per
common share cannot even exist, much
less be reported — except as we call
them.
It is easy to see how this has happened. Much as we may deplore the
fact, reported earnings per share have
become perhaps the most important
single measure of corporate performance and determinant of the market
for a company.s common stock. This
has inevitably invited abuses by those
who want to "bootstrap" their stock
prices. These abuses, in turn, have led
to demands for closing loopholes and
eliminating undesirable practices. Laudable as these goals may be, however,
they are creating a reporting straitjacket
which fails to permit, much less require,
important supplemental or interpretative information to be disclosed. In the
M A N A G E M E N T AC C O U NTIN G / M A R C H 19 69

desire to bar misleading information,
the umpires are insisting that the complex determination of earnings as they
relate to each share of common stock
must be reduced to a single figure. Any
uncertainties with respect to its determination may be disclosed only if their
ultimate disposition would create dilution —but not if they might result in
enhancement.
In the process we—and by "we" I
mean the SEC and the accounting profession —are establishing characterizations of securities, many arbitrarily or
even defined on a personal basis without
demonstrated logic, that destroy meaningful communication to investors. We
are also devising new procedures of
computing earnings per share, and are

LEONARD SPACEK

Cedar Rapids Chapter (Chicago
1947), joined Arthur Andersen 6 Co.
in 1928. He became the Managing
Partner in 1947 and Chairman in
1963. Mr. Spacek attended Coe College in Cedar Rapids, Iowa, and the
University of Chicago.

then frequently applying them in such
a way that it is difficult or impossible
for others to understand and follow
what is done.
The key to our error in communication is giving an Alice -in- Wonderland
connotation to the term "residual" and
then, on the basis of that tern, modifying the usual practice of determining
earnings per share. Evidently, we cannot explain logically and precisely what
either the residual security concept or
the resulting earnings per share figure
means. We are therefore being forced
to adopt a series of arbitrary percentages and rules that have a disturbing
resemblance to the provisions of the
Internal Revenue Code. The earnings
per share figure that is "cranked out"
as a result of these rules is given to the
public by the corporation at the insistence of the umpires —the SEC and
accountants — as conveying a certain
meaning, but we have not supplied the
reader with its definition. And yet, it
is a very important figure to the common stockholders —one on which his investment judgement pivots.
As often happens in life, the less sure
we are as to what we are trying to do,
the more we attempt to bolster our
uncertainty by establishing rigid rules
and stifling any dissent. In this earnings
per share game one umpire, the SEC,
has concluded that earnings per share
must be presented in their way, and
their way only, in corporate reports to
stockholders; otherwise, they will punish
transgressors by imposing delays in their

registrations of new securities offerings.
They declare that any method of computing earnings per share, other than
that which they approve is misleading
and cannot be disclosed.
This paper is not an exercise in criti-

cism of our co-umpire, the SEC; we in
the accounting profession have failed
to come up with a sound, creative approach to enable us to call the game as
it is. The umpires are merely trying to
make a fair game out of the process of

reporting earnings per share, and are
working to the best of their abilities
with conditions that exist. It is obvious,
however, that the investor deserves and
should receive better rules and better
umpiring.

THE SEC ADO PTE D TH EIR POSIT IO N AS A SO LUTION
TO O B V I O U S M I S R E P R E SE N T A T I O N S
On June 18, 1968, the SEC issued a
release' setting forth its views as to
what earnings per share data should be
reported by companies subject to its
jurisdiction. Briefly, it stated that all
earnings per share must be based solely
on the equivalent outstanding common
shares after giving effect to the conversion of residual securities.
This appeared to give certainty to
something that is by no means certain
since there is no accepted definition of
what constitutes residual securities. The
ambiguous description in paragraph 33
of APB Opinion No. 9 has already led
to considerable confusion and uncertainty. Apparently even the drafters did
not have a common understanding of
what they intended. In an attempt to
achieve standardization in at least one
area, the SEC established by fiat in
its release that any convertible security
issued in an acquisition which results
in material potential dilution is a residual security —a test without a logical
basis or sanction in Opinion No. 9
although it does have some pragmatic
justification in the light of the present
situation.
Considering the widely varying uses
being made of convertible securities and
the unusual features in some, the SEC
probably took the only position that
made sense under the circumstances. It
was like establishing a curfew in order
to reestablish law and order. It is believed, however, that the SEC would
be hard put to justify permanently denying the communication of earnings
per share on actual common shares outstanding where the residual convertible
securities have been issued at arm's
length in a competitive market and
include features which make imminent
conversion unlikely. To do so would
be to deny the "full disclosure" principle of the securities laws.
Admittedly, there are cases where
the senior status of certain residual securities is suspect and disclosure might
seem to be appropriate on only a fully

converted basis. The SEC's June release
was issued in relation to at least one
company which apparently had only
common stock and residual securities
outstanding, with common shares held
by the public and the residual shares
all held by a parent. Thus, the SEC's
move to require earnings per share to
be presented only on a fully converted
basis was to protect the public shareholders who otherwise might not realize
that dilution could occur at the option
of the parent company which held the
residual securities. This was deemed
necessary even though the residual securities might be truly senior in the sense
of offering a dividend yield or interest
income that would make imminent conversion unlikely under normal circumstances.
To illustrate the problem in another
case where an ostensible preference existing in a class of securities might in
fact be unreal, assume a merger of two
companies, one with large stockholders
who do not want dividend income. Accordingly, they are given so-called preferred stock with a nominal dividend
of 5 cents a share and the right to
convert to common on a one - for -one
basis. Assume that the preferred represents 75% of the total combined preferred and common shares. Assume,
further, that the common sells at $25,
or 10 times a fully converted $2.50
earnings per share and that it receives
$1.00 per share in dividends. How
would such conditions affect the reported earnings per share? It would be
as shown in Table 1.

If the public common stock investors
were told in the annual report that their
earnings per share were $9.85 and their
stock was selling at a price of $25, or
less than 3 times earnings, it does not
take much imagination to visualize the
impulsive reaction of an uninformed
investor before he fully comprehends
the facts. And while the unsuspecting
common stock investor is running up
the price on the "bargain" he thinks
exists, the residual preferred holder may
be quietly converting his preference
stock and selling it. In this case, a key
point is that the original issuance of
the preferred was in itself misleading.
Because the dividend was so far below
the common dividend, it was obviously
contrived to satisfy the stockholder who
did not want dividend income and who
owned a sufficient proportion to ignore
his proportion of loss in equivalent
common dividends. Actually, the socalled preferred stock is a class of common in this case; the preference is in
name only. Therefore, with situations
of this type always possible, it is completely understandable that the SEC
placed severe limitations on the senior
classification of convertible securities
issued in mergers if a "material dilution" of earnings per share would result
upon conversion.
Similar situations could not happen
in sales of convertible securities to the
public because the economic rights and
conditions (the "wager" between the
various classes of security holders) must
then be equated between adverse interests. Almost without exception the

T able 1
REPORTED EARNINGS PER SHARE

Num ber

Shares
Percent

Earni ngs per ac tual common shares outstanding

1

( 25 %)

Reduction in earnings per share on equivalent
common shares, based on conversion of residual
preferr ed shares plus comm on shares outstandi ng

3

( 75 %)

Fully converted earnings per share

4

(100%x)

Am ount
per shar e
$9.85

7. 35*
$ 2. 50

3

Securities and Exchange Commission Washington, D.C., Securities Act of 1933- 1i<elease No.
4910, and Securities Exchange Act of 1934 —Release No. 8336.
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*Represents $7. 50 — $0.15 where the prefer red divi dend is eli minated
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convertible which is issued at arm's
length in a competitive market possesses certain advantages over the common stock right up to the time that
equality of interest or dividend income
of the convertible and common result
in conversion. The market price, therefore, is not a criterion of the timing of
convertibility and, therefore, is not a
good or even a fair determinant of a
residual security. Somehow we must
report all of the facts (a) as we see
them and (b) as they are, so that exposure of the dilution on earnings is
measurable against the preference that
the convertible possesses.
How Does the Gr eat Varie ty in
Security Wagers Arise?
The various terms and provisions of
publicly issued convertible securities are
always subject to careful analysis of
fairness in relation to circumstances
existing, or in prospect, at date of issue.
The security owners are wagering
among themselves and therefore they
possess substantial adverse interests. No
accounting rule by the SEC or the accounting profession can abrogate the
terms of these wagers, and we cannot
assume that the wager is settled other
than under the terms of the agreement.
Yet, that is exactly what we do when
we show earnings per share based only
on common stock and residual securities. Thus, all convertible securities
originally issued to the public in mergers or sold to the public for cash possess
terms of conversion, participation, redemption, etc., that were weighed and
analyzed carefully when issued; and
until all the terms are met, including
the right to call by the company, conversion cannot be absolutely assumed
to have taken place.
When a parent company or a major
interest is involved on one side of the
original issuance of a convertible, however, and when that interest has a
large voting power in establishing the
acceptance of the convertible, it must
be subject to greater scrutiny. Some
convertibles become so complicated
when related to other convertibles and
to outstanding common stock and senior securities that a full understanding
of their respective positions is difficult
at best unless one makes a thorough
analysis. Often this is not possible today
from available public information. But
even here, if the facts are properly
stated, the contrived convertible is revealed for what it is. Thus, the question
MA N A G E M E N T ACC OU NTIN G /M AR CH 1969

of proper communication to the investor is to provide him with the facts
necessary to evaluate the relative positions of the various securities that are
outstanding or proposed to be issued.
The SEC, I understand, has very
limited jurisdiction over the types and
terms of securities issued under the Securities Act of 1933. This is not true
for securities issued under the Public
Utility Holding Company Act where
the SEC has final jurisdiction over the
types and terms of securities issued.
The complicated capitalizations of
the utilities during the pre -1933 years
gave rise to this difference in jurisdiction over securities issued. Absent the
great depression, these complicated utility company capitalizations might still
be with us today.
There is a warning here that we
should heed. A deflationary period
would create a backlash among the
regular common stockholders who have
too casually discounted the priorities
of present convertibles. If a deflation
period were to occur, many common
shareholders would be sure to cry
"foul" as a result of loss on some of
their investment wagers in common
stocks against convertibles. They would
feel that they were misled by presentations that assumed conversion of various senior securities without adequate
disclosure of the preferences in income
retained by the holder of such securities
until actual conversion.
One must also ascribe responsibility
to our tax system for many of the complicated corporate capitalizations that
we have today. The tax law provisions
that foster these complexities include:
The deductibility of interest in computing Federal income taxes while
dividends paid are not deductible.
The income from both types of securities, however, is subject to the
same tax treatment to the investor.
This should be corrected by making
dividends deductible for Federal tax
purposes, a move which would contribute greatly to a more orderly development of our economic enterprises and would be beneficial to all
of our population, even if the overall corporate tax were increased to
cover the loss to the Treasury.
The second obstacle to fair and
straightforward corporate capitalizations imposed by our Federal tax
laws is the distinction made between
capital stock and debt in effecting
business combinations. Here again,

a change to permit the use of debt
as well as capital stock in tax -free
exchanges would produce more intelligent corporate capitalizations
that would benefit the public and
yet make little or no difference in
ultimate tax revenues.
Thus, if Congress ever criticizes existing corporate capitalizations, it should
be reminded of its heavy responsibility
by reason of its actions in putting obstacles in the way of simplification.
SEC Requirements Hide the
Effect of Preference
Characteristics
Although the SEC does not have
jurisdiction to establish guidelines concerning terms and conditions of securities issued except, as noted, under the
Public Utility Holding Company Act,
its requirement to report earnings per
share only on a fully converted basis
so far as residual securities are concerned in effect overrides the actual
terms and preferences of convertible
securities. What authority the SEC
lacks in controlling the types and terms
of securities issuances, it indirectly but
effectively exercises by not permitting
any information on earnings on common stock to be reported except on the
basis of conversion of senior securities
defined as residual. It shows these securities as sharing in common stock earnings when they do not yet have and
may never have such a share. Such a
rule has the effect of understating the
earnings of regular common stockholders below what they actually are as
long as the convertibles retain their
preferences and priorities.
The inconsistency of this position lies
in the fact that neither the SEC nor
the accounting profession permits the
balance sheet to be adjusted to give
effect to the assumed conversion that
is implicit in computing earnings per
share on a residual basis. An adjusted
balance sheet is not considered appropriate because the conversions are not
a fact while the preferences and priorities of the senior securities are a fact
and must be reflected in the balance
sheet. In computing earnings per share,
though, these same priorities and preferences are ignored and assumed to be
nonexistent and in their place only the
common stock exists.
The term "residual" security is a
new term, and an authoritative definition is nowhere to be found. The defini11

tion in practice generally includes any does not involve accounting principles;
convertible security whose market value it is primarily a question of disclosure.
is twice the investment value —that is, Have we withheld facts that should
the estimated value of the same secu- reasonably be disclosed? Are we saying
rity if it did not have conversion rights. to the investor that he is to make all his
Such a value is not exact and only a decisions on the basis of the earnings
person with some reasonably close ex- per share that we give him and that the
perience with the money market, credit corporation, the accountants and the
and business generally and in relation SEC will take the responsibility for its
to a specific company can make an in- reliability or for any damage that comes
fomned opinion as to the investment to him because it was not what he was
value of a convertible. It is dependent led to believe it was?
on and fluctuates with money rates and
It is not enough that the SEC and
other factors, none of which informa- the accountants agree on a presentation
tion is available in the financial state- —they must also be responsible for makments. Thus, in the absence of specific ing sure that it includes all the facts that
disclosure, the investor cannot from any the investor has a right to expect as a
source available to him find a clear or basis for an informed decision. His reeven an approximate way to identify liance must be that the earnings per
which of the outstanding convertibles share reported are those that apply to
are residual securities if there is a vari- his stock —and yet we know that this is
ety of them.
not true.
I am not denying the appropriateness
Why do we deny him the true figure?
of the residual security concept if it is
There is no need to argue the probclearly defined and communicated to lems arising from reporting the earnings
investors so long as it is not used to pro- per share of common stock unless the
hibit the furnishing of other equally im- way it is done could cause damage
portant information with respect to through confusion or misunderstanding.
earnings per share. But since any earn- While no one can determine the inings per share reported on a residual - vestors' reactions to reported earnings
security basis are in fact pro forma, the per share, we do know that earnings per
question naturally arises when the re- share exert a major influence on many
porting of actual earnings per common investors. We also know that investors
share is prohibited —is such a presenta- relate earnings per share to book value
tion complete and not misleading? It is and market value and the percentage of
not possibly an actual violation of the common equity to determine leverage.
disclosure requirements of the Federal We also know that if the earnings per
securities acts? It has been said that the share, including residual securities are so
SEC's tolerance, approval, or even coer- used, especially in relation to an unadcion in the presentation of financial in- justed balance sheet, the results are
formation, may not necessarily be a de- wrong and misleading.
fense to registrants if withholding actual
Since earnings per share on a residual
facts from an investor proves to be dam- basis are less in most cases than those
aging to him.
computed on the actual common shares
What is a registrant to do? The SEC outstanding, the risk is that the investor
has no powers to compel registrants to will be led to undervalue his investment.
comply with its ideas of presentation if Double effect will be given to the prioria rule- making procedure has not taken ties and preferences of the residual seplace, but compliance with the SEC's curities because dilution resulting from
views is enforced by applying delaying conversion is reflected in earnings per
tactics to companies' registration proc- share, but the investor is left —or perhaps I might better say "led " —to match
esses.
these diluted earnings with the balance
What Damage Is Done?
sheet which is based on a different premNo one can say how earnings per ise. Stated another way, the earnings per
share may lead a present or prospective share on the income account are based
common stock investor to take actions on an assumed higher quality of comthat result in monetary loss or gain. mon equity than appears on the balance
What we do know is that, -under the sheet. If we can assume residual securirules of the SEC and the profession, we ties are common stock for purposes of
are not presently supplying him with computing earnings per share, why
complete information on the earnings of should not the same assumption be
those specific shares he holds or plans made in presenting a balance sheet?
Usually the risk of misleading users
to buy. Presentation of such information
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of financial data arises because of possible overstatement of earnings, but in
this case there is a built -in understatement since we furnish only half —the
adverse half —of the information which
the common stockholder should have
before he acts. Thus, the earnings per
share on a residual security basis may
lead investors to sell what they regard
as a marginal security only because they
did not realize that safety provisions had
been built into the reported earnings
per share but had not been reflected in
the balance sheet. This cannot injure
the investor who does not sell his investment, or buys, but can seriously damage
an investor who is misled into selling.
This half -truth may be more damaging
than giving him no earnings per share
data and letting him make his own
computation. In this connection, a recent charge by a court to a jury on what
is a material fact used the following
language:
"A material fact is a fact to which an
average, reasonably prudent person
would attach importance in determining
a course of conduct to be taken or followed upon learning the fact, such as in
deciding whether or not to buy or sell
stock, or to lend or refuse to lend money,
or to cancel a loan. A fact is false if it is
untrue in fact. It is misleading if it is
misstated in such a wav that it does not
give a true picture of the facts being
presented, or if it omits material facts
necessary to a proper understanding of
the facts presented. Sometimes a half truth is no better than an outright falsehood. Fraud may be effected by half truths calculated to deceive and mislead.
"A statement, although literally true,
is nevertheless false if when interpreted
in the light of the effect it would produce on the minds of those whom it was
calculated to influence, would create a
false impression of the true state of affairs.
"While ordinarily a person, knowing
certain facts, such as we might in our
everyday life, is under no legal obligation to reveal them, and he may or she
may keep them to themselves, there are
circumstances where a person is not entitled to do that. For example, where a
person represents that a particular fact
or set of facts exists, and at the same
time willfully, knowingly and intentionally fails to reveal other relevant and
material facts concerning that representation that is made, which would place
the state of affairs in quite a different
posture if those other facts were known,
he may have an obligation to disclose
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How Can Ea rni ngs Share
Be Properly Reported?
Enough has been said to indicate that
there are many facets to the problem
of communicating earnings data to the
common stock investor who must think
in per share terms to judge the action
he takes. Where there is as much adverse interest among the various securities as occurs when several convertible
issues exist in one company, the presentation of per share earnings must provide the means by which all the wagers
among security issues can be appraised.
The presentation becomes the totalizator board for the company's various
equity and convertible issues. No single
figure can be given as an answer for all
since each security is in effect betting
against every other; consequently, a
separate table, presented as a footnote
to the earnings per share caption, must
be supplied to interpret the effect of
these wagers against each other.
This table would start with the earnings per share of actual outstanding
common stock as a base point and would

then show the effect of each wager made
against each convertible and the effect
of the conversion call. These data must
be shown, together with the factors
which cause the convertibles to retain
their preferential position and the gap
that exists between the convertibles'
prior right to income and the common
stockholder's dividend income. The
time of the closing of this gap is the
real measure of probable conversion
date, absent a call. The table should
also show the increased quality of common stock that accrues to the common
shareholder if the conversion takes place.
An illustration of such a footnote, accepting for purposes of this discussion
the present definition of residual securities, is shown in Table 2.
This table, however, has one glaring
deficiency. It shows a misleading comparison between years as a result of not giving retroactive effect to a change in a
security's classification from senior to
residual. The same security, without any
change other than movement in the
market price of the company's common
stock, is treated as a senior security in
one year and as common stock in the
other. Consequently, for a meaningful
comparison, the classification of a con-

vertible security should be determined
by its status in the latest year, and the
earlier year should be restated to conform to the same classification as illustrated in Table 3.
In this table the following essential
facts are shown:
1. Dividends and earnings per share
on actual outstanding common
stock are shown as $0.75 and
$2.00, respectively, on line 1, Cols.
2 and. 3.
2. The effect of the various c6nvertible securities is segregated between those classified as residual
(lines 2 through 5) and those
classified as nonresidual (lines 7
through 10).
3. The market of the convertible
equivalent to each share of common stock as of a specified date
shown in Col. 1 so that the reader
who is evaluating his position at
another date can determine the
factors on which the earnings per
share were based and can determine whether he considers them
to be currently appropriate. A
slight change in date and, as a result, market value can change the
classification significantly.
is

the other material facts so as to avoid
deceiving the person to whom the statement is made."

Table 2
EFFECT OF CONVERT IBLES ON COMMON STOCK
1967

1968

(2)

Effect of conversion of residual
securities:

(3)

$5 preferred

Com mon
Equity
Portion
of T otal
Capitalization

Effect on
Earnings
Per
Com mon
Share

Common
Equity
Portion
of Total
Capitalization

(Col. 1)

(Col. 2)

(Col. 3)

(Col. 4)

(Col. 5)

(Col. 6)

60

$

Outstanding common stock

Effect on
Earnings
Per
Common
Share

$

( 1)

Mar ket
at
12 / 3 1/ 6 8

Annual
Cur rent
Inc ome to
Invest or
Per
Com mon
Share
Equivalent

.75

1.20

(.10)

5

(.08)

7

(. 20 )

10

(4)

$3.15 preferred

140

(5)

41/2% debentures

180

1.35

( 7)

36%

200

1.35

(6)

$2.00

Total common plus conversion
of residual securities

$1.62

58%

$1. 50

48%

(.04)

7

Not residual in 1967
(.14)
$1. 32

13
68%

Effect of conversion of
nonresidual securities:

(8)

$3.15 preferred

Residual in 1968

(. 02)

9

(. 06)

13

(9)

5% debentures

150

2. 00

(.10)

10

( 10)

5% debentures

100

3. 00

(.02)

8

Issued in 1968

(11)

6% preferred

110

4. 00

.34*

15

Issued in 1968

( 12)

Total common plus conversion
of all convertibles

$1. 84

91 %

$1. 24

90%

*This item would not be included in a pro forma calculation under Opinion 9 since it does not result in dilution at this date.
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4 In Col. 2, the earnings actually
received by investors in the form
of dividends and interest are
shown; these data are the major
controlling factors in determining
whether conversion will take
place, absent a call. Unless the
gap is closed between the dividend
per common share on line 1 in
this column and the senior dividend or interest per equivalent
share on lines 3 to 10, conversion
will not take place; therefore, any
residual convertible security is in
fact a prior lien or senior security
as well as a residual security at
any time until conversion.
5 Col. 3 shows the dilution or addition to earnings per share on outstanding common stock, if the
convertible securities were to be
converted. The figures through
line 6 relate to common stock and
residual securities; the remaining
lines reflect conversions of non residual securities.
6 Col. 4 shows one of the most important facts — information that is
overlooked in the preparation of
all proxy and registration statements today. It shows the effect

that conversion would have on the
capital structure and the resulting
increased safety to the common
shareholder; this improved capitalization serves as an offset to anv
dilution that would result from
conversion.
7. Although the table does not show
what investment value —that is,
market value absent the conversion right —has been assumed for
the various convertible securities,
consideration should be given to
including such information. In
that way, the reader not only is
supplied with all data necessary
for understanding the earnings
per share computation but also is
in a position to substitute his
Judgement for that of the issuer.
With such a table supplementing the
basic financial statements in footnote
form, investors, analysts and others can
reappraise earnings per share data in the
light of changing conditions to determine its continuing validity and rolevancc. At present, the definition of residual securities is detennincd on the
basis of assumed investment values without conversion rights and the prices ap-

pearing in Col. 1. These amounts can
be changed radically by such factors as
fluctuations in interest rates and the
market evaluation of the industry involved, with relatively no change in the
information on line 1. The composition
of any reported earnings per share figure
that includes a residual security is necessary so that users can evaluate its significance and make their adjustment at
any date after its determination.
Summary
In summary, what I am urging here
with respect to the presentation of earnings per share is full and informative disclosure. I am vigorously opposed to
"managed news " — withholding relevant
information from security holders because someone is apprehensive that investors might misunderstand and draw
erroneous information from it. Such a
paternalistic attitude on the part of the
SEC, the accounting profession and corporate management has no place in our
social and economic system. On the
other hand, I believe that it would be
equally indefensible to inundate the investor with raw, unorganized data, presented under the guise of full disclosure,
Continued on page 27

Table 3
EFFECT OF CONVERTIBLES ON COMMON STOCK UNDER CHANGED CONDIT IONS
1967

1968

(2)

Effect of conver sion of residual
securities:

Comm on
Equity
Portion
of T otal
Capitalization

Effect on
Earnings
Per
Comm on
Share

Comm on
Equity
Portion
of T otal
Capitalization

(Col. 1)

(Col. 2)

(Col. 3)

(Col. 4)

(Col. 5)

(Col. 6)

60

$

Outs tanding common st ock

Effect on
Earnings
Per
Comm on
Share

$

( 1)

Mar ket
at
12/31/68

Annual
Cur rent
Inc om e to
Invest or
Per
Comm on
Share
Equivalent

.75

$2. 00

36%

$1. 50

48%

$5 preferr ed

200

1. 20

(. 10)

5

(. 04)

7

(4)

$3.15 pref er red

140

1.35

(. 08)

7

(. 02)

9

( 5)

4 1/ z % debentures

180

1. 35

(. 20)

10

( . 14 )

13

(3)

( 6)
(7)
(8)
( 9)
( 10)
(11)

T otal c ommon plus conversion
of residual securities

$1. 62

58%

$1. 30

77%

Effect of conversion of
nonresidual securities:
5% debent ur es

150

2. 00

(. 10)

10

(. 06)

13

5% debentures

100

3. 00

(. 02)

8

Issued in 1968

6% pref er red

110

4. 00

. 34*

15

Issued i n 1968

T otal common plus conversion
of all convertibles

$1. 84

91%

$1. 24

90%

*T hi s it em w ould not be inc luded in a pro f orm a calcul ation under Opinion 9 since it does not result in dilut ion at this date.
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Concern Over Opinions of the
Accounting Principles Board
MUCH HAS BEEN ACCOMPLISHED— STILL, IT IS QUITE SOBERING TO REFLECT ON THE UNRESOLVED ISSUES

By Robert J. Seider
Wh e n a genuine collectivist group, it
has been alleged, wants to build a tunnel, they simply find themselves a mountain. They put equal task forces on either side of the mountain, then they dig!
If they meet, they have a tunnel; if they
don't meet, they have two tunnels.
Have we become such tunnel builders?
A careful scrutiny of the opinions (hereinafter referred to as APB Opinions)
emanating from the Accounting Principles Board of the American Institute
of Certified Public Accountants would
seem to indicate that perhaps we are
unwittingly adopting this approach.
In v e s t m e n t C r e d i t
Let us take a look at the opinion
which covers the Institute's stated views
concerning investment credit. First we
defer the investment credit, then we
permit flow through, now we wa nt t o
retroactively flip -flop to the deferred position.
Certain national CPA firms are opposing changes in accounting for the investment credit. Some of them state
that they are not opposed to APB Opinion 2, which dealt with the deferred
method of accounting for the investment credit, nor did they oppose APB
Opinion 4, which permitted the "flow through" method, because of its general
acceptance. To say that APB Opinion 4
is wrong now and return to APB Opinion 2 only adds confusion to an already
confused issue.
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Le a s e s
Concern over "off balance sheet" financing led to the initial consideration
of the opinions of accounting for leases.
A comparison of the APB opinions on
leases (Opinion 5 dealing with the lessee
and Opinion 7 dealing with the lessor)
reveals a glaring inconsistency. Paragraph 18 of Opinion 7 states that
"There continues to be a question as to
whether assets and the related obligations should be reflected in the balance
sheet of the lessee for leases other than
those that are in substance installment
purchases." It goes on to say that this
problem is to be the subject of further
APB consideration. Apparently we are
digging tunnels.
In Opinion 5 the test is whether the
lessee is acquiring a material equity in

4
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the leased property; i.e., is the lease in
substance an installment purchase? In
practice this language has created new
problems of interpretation and applicati o n .

In Opinion 7, the lessor treats non cancellable leases that pass ownership
risks and rewards to lessees as a financing transaction and substitutes a receivable for the leased property. It is evidently possible to have this leased property dangling in the air. It is not on the
lessor's balance sheet and it is not the
lessee's balance sheet because the test of
material equity is not met.
Opinion 7 seems to circumvent this
apparent incompatibility by emphasizing that the thrust of Opinion 7 deals
with the income statement; whereas
Opinion 5 concerns itself principally
with the balance sheet. It is pointed out
that income reporting is perfectly compatible under both opinions because capitalization of all leases may not be necessary in order to state net income fairly
since the amount of the lease rentals
may represent a proper charge to income.
Tax Allocation
In adopting the opinion on allocation
of income taxes the client is permitted
the choice of either adopting retroactively or prospectively the comprehensive allocation theon,, which relates to
timing differences between the book and
the taxable income. In Opinion 10 the
theoretician's position is stressed with
respect to original issue discount. How15

ever, it is possible to reverse this position a year later. In Opinion 9 everyone
is likely confused with the disclosure requirements of earnings per share by the
injection of the concept of residual
shares without defining precisely what
is meant by "residual."
Convertible Securities
When paragraphs 8 and 9 of Opinion
10 became effective for the year beginning January 1, 1967, many people had
difficulty in implementing them. These
paragraphs provided for a certain accounting treatment for proceeds received
for debt securities convertible into stock
or issued with warrants to purchase
stock. This provision called for setting
up a dubious asset which was to be
amortized. In December 1967 these
paragraphs were suspended by Opinion
12. There is being circulated currently
an exposure draft by the APB which is
attempting to clarify and settle this issue once and for all.
Must the APB add to the growing list
of unnecessary uncertainties in the
minds of readers of financial statements?
It is evident that if Opinion 10 presented an unworkable accounting treatment
then it should not have been presented
in the first place. But having done so,
then the next best thing is to correct
the mistake and go forward from there.
Residual Securities
Have you heard of the term residual
security? What is it? Paragraph 33 of
Opinion 9 states that a residual security,
for purposes of computing earnings per
share, is a security other than common
stock (convertible preferred---convertible debenture) that clearly derives a
major portion of its value from its conversion rights or its common stock characteristics. The confusion which arose
concerning the statement on residual
securities has forced the APB to announce that a sub - committee, headed by
Phil Defliese, is restudying the problem
and is endeavoring to establish criteria
for the classification of residual security
and to show how the earnings per share
should be computed when such securities are involved.'
i On Novembe r 6, 1968, the Accounting Principles
Board issue d an exposure draft of propose d APB
Opini on: "Earnings Pe r Share." Thi s draft is being
circulated for comments from persons interested in
financial reporting. The draft attempts to clarify
the underlying concepts of residual securities.
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It seems difficult to see how it will be
any less arduous to compute investment
value for purposes of Opinion 9 (residual securities) than it is in making the
computation with respect to Opinion 12
( original issue discount) . Perhaps it will
be recalled that in Opinion 12 we read
that it is not practical.
Generally Accepted Accounting
Principles
When referring to the principles
promulgated by the "Board," Marvin
Stone,2 President of the AICPA, advocates changing the words, "generally accepted" to the word "sound." He believes that in categorizing the opinions
of the Accounting Principles Board as
"generally accepted" appears to him to
relegate the APB to a position of poll
taker. He feels that adoption of soundness as the criterion against which accounting principles are measured should
help to clarify the status of accounting
principles and the responsibility of the
accounting profession for their promulgation.
Whether you agree with Mr. Stone is
not as important as the fact that here
the President of the AICPA is alluding,
in the author's opinion, to the very heart
of the problem. Again some questions
must be raised! By whom have generally
accepted accounting principles been accepted? By the SEC? By the investing
public? By the accounting profession?
By teachers of accounting? By clients?
By all these groups?
,
Material Departures
In October 1964, Council of the
AICPA unanimously adopted recommendations that material departures
from opinions of the APB should be
disclosed since APB opinions are deemed
to have substantial authoritative support. Council also said that substantial
authoritative support can exist for accounting principles that differ with the
opinions of the APB. However, in the
latter case, the burden is on the accountant to conclude that there is other support and to disclose the effect that the
departure from the APB opinions had
on the statements. His opinion could be
unqualified. The trouble with this posiSee Marvin L. Stone's comments in the September
1968, Th e CPA .

P

tion is in defining the guidelines of
"other substantial authoritative support." Who sits as judge and jury on
this issue?
Since some opinions of the Board
were promulgated on the basis of only
one vote more than that of the dissenters, would the dissenting opinion constitute this other authority? Suppose that
the dissenting opinion was reinforced by
a statement from an association such as
the Financial Executive Institute or the
National Association of Accountants,
would this constitute substantial authoritative support?
If you think the accounting profession is confused, how do you think the
public reacts to all this double talk? At
the present time there is no penalty for
an accountant ignoring the pronouncements of the APB since no rule of ethics
has been adopted in support thereof.
The adoption of an ethical rule has been
postponed each year and perhaps it
should continue to be deferred, at least
until the APB achieves more consistency
and attains complete acceptance by the
total financial community.
APR Accom pl ish men ts
Much has been accomplished by the
Accounting Principles Board; other accomplishments are on the horizon. However, in pressuring the Board for action,
there have been some unfortunate second thoughts, some of which have been
discussed in this paper. Different ideas
regarding adequate disclosure are being
heard from all segments of the financial
community every day. To keep all interested factions satisfied within the demands of time and in an atmosphere of
urgency is quite a job.
Because of the circumstances, who is
to say that the APB hasn't done the best
job possible? Today, unfortunately,
everybody wants something "done yesterday."
The APB members are dedicated people; they need our support. Please cooperate and present your views when they
are requested. Leaders of the accounting
profession should articulate their views
in a continuing dialogue to the APB,
but despite the achievements of the
APB and the advances of the accounting
profession, it still is quite sobering to
reflect on the question, "How are we
building our tunnels "?
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The Annual Report:
How Much Does It Really Cost?
LET US AT LEAST TRY TO STREAMLINE THIS COMPLEX AND EXPENSIVE PROCESS

By Charles W. Statt
Right or wrong, it is obvious that
American industry is afflicted with the
"annual report syndrome." American
corporations try to outdo each other in
the production of their reports and, as
a result, have developed masterpieces
of art, photography and printing in addition to providing the basic financial
data for which the report was originally
intended. But competition for the investor's dollar, the share owner's attention, the analyst's interest is worthy,
indeed — provided that the glitter does
not obscure the guts.
It seems rather odd that in this modern age of sophisticated cost accounting
systems, many companies are reluctant
(or unable) to calculate accurately the
cost of preparing their annual reports
to stockholders. When asked this question directly, the vice president, treasurer or public relations director frequently sits back in his chair, smiles
coyly at the ceiling, and answers with
one of several stock, innocuous statements such as: "I don't have the exact
figures at my fingertips but actually we
spend very little on our report." Other
executives are very quick to quote a
figure such as fifty cents or seventy -five
cents a copy and are very proud of the
economies they have been able to effect.
We suspect that a close look at figures
in this range will usually disclose that
the cost includes only the barest of out of- pocket expense.
To many companies the numerous
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hours spent by their accountants, public relations people, auditors, etc., to arrive at a rough draft and financial statements are considered fixed costs of
running the business and not a part of
the "prima donna" annual report. Add
to these hours the time spent by company executives on decisions pertaining
to content, format, photographs, graphs
and charts, and you will undoubtedly
find cost factors not included in the
amounts quoted.
How should we go about computing
the cost of the report? What expenses
should be included? Should there be
some standardization, some controls so
that we can compare our costs with
those of comparable companies? Hopefully, some of the challenges in this area
will excite the interest of our astute cost
accountants.
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Philosophy and Background
The annual report has now taken on
a "state of the nation" aspect which has
a story not only for the financial community but for employees, community
leaders, competitors, prospective employees, art directors, paper manufacturers and a host of others. With this
swing to the exotic, company officials
are frequently caught in a paradoxical
bind with certain of their stockholders
(often the most vocal stockholders).
The reaction of many people to the elaborate report is, "Why not increase the
dividend instead of spending so much
money on this report ?" Often the impression of extravagances planted in the
mind of the wary investor leads him to
believe that management is throwing his
money away promiscuously and that he
should invest his hard -earned dollars in
a more stable organization. He may be
sophisticated enough to suspect camouflage of facts through visual excellence.
Certainly the basic function of the report can be accomplished with a minimum of expense and effort, but the
canny executive is ever - mindful of the
importance of that sacred cow, the corporate image, and is aware that his report is an excellent device to further
enhance that image. Furthermore, he is
caught up in a nationwide competitive
whirlpool from which he cannot escape.
Perhaps, by dressing up and dramatizing
an otherwise dull report, the additional
expenditure is money well spent and —
who knows? —the report might even
win a coveted award!
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Cost Factors
The cost elements to be considered
will vary with every company and we do
not intend to recite in detail the tortuous procedures required to produce an
annual report from concept to completion. This has been done frequently by
many experts. Basically, however, cost
factors can be divided roughly into two
main categories: external and internal.
Picking a typical "average- size" company, the external costs might include
such items as these?
Art Direction. Most corporate entities employ outside specialists to design their annual reports, prepare
finished art, supervise special photography, recommend paper selections, prepare mechanical art ready
for printers, photo retouching, etc.
Photography. Specialized photography for annual reports is frequently
executed by outside photographers
who must also prepare and provide
prints or transparencies.
Printing. This is usually the largest
single expenditure involved in the
production of the report. Quite frequently printers "package" the entire report from design through delivery so that many of the items
listed above may appear as "printing
costs.,
4 Mailing. Although there appears to
be a trend toward "self- mailers,"
thousands of reports are delivered in
attractive envelopes. Postage costs
are substantial in any event.
5. Consultants. In many cases, companies are retaining public relations
consultants, free -lance writers or coordinators to gather raw material,
polish the text material and give
general direction to the production
of the report.
Internal costs are much more difficult
to define and track down:

is

Conferences. Every annual report
begins and ends with conferences
and they go on and on throughout
the entire preparation process. The
time consumed is obviously enormous and almost impossible to compute. It is difficult, indeed, to obtain
accurate time sheets from the top
management people.
Research and Writing. Again, a difficult item to compute accurately.
Large companies frequently have

one or more people working year 'round gathering material, ideas,
photographs and the like. Whether
or not the company can afford the
luxury of such professional coordinators, the "research" function is a
year - 'round activity with a running
file or files in someone's office holding material for the next annual report. Writing, re- writing, and proofreading are relatively easy to cost
out. It is extremely difficult, however, to cost the time of the many
source people who contribute material and ideas to the writer. They
include people in almost every department and division of a company.
Distribution. The Corporate Secretary's office must take the responsibility of providing accurate lists of
share - owners through the Transfer
Agents. Personnel and public relations departments are usually involved in distribution to employees,
and to community leaders.
Every company can add to this list
according to its individual problems in
the production of a report.
Standardization for Comparisons
No one, to our knowledge, has established a suitable norm or criterion for
even computing the cost of an annual
report, much less guidelines for an acceptable range of costs. Should all of the
factors we have mentioned (and perhaps more) be included in the cost of
the report? If not, why not?
Is there an acceptable "range" of
costs for companies within certain sales
or revenue "brackets "? Is it possible, or
logical, to charge some of the costs of
the annual report to departments where
subsequent distribution of the report is
thought to have substantial value? Thus,
some of these expenses might be legitimately charged to the personnel department, to corporate public relations, or to whatever group within the
company feels that the report will have
real value other than that of its basic
function. Should not accurate cost accounting methods be applied to such expenses as photography, illustrations,
charts and graphs, which may have multiple uses beyond the annual report,
such as in the employee newspaper,
slide presentations, exhibits and displays, advertising, etc.?
Would more accurate costing of the

annual report lead to a new, more critical approach to the real value of the
report and, in turn, lead to efficiency in
the production of the report? We believe it would.
There are a number of relatively simple steps which can be taken to control
costs reasonably and still provide a
graphically smart, well- designed and effective report. One step is the selection
of an economy- minded art director.
Clever design and layout work can reduce printing costs appreciably. It is
amazing, too, how many companies use
the same printer year in, year out, without seeking competitive bids from printers known to provide results of equal
quality.
Probably the most lucrative area of
savings lies in the selection and responsibility of the individual assigned the
job of producing the report. If he is
knowledgeable, capable and is instructed
to do what is required and then left relatively alone, there should emerge a satisfactory report at a reasonable price.
The old saw, "too many cooks spoil the
broth," typifies what happens when
board members, executives and department heads become personally involved
with the annual report, yet it is surprising to see the number of reports produced under just such conditions.
Conclusion
Thus, we pose a number of questions
as a challenge to our cost accounting
associates. It may be impossible or impractical to attempt to answer some of
them, the answers to others may lead to
substantial efficiencies and more effective annual reports?
Are all expenses associated with annual report production now being
considered ir. the costing process?
Can many of the present "hidden
and buried" costs be identified and
included?
Can some standards and /or indices
be established as guidelines for costing an annual report, to establish
realistic, practical limits in the production costs of these reports which
would serve both industry and its
share - owners?
Would efforts in these directions
lead to a "streamlining" of the complex and expensive process which
results in that untouchable document, the annual report?
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Successful Interface Between
Accounting and Management
FOR MANAGEMENT INVOLVEMENT IN THE CREATION OF THE INFORMATION SYSTEM

will

The functions of accounting and management are dependent upon each other
for success. Only in very unusual cases
the accounting division make a significant contribution to the firm if the
accounting information system is not
developed around the management
functions. On the other hand, it is not
likely that the management of a firm
will achieve maximum success unless
the managers -effectively use the accounting information.
The common boundary between
accounting and management may be
referred to as an interface, since
accounting and management are required to mutually solve many problems
within a business firm, and, in many
cases, they consider the problems from
different viewpoints. One method used
to increase the probability for success
of the interface of accounting and management is to isolate the stages in the
management cycle and then develop or
adapt the accounting functions which
will be most productive in each stage of
the cycle. Most authorities would agree
that the management cycle includes at
least these stages: planning, organization, execution, control, and review and
feedback. The accountant has several
techniques which may be used at any
stage in the cycle to make accounting
and management compatible.
Planning
Planning on an orderly basis requires
management to have an understanding
of: (1) the impact of business condiMA N A G E M E N T AC C O U NTIN G / MAR C H 1969

tions; (2) the consequences of alternative courses of action on the activity
being planned and on the firm as a
whole; (3) the consanguinity of the
firm with its employees, suppliers, customers, competitors, creditors, owners
and the government; and (4) the opportunities open to the firm and the inherent dangers of each opportunity. A
comprehension of cause and effect relationship is implied in each of the above.
In order to obtain an understanding
of these considerations, management
may turn to a number of possible resources. One of these resources is the
accounting organization within the firm.
An important advantage the accountant
may have over other resources available
to the manager is that the accountant is
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generally able to provide a factual foundation for decision - making purposes.
The accountant should not submit a
large quantity of data to management,
believing that a decision will be made
on the basis of such data. The data
should be translated into a form which
will be most useful to management. The
data thus translated into information
should highlight relevant facts and define existing relationships. Relevant
facts are those which are pertinent to
the decision under consideration. It is
important that existing relationships be
defined so management will not try to
use the information, without modification, for purposes other than those expressed.
The accountant should present his
findings as measurable alternative proposals. The final decision must rest with
management, but the accountant has
the responsibility to provide management with a range of the most attractive alternatives. These alternative proposals should indicate cause and effect
relationships wherever possible. Disclosure of cause and effect relationships
can aid management in selecting the
alternative which will maximize firm objectives.
After management has made a determination of the plans to be followed,
the accountant still has a very important
part to play in the planning process: he
must express the final decision of management as a plan to be followed. The
plan should include the over -all objectives of the decision, and a budget which
shows: (1) the results expected from
the plan, (2) the resources to be used
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in carrying out the plan, and (3) the
financial effects, in the form of pro forma statements, of the plan on the
firm. The formal preparation of the
budget is quite important because the
budget will become a key element in
other stages of the management cycle.
The techniques which might be used
to bring management and accounting
closer together during the planning
stage are far - reaching and include, but
are not limited to, the preparation of
the budget. Two of the most useful
techniques are break -even analysis and
profit- volume charts. A third technique
which might be employed is the contribution margin analysis. A fourth technique of considerable importance is in
the area of capital budgeting. Other
techniques include inventory reorder
point and economic order quantities,
the learning curve, the use of linear programming to aid in the selection of an
optimum plan, and the use of decision making theories in selecting the optimum strategy for the firm. The techniques available for use in the planning
stage have by no means been exhausted
in this discussion, but a number of the
more useful ones have been mentioned.
Organization
During the organization stage, management commits the firm to a specific
course of action. The accountant's contribution in the planning stage begins
to return benefits in the organization
stage. If management can easily and
readily interpret the plans of the firm,
they can then proceed with their specific activities during this stage.
The accountant, during the organization stage, should establish the information system which will be used by
management in later stages of the cycle.
In many cases, both the accountant and
management fail to recognize the requirements of the other during this
stage and, therefore, are not adequately
prepared to enter the following stages
of the cycle.
Management should inform the accountant about how the objectives of
the firm will be achieved and what personnel and facilities will be used. The
accountant should also be informed of
any special information management
might desire from the system. The information system developed by the accountant should provide for the special
requests of management and should contain the type of information which will
permit management to evaluate per20

formance at later stages in the cycle.
The specific techniques in the organization stage which bring management and
accounting closer together are the establishment of an information system
and the institution of an internal control system.
Execution
The execution stage of the management cycle represents another point
where a proper relationship between accounting and management during the
early stages becomes profitable. If the
relationship has been good during the
early stages, management will be well
informed about the plan and how they
are expected to carry out the plan. Accountants will know what managers are
doing when the plan is executed, and
will begin the operation of the information and internal control systems.
In order to ensure a better relationship during the execution stage, management should understand the accountant's need to accumulate data. Management should know what types of data
the accountant desires and the uses to
which the data will be put. Management
should not be expected to automatically
collect data without being informed to
do so. Further, management has a right
to know the purposes for which the data
are being collected. The accountant also
has the responsibility to design forms
and documents in such a manner that
those providing information can do so
without a great amount of difficulty.
Techniques in the execution stage
which improve the interface between
accounting and management are primarily in the area of human relations.
Control
A very obvious characteristic of the
control stage is that there must be a
plan established in such a manner that
comparisons of actual performance (during execution) with the plan can be
made. In addition to assuming that
there is a plan to be followed, the control stage assumes that responsibility
and authority are fixed.
In order to properly function in the
control stage, management must make
decisions from among alternative
choices. Just as in the planning stage,
these decisions should be made only after relevant information has been supplied to management. One of the most
valuable resources management has in
this stage is the accountant, especially
if a successful relationship between man-

agement and accounting has been cultivated prior to this stage.
There are two major types of controls
which the accountant can effectively use
to assist in the success of the management cycle. They may be broadly classified as "preventive controls" and "after the -fact controls." The preventive controls are established during the planning
and organization stages to prevent action from being different from plans.
The most successful technique in the
area of preventive controls is the establishment of adequate internal control
procedures. The internal control procedures should provide for both administrative and accounting controls. After the -fact controls are those which narrow
down areas of difficulty, identify deficiencies, determine causes for the deficiencies, decide the necessary corrective
action, and fix responsibility.
Effective internal control is accomplished through the plan of organization, the design of the accounting system, and the formulation of standard
operating procedures. Persons responsible for carrying out the plans should not
be responsible for maintaining the records which record the activity. Although
the possibility for manipulating records
exists when one person has responsibility in both areas, the .main reason for
the separation of duties is that one person generally does not have adequate
training to carry on both operating and
accounting functions.
The accounting system which is designed to provide the proper control requires a determination of the type of
system to be used. Included in the design of the system is the design of documents to be used, establishment of types
of subsidiary accounts needed, development of journals, creation of a chart of
accounts, and a determination of the
reports necessary to provide management with the information they desire.
Standard operating procedures should
be established throughout the firm in order to develop a model of routine operations. The objectives of establishing
standard operating procedures are to discourage dishonesty among employees,
ensure that like transactions receive like
treatment, and provide for the compliance of operations with plans.
The establishment of an internal control system includes the development of
internal audit and internal check functions. Internal auditing is the investigative function which, among other
things, checks the accuracy of the data
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produced by the information system,
determines the compliance of firm activities with policies and directives, and
evaluates the effectiveness of the other
parts of the internal control system. Internal checks refer to the mechanisms
used to test the accuracy of recorded
data. These mechanisms include trial
balances, control and subsidiary accounts, balancing of journals before
posting, bank reconciliations, reconciliation of book and physical inventories,
etc.
After - the -fact controls used by the
accountant generally take the form of
performance measurement reports. The
reports should be designed to indicate
what has happened and to tell who is
responsible. The reports should contain
information about results realized (output obtained), work done to realize the
results, costs incurred, resources used,
and the effect performance has on the financial condition of the firm and the
results of its operations. The most effective reports highlight exceptions, as
well as disclose relevant details. By highlighting the exceptions, the accountant
provides the type of information which
permits "management by exception."
Management can focus attention on the
areas which experience very good or very
poor results.
In order for the reports to be useful
in pointing out exceptions, there must
be some means of comparison. This is
the key to the entire close relationship
between management and accounting
within the management cycle. If adequate coordination exists during the
planning stage, the accountant will have
budgets, estimates, and standards against
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which actual performance can be compared and variances established.
The techniques available to the accountant in the area of after - the -fact
controls are report preparation and analysis of variances. As previously noted,
the reports should be designed and prepared in such a manner as to permit disclosure of variances between actual and
budgeted figures. Reports which do not
prominently disclose exceptional variances are likely to cause friction between management and accounting.
Management must have the type of information which will permit them to
make timely decisions. If the reports received from the accountant do not disclose the information required for making a decision, management is likely to
look elsewhere for the information. Such
a situation will not provide the proper
atmosphere for a successful interface between accounting and management.
Review and Feedback
The final stage of the somewhat simplified management cycle is that of review and feedback. Review and feedback
occur during the entire cycle; however,
from a practical standpoint, they are assumed to occur at the end of the cycle.
During the review and feedback stage,
management is concerned with analyzing the results which have been achieved
and comparing those results with the
objectives of the firm. In addition, management must be aware of any changed
external conditions that will have an
effect upon the firm's objectives or ways
of achieving the objectives. Any adjustments required because of internal or
external factors must be communicated

to the accountant so that he can revise
the budgets for future cycles. In many
cases the review and feedback stage is
neglected by management, and subsequent operations, accordingly, do not resemble the operations included in the
original planning stage.
The accountant can be of assistance
to management during the review and
feedback stage by making analyses and
interpretations of the data generated by
the information system. The analyses
provided by the accountant should not
only pinpoint areas which differ from
original plans but should also include
the type of information which will permit management to adjust plans to
changed conditions. During the control
stage the information enables management to make adjustment to day -to -day
operations, whereas review and feedback
should be considered as an extension of
control which permits automatic adaptation to changed circumstances.
Summ ary
Accounting and management thus
operate within the common boundary
which has been referred to as an interface. This interface must be kept clear
of any obstacles which hinder the success of the firm.
The accountant has a number of techniques which he can use to assist management in each stage of the management cycle. If the accountant provides
the type of information he is capable of
providing and if management will accept and use the information provided,
the interface will contain attributes
which contribute to maximizing company objectives.
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A Fundamental Appraisal of
Profit Planning and Control
THERE IS CLEAR EVIDENCE THAT A SERIOUS COMMITMENT TO THE PLANNING AND CONTROL APPROACH RAISES
THE LONG -RANGE POTENTIALS OF THE FIRM

By Glenn A. Welsch
In recent years the phrase "profit planning and control" has appeared extensively in the literature of business. Currently there is wide diversity of use of
the term, varying from quite naive and
mechanical viewpoints to rather sophisticated implications. The purposes of
this discussion are to appraise the broad
concept of profit planning and control;
to evaluate the foundation upon which
it rests; and to identify conceptually
what is fundamental with respect to
managerial implementation of it on a
sophisticated level.
At the outset, it should be clearly
understood that profit planning and
control, as viewed herein, fundamentally
is not concerned with mechanical procedures nor does it connote inflexibility.
This disclaimer is necessary at the outset because profit planning and control
is frequently viewed very narrowly as a
mechanical exercise involving the manipulation of figures in impersonal
schedules, and as a restraint on the
authority, creativity and enthusiasm of
managers.
Broad Concept of
Management's Role
Profit planning and control rests
upon the conviction that the management can plan and control the long range destiny of the firm by making a
continuing stream of well- conceived decisions; it speaks to planned prosperity
as opposed to unplanned happenstance.
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Thus, the thrust of the concept goes to
the very heart of managing, the decision making process. Specifically, for long range success the stream of managerial
decisions must generate plans and actions to provide the essential inflows
that are necessary to support the
planned outflows of the enterprise so
that realistic profits are earned. Continuing generation of profits by managerial manipulation of the inflows and
outflows provides the substance of profit
planning and control. These relationships are presented simply in Exhibit 1.
Decision- making necessarily must be
both purposive and futuristic. By futuristic we mean that the important managerial decisions fundamentally must be
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concerned with the long -range future
in contrast to "spur -of- the - moment"
decisions. By purposive we mean that
the stream of important managerial
decisions must be primarily concerned
with developing purpose, that is, enterprise objectives, and with devising
realistic strategies to attain those purposes. Decision - making, first and foremost, requires imagination and courage;
each major decision of management involves an effort to create (or seize) a
profit opportunity or to escape the destiny of decline. The decision- making
process must be rational and systematic,
yet responsive to the uniqueness of the
environment surrounding each major
decision.
Fundamentally, a management is
faced with the tasks of (a) manipulation of the controllable variables and,
(b) taking advantage of the noncontrollable variables that influence revenues,
costs and investment. Table 1 is presented to indicate how top management
may initially (and periodically) approach the problem of identifying and
evaluating the relevant variables.
The analysis is designed to provide
some initial insights essential to evolving
realistic strategies and plans. The relevant variables are presented in a three way classification scheme: (1) external
versus internal, (2) time dimension and
(3) controllability versus noncontrollability. The last column "Strategy and
planning reference" provides a key to
the plans and strategies devised with
respect to each variable.
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Of some significance is the generalization that the controllable variables
can be planned (manipulated) by the
management, whereas the noncontrollable variables must be "planned for" so
as to take full advantage of their anticipated favorable impacts and to minimize their unfavorable impacts. Thus,
we observe that planning is necessary
with respect to all variables. Additionally, it is important that the interrelationships between the controllable and
noncontrollable variables be taken into
account. The impact of certain noncontrollable variables on one or more
of the controllable variables may be
both significant and pervasive in a particular situation.

for both the proximate and ultimate
time dimensions. 3. Exert dynamic leadership in activating and executing plans and major
decisions.
4. Bring to bear dynamic, aggressive,
yet flexible control of operations to
assure realistic conformance with
plans and objectives.
5. Improve the management process
through objective evaluation of
feedback, introspection, and a constructive willingness to experiment
and to accept change.

If we accept the Planning and Control Theory, pragmatic responsibilities
and functions of enterprise management seem to emerge with some clarity.
In planning for and manipulation of
those variables that affect the success of
the firm, whether large, medium or
small in size, the management must
continually:
1. Be creative and imaginative in developing new potentials and in improving present opportunities for the
company.
2. Establish relevant enterprise objectives and develop realistic strategies
(plans) to attain those objectives

Broadly, profit planning and control
is a formalized and systematic approach

Exhibit 1

Two Opposing Views
The preceding discussion poses the
fundamental question as to the real role
of management in the business unit.
There are conceptual or philosophical
disagreements as to the real role of the
management in a profitmaking entity.
The opposite poles in this conceptual
disagreement have been labelled as the
market theory at one end of the spectrum and the planning and control
theory at the opposite end.' These two
opposing views are shown in Exhibit 2.
Feasibility of the Planning
and Contr ol Theory
Management normally must operate
somewhere between the two extremes
represented by the two theories. Some
companies from time to time find themselves in situations where the external
variables are so dominant as to appear
to determine the destiny of the firm.
However, such situations do not deny
the Planning and Control Theory; there
are many variables in practically every
situation that an enlightened and imaginative management can manipulate.
For example, a competent management,
finding itself in an environment where
the long -range destiny of the enterprise
does not appear to be responding to
realistic planning and effective control,
will devise avenues for moving to more
favorable profit- making environments.
Thus, it would appear that the closer
to the Planning and Control Theory a
management can operate, the greater
the opportunities to reduce "randomness" and the greater the significance
of managerial competence.
I For an excellent discussion of these and related
co n cep ts s e e : Ch a m b e rla in , N e il W . , T h e F i r m :
Micro - Econ omic Plan n i n g and Act i o n, McGraw H i l l Bo o k Co m p an y , I n c . , N e w Yo r k, 1962.
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PLANNING AND CONTROLLING INFLOWS AND OUTFLOWS FOR PROFIT

OU T FLOWS

INFLOWS
E N T E RP RI SE OPE RA T I O N S
People
Capi tal

Products
W

M a t e r i a l s

-- pl a nni ng D e c i si ons

—� �Servic es

-- Act i vat i n g D e ci si ons
Soc i al
- Co n tro l A c t io n s

(Costs)

> i PR O FI T - 4

( Re v e nu e s)

T able 1
MANAGER IAL MAN IPU LAT ION OF VARIABLES
MANIPULAT ION BASIS

Relevant variables*

Short -range
C*
NC*

EXT ERNAL:
Population
GNP
Governm ental c ontrols
Industr y sales
Compet itive activities
Indust ry (i n whi ch to complet e)
Product lines, etc.
INT ERNAL:
Employees - Quality
Employees - Quantity
Capital- Sources
Capital- Amount
Research - Nature
Research -Cost
Advertis ing
Pric ing product
Sales methods
Product ion m et hods
Operating costs -Fixed
Operating costs - Variable, etc.

I n t e rm e d i a t e
C
NC

x
X
x
x
X
X
X

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x

St rategy &

Long -range
C
NC

pl a n ni n g
refer ence

x
x
x
x
x

x

x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

*Illus trative only; clas sification unique to eac h situation
C- -C ontr ol labl e; NC—�Noncontrollable
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for accomplishing the functions of management. Specifically, it involves the
development and utilization of (a) a
long -range profit plan (budget) in
broad terms; (b) a short -range ( usually
annual) profit plan detailed by relevant
activities (divisions, products, projects,
etc.); and (c) periodic performance reports detailed by relevant responsibilities.
In many of the better managed companies profit planning and control is
identified as a "way of managing." It
focuses directly upon a rational and
systematic approach to comprehensive
planning and dynamic control that emphasizes management by objectives and
responsible flexibility in the management process. It is the only comprehensive approach to managing that has
been developed which, if utilized with
sophistication, fully recognizes the dominant role of the manager and provides
a framework for implementing effectively
such fundamental aspects of scientific
management as management by objectives, effective communication, participative management, dynamic control,
continuous feedback, responsibility accounting, management by exception,
and managerial flexibility. In applying
the profit planning and control concept,
a management commits itself to IInplementation of these aspects within

relevant structural and time dimension
frames of reference.
Behavioral and Dimensional
Facets
At this point, it appears appropriate
to bring the primary behavioral and
dimensional facets into focus. The analysis to follow may be diagrammed as
in Exhibit 3. The dimensional aspects
evolve into two major categories: time
and structure.
TI NI E D IN 1E N SI Ox , It is a truism that
no decision can affect or change the
past. Since all decisions arc futuristic,
a management is faced Nyith the basic
question of time dimension in planning
and decision- making.
Profit planning and control requires
that the management establish a definite time dimension for both the major

and minor decision- making areas. Exhibit 4 illustrates the time dimension
established by one well -known firm for
decision - making as reflected in the profit
planning and control program. Distinction is made between project plans and
periodic plans. With respect to project
plans the time dimension is variable,
that is, unique to each project and may
vary from a few months to many years.
Alternatively, periodic plans reflect the
environmental necessity to plan, evaluate and control operations within relatively short and consistent interim
periods. In the exhibit, note how the
periodic plans cut across the project
plans. The periodic plans encompass
an annual profit plan (detailed by
months or quarters) and a formal long range plan extended five years into the
future. It would appear that every man-

Exhibit 3
DIMENSIONAL AND BEHAVIORAL FACETS
I
Dimensional
Fa cets

Time

I I

I

Structure

I

Profit Planning & Control

I
I

I

Orientation

II

Behavioral
Fa cets

Participation

II

pressure

Exhibit 2
BASIC PHILOSOPHY OF THE ROLE OF MANAGEMENT
MARKET T HEORY

0

PLANNING AND
CONTROL T HEORY
P -5 I P-6 I P -7 I P -8 I P -9 I P -101

IM-10 IM-9 IM-8 IM IM-6 IM-5IM-4 IM-3IM-2IM-1IP -1 IP-21 P -3 IP -4 I
-7

Co nc e pt u a l :
(1) Ma na gement is so le l y a t th e whi m
of th e pr eva il in g eco no mi c, so c i a l
a nd pol iti ca l force s (e nvir onme nt).

(1) The fu t u r e de sti n y o f t h e e n te r p ri se c a n b e
ma n ip u la t ed , h e nc e , i t c a n b e p la n ne d a n d
con tr ol le d.

(2) As a c o n se q u en c e , m a n a g e m e n t e sse n t i a l l y
fill s th e ro le o f a fort u ne tell er— rea d ing
the en viron ment.

(2) Good ma na gers ca n co n t r iv e r ea l i st i c me a n s
to a c h i e v e t h e p l a n s.

(3) Ma na gem ent ca n m a ni pu la te the in ter na l
ma n a g e r ia l d e c isi on t o b e m a de is o bv i ou s.
(4) T h e re fo re , ma n a ge r i a l co m p et e n ce ( su c c ess)
de pe nd s on a bi li ty to r ea d the en viro nme nt.

(4) Qu a lit y o f m a n a ge ria l p la n ni ng a nd co ntr ol
de c i si on s d e te r m i n es m a n a g e r i a l c o m p et e n c e
a n d , h e n c e , su c c e s s o f t h e e n t e r p r i se .

Rea ct ive ( Ex Po st ) D ec i si o n s

Dy na mi c ( Ex Ant e) De ci si on s

/MARCH

ACCOUNTING

(Ma na ge men t a n ti cip a t es fu tu re e ven ts a nd
pl a n s a c c or di ng ly )

MANAGEMENT

(Ma na gement rea ds ev e nt s th a t a r e
ha pp en in g t he n r ea ct s t o th em )
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va ri a bl e s t o t a k e fu l l a d va n ta ge of pr o je c te d
ex te r na l e nv ir o nm e nt a l de ve l op me n ts.
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(3) Whe n t he en vir on men t is rea d cor rec tl y t he

Pressure and Motivation
Studies of the behavioral effects of
pressure in the management process
indicate that most individuals and
groups perform more effectively under
certain amounts and types of pressure.
The significant problems posed in the
managerial context concerns the duraGoal Orientation and Participation tion, extent and types of pressure that
Motivation of human resources tend to maximize continued motivation
through dynamic leadership is central of the individual manager and the reto effective management. Ambitious and spective management teams.
Pressure that is harsh, extensive, uncompetent men characteristically are
realistic, inconsistent, inflexible and
goal oriented.
Related to goal- orientation is recog- misunderstood very soon will push the
nition that managers at all levels are individual, or group, to a critical antagmuch more likely to understand, accept onistic point. Certain elements of the
and pursue with vigor those goals and profit planning and control approach
plans in which they helped formulate have been used as extreme pressure
in a meaningful way. Participation in devices to goad people into greater
the establishment of goals, plans, and efforts. Unbiased analyses of such situpolicies with which they will be directly ations, and a number have been made,
involved has come to be recognized as clearly show that the central problem is
one of the more effective approaches an insecure and /or unsophisticated
to managerial motivation at all organ- management. Without the budget as
The top management specifies broad izational levels. The concept of profit the tool they would still commit their
goals, planning assumptions and planning and control provides a means managerial sins in other ways. Neverguidelines are communicated to the to satisfy the goal orientation needs of theless, a potential behavioral problem
the firm in large measure, and at the with significant overtones does exist
respective subunits.
Each subunit, in conformance with same time literally requires effective with respect to practically all of the sothe broad guidelines, develops its participation in the development of called scientific managerial techniques;
own segment of the comprehensive those goals, the related policies, and they are susceptible to easy behavioral
misuse by unenlightened managers.
their implementation.
profit plans.

agement that aspires to be successful in
the long -run should develop a similar
time - dimension chart for decision -making and planning purposes. Such time dimension chart, if viewed as a matter
of basic policy is quite effective; it
literally forces early consideration of
major decisions.
S T R U C T U R A L D I M E N S I O N . To increase
managerial and operational efficiency,
every company, except the very small
one, is structurally disaggregated into
organizational subunits with specific
authority and responsibility. Through
these responsibility centers (subunits),
plans are implemented, objectives attained and control achieved. As a consequence, profit planning and control
must be tailored to the organizational
subunits and related structural characteristics of the firm. Thus, in the better managed companies, the comprehensive
formal profit plans normally are developed each year in the following pattern:

The manager of each subunit presents his profit plans to the top
management for critical review, evaluation, and suggested revisions
where appropriate.
The approved plans are consolidated
into a comprehensive profit plan.

Exhibit 4
TIME DIMENSIONS IN PROFIT PLANNING AND CONTROL
PRO JEC T PLA NS
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This point brings us back to one
made at the outset, that the concepts
underlying profit planning and control
are very fundamental since they provide
sophisticated guidance for effective management and thereby avoidance of many
behavioral errors on the part of managers. In contrast to effective implementation of the concepts, if a management
understands (and implements) only the
procedural and mechanical aspects of
profit planning and control, it will be an
exercise in futility, and worse, negative
results are the likely outcome.
Formality and System
Up to this point we have concentrated primarily on the conceptual aspects of profit planning and control. A
brief consideration of the more mundane problems of formality and system
is appropriate.
Essentially how should profit planning and control be approached procedurally? Obviously, it may vary from
absolute informality to complete formality; formality being defined as the degree to which the process is systemized
and the extent to which certain relevant

managerial decisions are expressed in
written policies and in standardized
financial projections. Formalization as
viewed by the better - managed companies involves the following:
(1) A written expression of the broad
long -range objectives of the enterprise.
(2) A statement of specific sub -goals
to bring the broad objectives in
greater focus; they include planned
product and service lines, planned
growth rates, profit margins, and
return on investment.
(3) A statement of the basic strategies
(How) to be pursued in order to
accomplish the broad objectives
and the more specific sub - goals.
(4) Detailed policies for implementation of strategies.
(5) A formal expression of (a) the
projects planned, (b) the long range profit plan, and (c) the annual profit plan. The latter two
components culminate in projected statements of profit and loss,
cash flow, and financial position.
These statements are developed to

Exhibit 5
A HIERARCHY OF GOALS
B R O AD O B J E C T I VE S
E.Conomic
C u st o m e r s

Emplo yees
Owners

S P E C I F I C GOALS
Pr o du c t L i n e s
Service Li nes
G e o g r a p h i c a l Ar e a s
Sha re of Ma rket

Ca p i t a l M a n a g e m e n t
Retu rn of I n v e st m e n t
Profi t Ma rgin
As s e t T u rn ov er
S T R AT E G I E S

How —Focu s & T h r u s t s to
At ta in Broa d O b j e c t i v e s
& S p e c i fi c Su b -goa ls
D E T A I L E D PLANNI NG
S p e c i fi c D e c i si o n s on Im pl e me n ta t io n o f S t r a t e g i e s
Policies
Pr oj ect s
FORMAL P R O F I T P L A N S
An t i c i p a t e d R e s u l t s
Proj ect Pl an s
Long -Ra nge Pr ofit P l a n
An n u a l Pr o fi t P l a n
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present the financial results anticipated from the aggregate of the
managerial plans and policies for
the time dimensions specified by
enterprise policy.
(6) Formal performance reports for
each responsibility area wherein
actual performance is compared
with planned performance for all
aspects of operations controllable
by the manager of that subunit.
The first four items may be viewed
as a hierarchy of goals as presented in
Exhibit 5. Significantly, each of the
first four items listed above is completely restudied and revised at least on
an annual basis in the better managed
companies. The performance reports
typically are distributed monthly and
the variable or flexible budget concept
generally is incorporated in them.
The essence of profit planning is
managerial determination and control
of the future destiny of the firm. This
overriding concept implies that responsibilities and goals must be definitely
determined, fully communicated and
adequately evaluated as to their potential impact on the profits of the firm.
Numerous studies of the better managed companies have shown, without
exception, that they go to considerable
lengths in formalization (as defined
above) through profit planning and
control while recognizing at the same
time the serious hazards of making a
fetish of formalization. Formalization in
the management process is essential for
a number of compelling reasons; among
them are the following:
1. The management process cannot be
carried out effectively in a completely random manner; it is a logical and consistent endeavor.
2. Since a large number of individuals
are involved (both the supervisors
and the supervised), the environment essential for their efficient operation must be characterized by a
reasonable degree of stability and
consistency upon which they can
depend.
3. Objectives and goals, if not reduced
to writing and expressed in terms of
their probable financial impacts, almost always turn out to be vague and
uncommunicated "half- thoughts" of
one or more individuals.
4. For effective communication (mutual understanding), formalization
of certain objectives, goals, policies
and procedures is essential.
M A N A G E M E N T A C C O U N TIN G / M A R C H 19 69

5. Formalization requires the establishment and observance of relevant
deadlines for decision - making.
6. Formalization provides a logical
basis for rational, meaningful and
consistent flexibility in implementing the management process. Adversely, over - formalization and inflexible administration involve serious hazards of greater import than
lack of formalization.
Finally, we should note that the impact of the computer revolution on
profit planning and control has been
significant. The near future promises
important and sophisticated computer application advances with respect to
both the conceptual and the system
interfaces. A number of companies have

ongoing research programs dealing directly with comprehensive applications
such as computerized long -range planning models.
Conclusion
In conclusion, it should be made
clear that profit planning and control
cannot replace good management; nor
can it correct the errors of an unenlightened management. It is the quality of
the managers that makes the difference.
Profit planning and control can make
the task of managing more systematic,
more effective, and more rewarding.
Profit planning and control is a relatively complex and sophisticated tool,
not in the procedural or mechanical
sense, but in the conceptual realm. In
view of its conceptual subleties it demands a reasonable degree of sophisti-

cation on the part of the user. Very
seldom does the profit planning and
control approach to managing break
down because of mechanical failures;
alternatively, there are many situations
where it is ineffective, or has actually
failed, because of conceptual errors. Notwithstanding profit planning and control,
it is significant to note that it is these
same conceptual errors that otherwise
cause the management process and the
decision- making process to be ineffective
in many instances. There is clear evidence that a management seriously
committed to the profit planning and
control approach very rapidly raises its
level of conceptual sophistication and,
as a consequence, there is a significant
elevation of the long -range profit potentials of the enterprise.

UMPIRING THE EARNINGS PER SHARE RESULTS

Continued from page 14
that would result in his losing sight of
pertinent facts. We have an obligation
to give him the complete story in intelligible form so as to assist but not direct
his evaluation. The table that I have
just discussed (Table 3) would go far
toward accomplishing this.
There are, of course, other aspects of
earnings per share that must receive consideration. These include:
The earnings per share treatment
to be accorded cash that would be
received upon the exercise of stock
options and warrants or the conversion of securities involving cash
"boot." This problem arises in
the presentation of the basic earnings per share where exercise of
rights with respect to residual securities involves receipt of cash or
in the presentation of pro forma
earnings per share where nonre-
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sidual securities are involved. In
either case, the true measure of
dilution is arrived at by assuming
use of the cash that would be
received to repurchase common
stock by the company at current
prices.
The pro forma effect to be given
to shares that are contingently issuable or returnable at specified
future dates under terms of acquisition agreements. The contingency may depend on the future
earnings performance of the acquired business, the future market
price of the acquiring company's
stock, or a combination of both
factors. In any event, a contingency hangs over reported earnings per share that should be disclosed in a clear and meaningful
manner.

The effect to be given to established "step -ups" in conversion
rates of convertible securities, especially where circumstances are
such as to make conversion unlikely for many years.
The growing complexity of our society, economy and forms of corporate
endeavor are continually imposing new
demands on us to keep our reporting
techniques up- to-date and useful. Every
new development emphasizes these
needs. We accountants, as co- umpires
in the reporting of financial data to investors and the public, must always bear
this responsibility in mind and strive for
complete and informative disclosure.
We must be sure that we not let our
rules stand in the way of sound reporting. When we umpire the earning per
share results, we must call the facts "as
they are."
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Capital Budgeting: A Modified
Approach to Capital Allocation
CPV TECHNIQUE HELPS BUILD GAP BETWEEN MANAGERS AND ACADEMICIANS

By Leslie P. Anderson
and Vergil V. Miller

Completion of this paper was facilitated by the
authors' participation in the Workshop on Research in Business Fi nance hel d at Harvard University in the Summers of 1964 and 1967, sponsored by the Ford Foundation.

One of the key problems that management faces is that of determining the
rate at which the firm should grow and
the form that such growth should take.
For the purpose of this paper, growth
will refer to the decision by management
to add to fixed assets. Further, we will
treat capital funds, and decisions about
the usage of such funds, as the key determinants in the investment decision
process. Other resources, however, could
be important variables' for some firms,

and, in any case, an optimal allocation
of all factors of production should be
considered. This paper will not consider
the more complex issue of the management of total assets, although this issue
must not be ignored?
In evaluating investment alternatives,
businessmen and academicians have
placed primary emphasis upon four major approaches: payback, average return
on investment, internal rate -of- return
and net present value. Businessmen generally favor the payback and average rate-of- return methods, while academicians advocate the use of the net present
value and internal rate of return methods because they provide theoretically
correct answers. It is assumed that the
reader is familiar with these methods
and they will not, therefore, be reviewed
here.

F. K. Wright, "Proj ect Evaluation and the
Managerial Limit," Journal of Business, April,
1964.
1

But the authors take the view that managers choose payback when choosing
among projects which they consider to
be similar with respect to risk, cash
flows, and life expectancy. As a result
they have probably made correct decisions in many cases. Nevertheless, a decision that is based solely on the most
rapid payback may be incorrect and
therefore a discounted cash flow analysis
is preferable.
For example, consider the investment
alternatives depicted in Exhibit 1. Assume also that management considers
the project to be of equal risk and equal
life.
If management based its decision

A N ot e i n Defense of Pa yba ck
LESLIE P. ANDERSON

is

Can management's continued use of
payback lead to incorrect and therefore
damaging decisions? The answer
a
definite
if it is used indiscriminately.3
yes

2

troller,

con-

See Harry Markowitz, Portfolio Selection,
Cowles Foundation for Research in Economics,
John Wiley & Sons, N. Y., 1959 for an interesting
discussion of the benefits of a diversified portfolio
of securities.
"Compare this view of the use of payback with
the criticism levied against it. A detailed discussion of payback appe ars in H. E. Dougall "Pa yback as an Ai d i n Capi t al Budget ing,"
February, 1961.
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paper is to set forth a modification of
the present value approach to investment decision making that will enable
management to visualize the impact of
each relevant variable on the decision
making process. This approach will provide all the benefits associated with the
payback and present value approaches
and will, in addition, provide measurements of expected performance continuously over the relevant time period.

solely on payback, it would choose Project 1; if, on the other hand, it based its
decision on the net present value approach alone, it would tend to prefer
Project 2. The issue is not easily resolved
because we do not know, in practice as
well as in this example, how sure management is of the expected inflows in
any and all of the periods. Thus, a very
basic question arises concerning the
evaluation, in a world of uncertainty, of
cash inflows and outflows of the future.
Is there a way in which the basic tools
of investment analysis can be improved
so that management can base its decisions on all the relevant data present in
the problem? The major purpose of this

A Modified Present Value
Approach
When using the present value method of analysis, all anticipated cash flows
are discounted at the firm's cost of capi-

Exhibit 1
Project 2

Project 1

Expected
cas h flo ws

P V of
expected
ca s h fl o ws

$ -1,000

$ -1,000

$ -1,000

+454

+350

+318

+500
+200

+414
+150

+350
+300

+289
+225

5

.683
.621

+200
+200

+137
+124

+300
+300

+222
+186

6

.564

+100

+ 56

+300

+169

PV of
exp ect ed
c a s h flo ws

0

1.000

$ -1,000

1

.909

+500

2
3

.826
.751

4

ye ars

0 -6

Total ne t cas h fl ows :

1,050

700

NOTE:

$

P r e s e n t val ue of ne t ca s h fl ows :

369

409

$

Year

$

Expected
cas h flo ws

W e a s s u m e a n i n i t i a l i n v e s t m e n t of $1000 f o r e a c h p r o j e c t a n d t h e c o s t
o f c a p i t a l t o b e a n o p p o r t u n i t y c o s t , of 10 %. ( T h e r e t u r n t h a t c o u l d b e
mad e f rom t h e n e x t m o s t p r o f i t a b l e c o m m i t m e n t , r i s k , a n d o t h e r c o n s i d e r a t i o n s b e i n g e q u a l ) , r a t h e r t h a n so m e we igh te d a v e r a ge c o s t v a l u e .

Exhibit 2
CUMULATIVE VALUES ADJUSTED AND UNADJUSTED

Y e ar
( or Pe ri od)

D ol l ar I nfl ows
(Out fl ows) for
I n d i c a t e d Y e ar s

Pr e s e nt V a l u e
of I n fl ows and
Out fl ows for
I nd i c at e d Y e a rs
D i s cou nt e d at .15

(a)

(b)

( c)

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11 to 15•

S- 20,000
7,000
7,000
6,000
6,000
4,000
4,000
3,000
3,000
3,000
3,000
2,000*

N e t pr e se nt val ue

S- 20,000
6,090
5,320
3,960
3,420
2,000
1,720
1,140
990
840
750

S

Cumul at i ve N e t
Pr e s e nt V a l ue s
of D ol l ar
Flow s D i scount e d
at .15
(d)
S- 20,000
- 13,910
- 8, 590
- 4, 630
- 1, 210
790
2,510
3,650
4,640
5,480
6,230

Cumul at i ve N e t
V al ue of D ol l ar
Flow s,
U nadj us t e d for
Pr e se n t V a l u e s
(e)
S- 20,000
- 13,000
- 6, 000
0
6,000
10,000
14,000
17,000
20,000
23,000
26,000

6,230

CPV

S

6,230

• T h e i n fl o ws t hat ar e e xp e ct e d t o oc cu r a f t e r t he t e n t h ye ar ar e i gn o re d s i n c e t h e y f al l
ou t s i d e t he f i rm 's p l an ni ng pe ri od .
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multi -head drill
Asset:
$20,000 installed
Cost:
Expected life or: 15 years
Planning period:* 10 years
Expected savings: Net added annual earnings
(savings)5 for years one
through ten as shown
(see Exhibit 2)
Cost of Capital: 12% to 18%
(range)
*A firm may use a certain number of years
as its planning period and exclude from consideration any flows expected after this time
period.

PROJECT COMPARISON: PRESENT VALUE AND PAYBACK
Discount
f a c t o r for

tal; the present value is the objective
sum of the inflows and outflows? With
some modification, a payback period,
measured in terms of both undiscounted
and discounted values, can be computed.
An evaluation of the results will provide
valuable insights.
Consider the following hypothetical
investment in a new machine that is to
replace existing equipment:

If the net present value of this proposal (when all inflows and outflows are
discounted at the firm's cost of capital)
is positive, the logical conclusion is that
the investment should be accepted. The
acceptability of this proposal depends on
both near and intermediate term cash
flows. However, cash flows near the end
of the firm's planning period are also
critical in choosing between investment
alternatives.6 Thus, management should
be able to determine the net present
value of any proposal at any point in
time, both so that its acceptability can
be determined and so that a more ra• Temporarily we will assume that the riskiness
attached to the expected inflows resulting from
this invest ment are equal to the average risk level
attached to the overall earnings stream of the firm.
Phis, of course, is an obvious simplification and
one would not expect it to hold generally. I f t he
risk were greater than the average, one would
either have to discount the flows at a higher rate,
or reduce the flows to a level approximating the
average riskiness of the firm's income stream. For
a view of this question see the following:
H. Bi e rman, Jr., and S. Smidt, The Capital Budgeting Decision, second edition, The Macmillan
Company, N. Y., 1966, pp. 283.285;
A. A. Robichek and S. C. Meyers, Optimal Financial Decisions, Prentice -Hall, Inc., N. J., 1965,
pp. 67 -94;
B. Schoner, Letter to the Editor, Management
Science, August 1967, pp. B -841 -B -843.
s When a comparison is being made between an
existing machine and a new machine, the savings
in operating costs are reflected in earnings. If it
is assumed that savings are evenly distributed
throughout the year, it is only taking slight
license to connect the points on the cumulative
present value curve, hereafter called CPV, with
straight lines.
"U nce rtai nt y is defined as a condition such that
the probability distribution of expected returns
is unknown or meaningless and the businessman
says that assigning probabilities for more than
n years into the future is meaningless. For time
periods close to the time of the decision, the
businessman may be quite willing to assign probabilities to various return possibilities. However,
they may feel that to assign probabilities to returns
aft er some period n i s pure fol ly and, as a resul t,
base their decisions exclusively on near term
inflows. (T he fact that about ninet y pe rcent of all
new products fail is mute testimony to the inability to establish meaningful income estimates
for certain products.)
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tional choice can be made between alternatives.
One could argue that management
has accounted for risk in establishing
values for the inflows and that further
adjustment is unnecessary. This may be
the case, and in a theoretical exposition
it cannot be contested. In practice, however, managers know that expectations
are merely expectations, irrespective of
how they are imputed, and irrespective
of the conservatism of the estimate.
What we are suggesting is that management break the analysis down so that it

can determine precisely the extent to
which its decision is based on estimates
of near -tens, and thus relatively certain
inflows, and to what extent it is based
on less certain inflows.
By computing the cumulative present
value ( CPV) of those elements of the
expected income stream about which
management feels relatively confident,
it can determine the number of income
elements that are necessary to provide:
(a) a simple payback and (b) a payback
on a discounted cash flow basis. For the
current example, a graphical analysis on

Exhibit 3
CUMULATIVE NET VALUES OF A GIVEN INCOME STREAM
Cumulative net values
unadjusted and cumulative
net present values

Value of discounted inflows
VAI— Q of ; . . f l „ dc

....,..

S 10,000

5,000

0
— 5,000
— 10,000
— 15,000
— 20,000

Exhibit 4
CUMULATIVE NPV'S OF INCOME STREAMS WITH IDENTICAL COSTS
Expe cte d Ne t
Pr ese nt Value

S

500

—500

—1000
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a cumulative basis (Exhibit 3) makes it
clear that the machine will have a three
year payback and the present value of
discounted returns will equal the present
value of cost outlays in about five years.
Management can see the net present
value at any point in time and can thus
determine the extent to which its decision is a function of near, (relatively
sure) returns and to what extent it is a
function of intermediate and far (relatively unsure) returns.
The payback period, when computed
on an unadjusted basis, is only three
years (see column b, Exhibit 2) . But
the CPV method, by accumulating the
present values of each future annual increment of income discounted at the
appropriate rate, allows management to
see that a simple breakeven (payback)
evaluation is inadequate. (From preliminary empirical research the authors believe that, at least for smaller firms,
managements set more demanding
standards for an investment to break even or payback than for subsequent
profitability beyond breaking even.)
Note that in Exhibit 3, a number of
discount rates have been used in computing and plotting the present values.
This is done because the cost of capital
cannot be measured with complete objectivity and thus it is often referred to
as falling in a certain range. The wider
the range and /or the less sure management is about the cost of its capital inputs, the more conservative they may
want to be.
Investment Proposals Where
Time Flows Differ.
The use of CPV enables management
to make a rational choice between two
proposals that are expected to have the
same present value at some point in
time (e.g. at the end of the firm's planning period), but that differs with respect to the timing of the inflows. When
the present values are graphed on a
cumulative basis, management can ascertain which proposal is superior, in
terms of its net present value, at any
given point in time.
If the pattern of intermediate cash
flows are different, the two proposals
with the same cost and the same present
value at some future point in time will
have different intermediate present values. Further, beyond that point at which
the present values are equal, the advantage of one proposal over another can
reverse.
In Exhibit 1, for example, we examMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING/ MARCH 1969

ined two proposals with the same cost,
different patterns of inflows, and equal
present values at a particular point in
time. A graphical analysis, such as Exhibit 4, could be used to show that the
superior present value of project 2 depends upon the inflows after the fifth
year.
Even the use of certainty - equivalents?
in the computations of present values
would not prohibit management from
rationally preferring project 1 to project
2 because certainty - equivalents of inflows are not certain to occur and therefore actual results can differ from
planned outcomes. In short, management knows that because it is dealing
with an uncertain future, it cannot correctly anticipate the future behavior of
all important variables. As a result, rational management may well prefer that
investment which relies less heavily on
returns more distant into the future.
Investment Proposals of Varying
Life Expectancies
In the immediately preceding example we considered the choice between
two assets whose life expectancies were
the same. Let us now appraise proposals
whose life expectancies are different.
Consider two investment alternatives, 3
and 4 (Exhibit 5), each costs one hundred dollars, but they have lives of one
and three years, respectively. Assume
also that management attaches identical risks to both projects.8
Note that the net present values of
the expected cash inflows in Exhibit 5
are $13.10 and $ 21.64 respectively. The
rate of return on project 3 is equal to
thirty percent and that on project 4 is
22.77 percent; but the present value of
4 exceeds that of 3 by $ 8.54. Which
project is superior? We can answer this
r A certainty - equivalent function describes all those
combinations of risk and return about which an
individual decision -maker has stated that he is
indifferent. The function itself may be defined as
follows:
U,

= µr —

question by computing the values of
each alternative over its expected life.
Then by assuming a reinvestment of
the realized cash flows of the shorter
lived proposal, such that its reinvestment
life equals the life of the longer lived
proposal, we can evaluate the effect of
reinvestment rates on the decision .9
By plotting the CPV curves for each
machine for its own life (see Exhibit 6)
the variables in the problem are readily
visualized. It is then practical to isolate
For the first analysis of this issue, see Ezra
Solomon, "T he Arithmetic of Capital Budgeting
Decisions," Journal of Business, April 1956.

and to evaluate the effect of various assumptions about reinvestment rates on
the investment decision. Granted that
there are a large number of assumptions
that could be made about reinvestment
rates, historical experience provides evidence which will allow the set of possibilities to be delimited.lo
We suggest that the decision problem
io Within a firm's experience, there will be evidence of the ave rage rat e of re turn e arned on new
investments and the standard deviation. Given
these data, the management can establish reasonable limits that could be earned on reinvestment.
For a new fi rm the matt er is not nearly as si mpl e,
as subjective estimates will have to be used.
Hopefully, the management can learn from the
experience of other firms.

Exhibit 5
PROJECTS WITH DIFFERING LIVES AND CASH FLOWS

Year

Disc ou nt
fa ctor for
yea rs 0 -3

0

1.0 0 0

—100

1
2

.8 70
.7 56

130
0

3

.6 58

0

T o t a l n e t c a sh flo ws

Pr o j ec t 3
Ex p e ct e d
PV of
c a sh fl o ws
c a sh fl o ws
—100
11 3.10
0
0
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Pre se nt va lu e of net c a sh fl o ws

Pr o je c t 4
Ex p e ct e d
c a sh fl o ws

PV of
c a sh fl o ws

—100

—100

0

0

0
185

0
121.7 3

85
1 3 .1 0

21,73

NOT E: An in it ia l i nv est rn er tt of $ 1 0 0 i s a ssu m ed for ea ch pr oj ec t, with a
sa l v a ge v a lu e o f z e r o a n d a c o st o f c a p i ta l e qu a l to 1 5 %.

Exhibit 6
CUMULATIVE NPV'S OF PROPOSALS WITH IDENTICAL COSTS BUT DIFFERENT LIVES

Cumulative
Net Present
Values
21.72
13.04
0

S v,2

=

Whe re U , = the certainty 0 , 2 = A , measure of
equivalent
risk, in this case
function
the variance of
S
the investor's
expected returns
risk aversion
coefficient
For a more detailed analysis see Eugene N.
Lerner and Willard T. Carleton, A Theory of
Financial Analysis, Harcourt, Brace and World,
Inc., N. Y., 1966, pp. 99 -104, and Bertran Schoner,
footnote 4 above.
s This assumption runs into the issue of determining whether it i s possible for us t o assi gn the
same degree of ri sk t o income streams that extend
over a different number of periods. This is of
real concern, but the issue will not be resolved
here; for present purposes the assumption will be
as stated.
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—100
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is best solved by finding that reinvestment rate which would set the present
values of the two proposals equal at the
end of the life of the longer lived proposal (in this case three years). If management were confident that the reinvestment rate on released funds would
exceed this computed indifference rate,
it would probably accept project 3, although, as shown below, management
may want to put some value on its ability to reinvest later with new data available. It can be seen that the greater the
positive difference between this indifference rate and the expected reinvestment
rate, the grater would be management's
assurance in accepting project 3.
In Exhibit 7 the effects of various assumed reinvestment rates are shown.
The following cases show the effects of
reinvestment rates at: (a) 30 percent,
project 3's rate of return, Case I; (b)

22.7 percent, project 4's rate of return,
Case II; (c) 19.25 percent, where each
project's over -all rate of return and net
present values are the same; Case III;
and (d) 15 percent, the firm's cost of
capital Case IV.
In choosing between certain types of
proposals management must make assumptions about reinvestment rates.
Since cash flows are not identified with
particular projects, management will
probably want to use their expected
average reinvestment rate in evaluating
proposals. Unfortunately, there is no
conclusive evidence as to what the reinvestment rate should be as a general
rule. We advocate that it will be a function of the investment opportunities
available to the firm and availed of by
management in accordance with its expectations.
It should be obvious that there is an-

Exhibit 7
CUMULATIVE NPV'S FOR PROJECTS 3 AND 4 WITH DIFFERENT
REINVESTMENT RATES
44.46
28.23
21.72
13.04

— 100.00
— 113.04
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other aspect to the problem, i.e., that a
choice of a shorter lived project always
provides management with the opportunity of evaluating the future with the
aid of new evidence. It is difficult to assign a precise value to this opportunity,
but it would be expected to have a positive value, often a sizable one. While
the best that one can do at any given
point in time is to act on the basis of
the information available, it is known
that more information becomes available
with the passage of time. Thus, it appears that the value to be assigned to
this periodic opportunity to make a reevaluation would be a function of, and
directly correlated with the riskiness of
the venture —the higher the risk, the
higher the value to be placed on the
opportunity to re- evaluate the proposal.
Summ ar y
Since certain funds are used to acquire
fixed assets, whose yields are uncertain;
the question of which investments to
accept, which to reject, and how to rank
acceptable alternatives is a critical problem and one that is common to all business firms. This paper represents an attempt to bridge the gap between managers and academicians by emphasizing
the value of the CPV technique which
provides the benefit of payback as well
as those of the theoretically correct
methods of project evaluation. This
modified approach for evaluating capital
allocation decisions is designed to provide the types of answers desired by
managers, but still meets stringent theoretical requirements.
Cumulative present value readily
shows payback in discounted dollars,
and compares the discounted income
streams of alternative investment proposals with equal present values. Further, it affords rational comparisons of
various assumed reinvestment rates, and
clearly shows that most firms should
prefer rapid payback because discounting for uncertainty and the time value
of money causes a rapid diminution in
the value of receipts which it is anticipated will be earned in the future.
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Capital Budgeting: A Modified
Approach to Simplify Sound
Investment Decisions
THERE ARE TWO DISTINCT SETS OF PROBLEMS IN CAPITAL BUDGETING —THEY SHOULD BE CONSIDERED SEPARATELY

chine which can be purchased for cash,
it is unrealistic to say that the rate of
Much criticism has been leveled against return will be only 12% if it is purthe concepts of discounted cash flow chased on an installment contract. It is
and present value as criteria for capital still the same machine and will perform
budgeting decisions because of the com- the same function without regard to its
plexity of the computations and the dif- method of financing. Further, the
ficulty of explaining the techniques to normal procedure is to cast a capital
those who make capital budgeting deci- budget of projects accepted for comsions. General acceptance of these con- mitment of funds long before financing
cepts by industry has been further de- is required. This time lag between aplayed by unwarranted attacks on the proval and financing of a capital project
validity of the implicit assumption that makes it unlikely that specific financing
cash flows must be immediately rein- methods will be known for every project
vested at the computed rate of return to which has been accepted, nor as indimake this rate of return a valid one.

By Gene K. Jones

Two Separate Sets of Problems
Our purpose is to propose a dichotomy of the capital budgeting function
which will simplify the problem for the
practitioner and hasten a more general
acceptance of the discounted cash flow
technique. Two separate and distinct
areas exist in capital budgeting:
1. The problems involved in the selection among investment alternatives,
usually based on rates of return.
2. The choice among alternative methods of financing.
Neither of these should influence the
choice which is ultimately made in the
other area. For example, if it is determined that the discounted cash flow
rate of return is 15% for a screw maMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING/ MARCH 1969
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Gated above, is this a relevant consideration. All that is necessary in selecting
among investment alternatives is to ensure that no project is accepted which
has an indicated rate of return below the
cost of capital.
But what is the cost of capital? The
cost of capital to be used here is a
weighted average cost of capital; each
project must bear its fair share of total
costs, and specific capital can not and
should not be allocated to specific projects. Similarly, the cost of the investment which must be used in computing
the present value is the cash purchase
price of the investment even if it is
known that it will be financed in some
other manner.
Selection Among Alternative
Investments
We may now overcome another of
the criticisms of discounted cash flow,
i.e., the complexities of computing the
rates of return on hundreds of investment proposals which must be done by
trial and error, a laborious and time consuming task. Rather than compute
a rate of return on each project, the
present value of each project is computed by discounting the cash flows
using the weighted average cost of capital as the discount factor. A rank order
is then established by dividing the
present value of the project by its
original cash purchase price.
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Assume, for example, that the cost
of investment was $10,000 and the present value computed as indicated above
was $15,000. The ranking factor would
be 1.5.
After the ranking factor for each project has been similarly computed, the
factors are placed in descending order
with the highest rank order number at
the top of the list. So long as the ranking factor is even minutely above one,
it is advantageous for the company to
invest in the project, assuming that
funds are available. Therefore, investments should be made starting at the
top of the list and proceeding either to
the last project which has a return above
the cost of capital or until funds are no
longer available.
In most cases funds will be depleted
long before the last feasible project has
been committed. This will be especially
true in the case of those companies
which do a creditable job of searching
out investment alternatives.
It must be apparent, however, that if
investment is pursued to the point that
the cost of marginal funds is completely
out of line with those in prior periods,
then the weighted average cost of capital must be computed on a projected
basis to include these high marginal
costs when establishing the rank order.
This will not be a problem for the
average company though.
Those companies that have some rate
of return as a cutoff point, should use
the approach indicated here with one
slight modification. It will be necessary
for them to compute the rate of return
on a few projects to compare them to
the ranking factors to establish the
cutoff point.
For example, a rate return of 15%
may correspond to a rank order factor
of 2.0, so a company with a policy of
not investing in projects with rates of
return below 15% would not invest in
any project with a rank order factor
below 2.0.
It should be noted that the rate of
return must be computed after giving
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effect to the weighted average cost of
capital for the investment project in
order for the rate of return and the rank
order factor to be comparable. It should
be readily apparent that only a few
random computations would be necessary to determine the cutoff point. This
would be done only once and thereafter
the rank order method would be used
exclusively. Therefore, for practical purposes, the rate of return can be completely ignored in a sound capital budgeting program.
Choice Among Alternative
Methods of Financing
In choosing among alternative methods of financing, the marginal or actual
cost of capital should be used. Ignoring
opportunity costs, cash on hand would
be considered to have no cost. However, assigning whatever cost to cash
each company considered to be reasonable would in no way affect the validity
of this approach. The cost of borrowed
funds would be the actual interest cost
after federal income taxes, the cost of a
lease would be the difference between
the discounted present value of the
stream of after tax cash flows and the
cash purchase price of the machinery
or buildings leased, and other methods
of financing would be costed in the
conventional manner. The lowest cost
method of financing an investment
should always be used so long as it is
available, moving to the next lowest
cost method until all sources or methods of financing have been exhausted
or until all profitable investments have
been made.
Looking back at the various marginal
costs of capital, a range is indicated
from zero or some nominal amount for
cash to very high for special leases, installment purchases, and even borrowed
funds above some given level. For many
companies, it could be expected that
the average actual cost of capital used
in alternative financing methods would
approach the weighted average cost of
capital. Even when it does not, how-

ever, no real harm is done except in
extremely unusual cases because of the
difference in the bases of the two
figures, i.e., total capital and new investment.
Assume that new investment is 10%
as great as total capital and that the
marginal cost of capital is twice the
weighted average cost of capital. If total
capital is $100 million with a weighted
average cost of 8% and new investment
is $10 million with an average cost of
16 %, the new weighted average cost
of capital is 8.7 %.
Even in this extreme case, it is highly
unlikely that the use of 8% as the
weighted average cost of capital for
computing the rank order of projects
would significantly affect the capital
budgeting decision. However, as was
pointed out earlier, the weighted average
cost of capital can be adjusted to reflect
such unusually high differentials in the
cost of new capital. Since the average
marginal cost of capital usually will not
materially affect the weighted average
cost of capital, it permits the use of
the weighted average cost of capital for
selecting among investment alternatives
and the use of marginal cost of capital
for selecting among alternative methods
of financing.
Summ ar y
Dichotomization of the capital budgeting problem greatly simplifies the
capital budgeting decision and eliminates the obvious fallacy of concluding
that two identical machines with the
same cash purchase price have widely
differing rates of return merely because
of differences in the timing of the investments. This is not to say that the
total problem has been made easy, far
from it, but the remaining difficulties
encountered in the use of discounted
cash flow are far outweighted by the
increased profits, greater competitive
ability, and increased viability of the
firm realized through more effective investment decisions, based on a separate
consideration of each problem.
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Budgeting New Plant Ventures
ENCOMPASSES BOTH OPERATING AND CAPITAL TYPE BUDGETS

By William H. Pavony
Today, more and more companies are
involved in the problems of starting up
new plants and relocating older plants.
In this article we will set out briefly an
approach toward budgeting which may
prove useful to those both new and experienced in these situations.
For our purposes, let us assume that
an older plant is to be relocated to a
new domestic site over 500 miles away.
This would probably be one of the more
complex situations to be encountered.
In this situation, management should
expect to develop three basic budgets:
1. New plant construction
2. Pre - production costs
3. Operating costs for:
a. The new plant
b. The old plant
Normally, a plant move of any size
will span a period of time measured in
years. This falls outside of the normal
annual operating budget cycle. The
budgets which will be described here
encompass both operating and capital
type budgets, whose total allowances
should have already been determined in
the economic study made to ascertain
the new plant feasibility. Practically
speaking, detail budgets as they are developed should always refer back to the
initial feasibility study allowances.
Recognizing this broad cross-referencing to feasibility study allowances, the
new plant venture does represent a situation where budgets can rapidly become
obsolete due to frequently changing
conditions. This simply means that
budget revision will be necessary—not
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /MARCH 1969

that the budget should be ignored. To
ignore these budgets is to relinquish
control over costs. It should also be emphasized that these budgets and related
reports are not intended to substitute
for the controls gained through use of
techniques such as PERT, CPM, milestone charts and other modern control
methods.
In looking at the list of budgets
above, it can be seen that all three budgets would not be prepared at exactly the
same time, nor would the timing of revisions necessarily coincide. This will be
apparent in the following sections devoted to discussing each of the different
budgets involved.
New Plant Construction Budget
This is a project type of budget, commonly considered a part of the capital
budget. It is established for the life of
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the undertaking, and normally spans
several years. It should be used to control the costs of:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Land acquisition
Architects' fees
Building construction
Equipment:
a. Acquisition
b. Transfer
5. Disposition of the old plant

This should be the first budget established. It should flow directly from the
initial feasibility study. Initially, it may
be extremely broad in the definition of
individual cost components, but refinements should be developed as rapidly as
possible if control is to be effectively
maintained.
An axiom in budgeting is that the
format and detail levels of a budget
should coincide with the format used to
report actual results. This axiom applies
to the new plant construction budget
as well. In Exhibit 1, a sample format
for a construction budget report is presented. Initially, these reports might
only be prepared quarterly, while detail
cost control levels are being defined,
but as work begins in earnest on the new
plant the reporting period should be
changed to a monthly basis.
A few cost categories are shown for
demonstration purposes, but the actual
categories utilized must be tailored to
fit the desires and needs of the responsible managers. In addition to cost incurred on a project -to -date basis, appropriate commentary should be included
to relate the expenditures to date with
actual progress attained. In this manner, responsible management personnel
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can keep a close watch over the project
on a reasonably short -run basis.

nents, but refinements should be de- will find that there is a great deal of
veloped as rapidly as possible. During overlap between the pre - production
the life of the program, the cost accumu- costs budget and the first annual operatPre - production Costs Budget
lation categories can be expected to ing budget for the new plant. It will
This is also a project type of budget, change with some frequency at detail probably be necessary to draw an arbipart of the capital budget and estab- levels. However, the broad summary trary line, perhaps as of a certain date,
lished for the life of the undertaking. It levels should remain constant.
at which point the new plant will be
should be used to control the costs of:
Because of its broad scope, this budg- considered to be "in operation" as opet can encompass a significant portion posed to "in pre - production phases."
1. The project task force personnel
of the total expenditures involved in
In addition to the normal compo2. Outside consultants' fees
starting up a new plant. This makes nents of any operating budget, the new
3. The build -up of an inventory reserve
cost control as important here as in the plant budget must contain allowances
4. Search for new vendors
new plant construction budget. Hence, for certain unusual factors. These fac5. Documentation review and revision:
reporting of actual expenditures is es- tors include:
a. Blueprints
sential for control.
1. Initial off- standard performance levb. Tooling
The format would be similar to that
els
c. Bills of material
demonstrated (Exhibit 1) for the con2. Deviations between planned and
d. Inventory records
struction budget report. This format
actual production methods
e. Standard labor productivity files
should, of course, conform to the budget
3. Changes in supporting services from
f. Administrative procedures mancost categories.
the old plant operation
uals
Costs should be accumulated in this
6. Planning for the new plant layout
a. Material handling
report on a project -to -date basis. Approb. Maintenance
and work flow
priate commentary should be included
c. Industrial engineering
7. Determination of sequence of phase
to relate progress with the actual exd. Production planning and control
out from the old plant
penditures made.
4. Expensive order fulfillment methods
8. New plant personnel recruiting and
The report might be initially issued
when production levels are Iow—
training
on a quarterly basis, but should quite
9. Relocation of old plant personnel
a. Overtime
soon be converted to a monthly basis.
b. Extra shifts
transferring to the new plant
In this manner, all affected management
c. Subcontracting of parts produc10. Severance pay for old plant perpersonnel can be kept currently intion
sonnel not transferring to the new
formed and in control of the situation.
5. Changes from planned budgetary
plant
11. New plant equipment set -up:
bases due to actual experience
Operating Costs Budget—
6.
Inaccuracy
in plant production rea. Machinery
New Plant
b. Production lines
porting
The new plant operating budget
c. Offices
In addition, a new plant usually calls
should
be prepared on an annual basis,
12. Adjustment of product costs and
for
some major changes in the total proin the form of a flexible budget, relating
related files
duction
cost structure. Total overhead
budget allowances to those operating
13. Inventory transfer and control
costs
and
the fixed /variable cost content
factors with which costs can be expected
14. Inyenton, revaluation
can
be
expected
to change from experito fluctuate. Normally in new plant sitThe prc- production costs budget uations, there is a great deal of guess- ence in the old plant, which can be sigshould be established ven, shortly after work involved in establishing what will nificant in bidding and estimating situdetermination that the new plant un- happen, so that a fixed level budget can ations.
The report structure for this budget
dertaking is to become a reality. Like rapidly become obsolete.
should
be no different than the normal
the new plant construction budget, it
The budget should be prepared shortmay initially be extremely broad in the ly before the commencement of opera- operating budget report structure, aside
definition of individual cost compo- tions. As a matter of fact, management from inclusion of allowances for the unusual factors described above. A monthly reporting frequency should be followed and careful attention should be
Exhibit 1
given to a rapid phaseout of the unusual
CONSTRUCTION BUDGET REPORT
factors, although this can take several
CURB NT MONTH
PRO ECT T O D AT E
years to fully accomplish. These items
BE T T E R
should not be allowed to become "norBE T T E R
(WORSE)
(WORSE)
mal," and so should be handled in the
THAN BUD GET
THAN BUD GE T
AC T U A L AMOUNT
reports in a special section to emphasize
9.
DESCRIPTION
R AMOUNT ACT UAL
their temporary nature.
LAND ACQUISITION COSTS:
DIRECT ACQUISITI ON COSTS
RE A LT O RS' FE E S
TRAV E L COST S
ROOM AND BOARD
OTHER
ARCHI T E CT S' F E E S:
BUILDING CONSTRUC TION COSTS:
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Operating Cost Budget—
Old Plant
The old plant operating budget
should be a combination of both flexible
and project budgets. Just as in the new
Continued on page 41
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The Expense of Expected
Idle Capacity
A METHOD OF MONETIZING THE EXPENSE OF IDLE CAPACITY AND CONSIDERING IT AS A PERIOD COST

By Rene P. Manes
Two polar positions exist with respect
to the allocation of fixed costs to output:
(1) full or absorption costing and (2 )
variable or direct costing. Intermediate
between these two extreme positions is
the "incomplete absorption" practice of
some firms which exclude from allocation some part of fixed costs, such as
depreciation of plant facilities or property taxes. Usually, this practice results
from purposes of convenience rather
than from any theoretical reason. Similarly, the practice of writing off certain
variances, such as the volume variance,
as period costs, is intermediate between
the two extremes.
Our discussion suggests a consistent
and theoretically based method for excluding part of fixed costs from full
cost absorption. To the extent that
facilities are not at capacity, it is proposed that fixed costs should be charged
off as financial expenses of the period.
The argument has particular relevance
to those fixed costs relating directly to
the productive physical plant of the
firm, but the same argument can be
extended to other fixed costs as well.
Full Costing Practices
ABSORPTION BASED ON OUTPUT. An estimate of "normal" or "standard" capacity utilization is used as the basis for
calculating an absorption rate. This absorption rate is defined as the ratio:
Total budget for manufacturing 1
L overhead ( fixed + variable) J
[ "Standard" or "normal" units of output]
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The variance from budget is then reported as the difference between actual
and absorbed overhead. For firms having
a flexible budget, this variance can be
divided into two parts: (1) spending
variance (difference in actual costs and
flexible budget for actual output) and
(2) volume variance ( difference in flexible budget for actual output and total
absorbed) (see exhibit 1).
ABSORPTION BASED ON INPUTS. A little
more complicated is the situation when
overhead is allocated on the basis of
inputs. Wh e n the actual inputs vary
from the standard number of inputs
required for actual output, a third component of total variance may be devel-

oped, usually called the "efficiency
variance."
Two different ways of calculating the
" efficiencv variance" have been propounded and some controversy exists as
to which is the better of the two.'
Essentially the difference in the two
methods consists in deciding whether
the efficiency variance should be measured along the flexible budget line or
along the absorption line. Exhibit 2
illustrates both ways of proceeding for
the same problem.
Advocates of Method B (efficiency
measured on flexible budget curve)
argue that their efficiency variance is a
variable efficiency variance unmixed
with any element of fixed cost. Suffice it
to say that either method can be reconciled to the approach we now offer.
Expected Idle Capacity Expense
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In a paper in the April 1967 Accounting Review,2 Prof. Horngren has suggested that the firm take a contribution
margin approach to the analysis of
capacity utilization.
The objectives of the framework
Horngren proposes are directed primarily at planning and at the evaluation of
the planning function, both short -range
and long - range. They are intended to
supplement the traditional volume
variance, inventory valuation and income determination efforts of the ac' For discussion and bibliography on controversy refer Don T. DeCoster, "Measurement of the Idle
Capacity Vari ance," Accounting Review, April
1966, pp. 297 -302.
Margin
2 Charles T. Horngren, "A Contribution
Approach to the Analysis of Capacity Utilization,"
Accounting Review, April 1967, pp. 254 -264.
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countant, where these efforts fail to
provide necessary measures of planning
efficiency or of opportunity costs of capacity utilization.
In order to achieve his purposes,
Horngren finds it necessary to add to
the usual quantity concepts of "standard" (normal) output and to resort to
several other well -known definitions of
output levels, both projected and actual,
such as practical capacity, master budgeted sales, scheduled production, etc.
The first two of these will be of special
interest to us and will therefore be redefined here.
Practical capacity or practical attainable capacity defines the practical upper
limit of output from plant facilities.
The difficulties of estimating this figure
exactly are well recognized3, but some
estimate of this level must be made.

Exhibit 1

ABSORPTION BASED ON OUTPUT

a

Ch a r le s R . P u r d y , " I n d u s t r P a t t e r n s of Capacit y o r V o lu m e C h o ic e : Th e i r E x is t e n c e a n d Ra t io n .
a le , " Journal of Acco unt i ng Res ea rc h, A u t u m n
1965, pp. 228 -241.

$
Absorbed

Flexible budget
b
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l a

1
1
I
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Exhibit 2
ABSORPTION BASED ON INPUTS
A

(Efficiency measured on
absorption curve)

Standard
inputs of
actual output

A

Actual
inputs

B

Standard
inputs for
standard
output

Spending variance
= (a -b)
Volume variance
= (b -c)
Efficiency variance = (c -d)

Total overhead variance (a -d)

(Efficiency measured on

Standard
Actual
inputs of
inputs
actual outputs

B

Standard
inputs for
standard
output

Spending variance
= (a -b) if + Debit
Variable
if - Credit
Efficiency variance = (b -e)
Volume variance
- (e -d)

where:

_ (a -d)

a = Actual costs
b= Flexible budget for actual inputs
c = Absorbed for actual inputs
d = Absorbed for standard inputs of actual output
e = Flexible budget for standard inputs of actual output
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lut
29.M
32.M
A c t u al Standard

tween flexible budget and the absorption line at master budgeted sales of
32,000 units, represents the proportion
of fixed costs allocable to unused capacity, that is to say, the expense of
expected idle capacity.
Note that if standard output and
master budgeted sales had differed, we
should have used master budgeted sales.
Moreover, that there is no longer any
need for defining a standard output
which might vary from budget or for
budgeting a volume variance. Now, the
flexible budget line for overhead can be
reduced at all points by the amount AB,
that is, lowered to the dotted line passing through Point B. The flexible budget is redefined at all points as the
original line minus AB, the expense of
expected idle capacity.
Flexible budget:
a. The flexible budget line is
($12,000 - AB) + $.50 /unit
b. AB = (

1 - 32,000 )
40,000

x

1.

$12,000

12,000
= .2
= $2,400
$12,000 - AB
= $12,000 - $2,400
= 9,600
x

Master budgeted sales is that volume
of activity employed in formulating the Exhibit 3
budget of the present or forthcoming SIMPLE ABSORPTION RATE
period. It represents a very short -run
concept, reflecting expected facility uti- $ M 28
lization for one period only, usually the
immediate fiscal period ahead. If it can
be differentiated from "standard" (normal), it is where "standard" (normal)
reflects the intermediate run or the average level of output (over which overheads are to be allocated) for several
periods, for example three to five years.
Whenever "standard" (normal )output is defined over a span of time longer
than the period of master budgeted
$12
sales (found in a survey to be true for
4
less than 50% of the time) , a difference between "standard" (normal) output and budgeted sales can be expected
and a volume variance budgeted. However, one would usually expect the average difference between "standard" (normal) and budgeted sales to cancel out
and to equal zero. For that reason, in
the example to be used later, these two,
Exhibit 3 shows that for such a firm
possibly quite different outputs, will be the usual approach would be to estabassumed to be equal.
lish an absorption rate of $.875 /unit in
As has been pointed out before, man- order to cover total overhead costs of
agement should know more than just $ 28,000 at the standard output of 32,000
simply the difference between "stan- units:
dard" output and actual output. Man- Absorption rate
agement should know the difference
$12,000 + $.50 (32,000 units)
between practical capacity and master
32,000
budgeted sales, the differences between
= $.875.
actual output of each period and the
long run estimates of sales used in the Then:
capital budgeting decision, the dif- Spending variance
= Actual - Flexible budget
ference between scheduled production
= ($28,500 - 26,500)
and actual output and so on. For the
= $2,000
most part, Horngren has not monetized
these differences (designated by him as Volume variance
= Flexible budget - Absorbed
variances) in terms of costs, historical
= ($26,500 - 25,375)
or other. This paper suggests that, for
purposes of income determination, one
= $1,125
of these differences, that between prac- Total variance
tical capacity and master budgeted sales,
= Actual - Absorbed
should be systematically monetized in
= (28,500 - 25,375)
historical cost terms.
= $3,125
Consider an example to illustrate the
Exhibit 4 suggests for the same probcost of expected idle capacity in which
lem
how overhead could be absorbed
we are given the following facts:
so as to monetize the expense of expected idle capacity. First the flexible
Practical (attainable)
budget curve of overhead is defined up
40,000 units
capacity
to practical capacity of 40,000 units of
"Standard" output and
output; then absorption is defined over
Master budgeted sales 32,000 units
29,000 units
Actual output
the total units of practical capacity (line
Budgeted fixed costs $12,000
OC) . Absorption per unit is now $ 32;
Budgeted variable
000
divided by 40,000 units equals
$0.50
/unit
overhead costs /units
$28,500
$0.80 /unit.
Actual costs (a)
By simple geometry it can be shown
that the amount AB, the distance beCharles R. Purdy,Ibid.,p. 232.

c.
2.
3.

At 29,000 units the flexible budget is
9,600 + $14,500 = $24,100

At 29,000 units, absorption is
29,000 x $.80 = $23,200
Actual costs adjusted for purposes of
budget variance are
$28,500 - 2,400 = $26,100
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Exhibit 4
ABSORPTION PER UNIT
$32

$12

put

0

4. Total budget varia nce equa ls
Actu a l costs — Absorbed costs $26,100 — 23,200 — $2,900 Unf.

29

32

Act ua l

Ma s t e r

40

With no difficulty the same analysis
can be extended to the situation when
absorption is based on inputs (see Exhibit 2) .

sold or to cost of goods sold and inventory. For this reason, Horngren's
use of the term variance with respect to
expected idle capacity has not been repeated, because in actual practice variances are so often combined with cost
of goods sold. Whatever allocation is
made to expected idle capacity, this
amount should be viewed more properly
as an expense of the period rather than
as part of the costs of producing goods
and services., There are several arguments for taking this stand.
Suppose the firm has built facilities
which are larger than necessary in order
to meet projected long -run demand.
Then the expense of idle capacity results from a conscious decision, from a
capital budgeting plan and is much
more akin to a financial expense or to
interest on bonds for expansion of
facilities.
In fact the NAA Research Report
on Accounting for Costs of Capacity
found that it was not uncommon for
firms to eliminate costs of idle capacity

from the cost of production during
start -up periods .6 We merely suggest
extending the practice of expensing the
cost of expected idle capacity to any
period. The only logical alternative to
expensing this cost would be to capitalize it for writing off against the
deferred benefits of planned levels of
higher future output.
If a firm faced by seasonal fluctuations or erratic demand elects to build
larger than necessary to avoid inventorying finished goods, again the ex- i
pense of expected idle capacity has been
incurred consciously to avoid a higher
distribution expense, and is properly
charged to periods rather than to pro duction.7 If, on the other hand, a firm
has once operated its plants at capacity
and now anticipates that there will be
idle capacity, the related expense may
represent a failure of the sales division
or an error in long -run planning, neither
of which are properly assignable to inventories or to costs of goods sold. Furthermore, the expense of expected idle

Disposition of Expense of
Expected Idle Capacity
The expense of expected idle capacity
should not be added to cost of goods

Th is p o s it io n r e v iv e s a n o ld d e b a t e b e t w e e n W . L .
F e r r a r a , " I d l e Ca p a c it y as a L o s s : F a c t o r Fic t io n , " Acco u n t i n g Review, July 1960, 490 -496, a n d
E . H . W e i n r u m , " T h e I m p o r t a n c e of I d le Cap acity Co s t s . " Acco w"t i n g Review, July 1961, pp. 418421: a d e b a t e in wh ich we t a k e a p o s it io n d ia m et r ica lly o p p o s e d t o t h a t h e ld b y F e r r a r a .

" N a t io n a l Ass o c ia tio n of Ac co u n t an ts , Ac co u n t i n g
fo r Co sts of Ca p a c i t y, Re s e ar c h Re p o r t 39, 19 6 3 ,
P. 55.
T No t to be co n fu s ed with a firm with a peak -load
p ro b lem . F o r su ch a firm , fo r ex a m p le a p u b lic
u t ilit y , p r ac tica l ca p a city is b est d efin ed in t e r m s
o f t h e t o t a l a v e r a g e d e m a n d w h ic h c a n b e m e t .

Spending variance —
$26,100 — 24,100 — $2,000 Unf.
Volume varia nce —
$24,100 — 23,200 — $900 Unf.

Now, of course, there is no connotation of idle capacity in the volunic variance; it represents a difference in budgeted and actual output only.
Comparison of these results with
those for the usual approach following
Exhibit 3 shows that Spending Variance
is unchanged. Volume variance is reduced by $225. The total difference in
the two approaches can be reconciled as
follows:
Decrease in volume variance
Decrease in a bsorbed overhead
($.875 — .80) x 29,000 units
Expense of expected idle capacity
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$ 22 5
$2 ,1 75
$2,400

5
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capacity may even be considerd as a
substitute for the true opportunity costs
of reallocating fixed resources to other
purposes. Although there need not be
and probably rarely will be any relationship between the opportunity profits
foregone from not disposing of excess of
expected idle capacity, at least both of
them are financial and planning costs
as distinct from production costs.
Viewed in this way, expensing the cost
assigned to expected idle capacity represents a compromise between the extreme positions of full costers and direct
costers.
A third argument can be adduced for
this intermediate approach. It should
help develop more stable standards insofar as the overhead components of
standards are concerned. In many firms
standards change annually as master
budgeted sales and the normal or standard amounts also change. When expected idle capacity is calculated, fixed

BU D G ET IN G NEW PLAN T VEN T UR ES

Continued from page 36
plant budget, many assumptions are involved in planning for phase -out, which
can rapidly obsolete a fixed level budget.
Additionally, there is overlap with the
pre - production costs budget, and certain
factors which best fit into the operating
budget category are better controlled on
a fixed- allowance basis, bringing in elements of project budgeting.
Unique factors attributable to the
plant move tend to greatly complicate
the determination of the old plant operating budget, and cause it to become
difficult to control as well. It is far better, however, for management to attempt to plan and budget these factors,
even in broad terms, rather than permitting an uncontrolled cost situation.

MA N A G EM E N T AC CO UN TING / MA RC H 1969

costs are absorbed over practical attainable capacity instead of over the annual
estimates of output. Generally, practical
capacity is less likely to vary than annual
estimates so that the overhead component of standards would only change
for changes in fixed costs or for a new
estimate of practical capacity.
All other variances would be treated
as in the past (netted against cost of
sales, etc.) except for one possible exception—a credit or favorable volume
variance should probably be netted out
against the expense of expected idle
capacity.8 It represents in effect a correction in the expectation about idle
capacity and should not be viewed as
a reduction in cost of sales.
On the other hand, the position taken by K.
Schwayder, "A Note on a Contribution Approach to
the Analysis of Capacity Utilization," The Ac counting Rcviezv, January 1968, pp. 101 -104, that
unfavorable efficiency variances should be netted
against expected idle capacity, cannot be defended.
Although it is true that unfavorable efficiency variances indicate a use of t ot al capaci ty, there i s no
managerial advantage gained by combining these
two separate elements into one figure.

6

These factors include:
1. Personnel phase- out- costs—
a. Decreasing productivity levels
b. Overtime
c. Employee turnover
d. Temporary employees
2. Added security requirements
3. Inter -plant consultation needs
Where an older plant is being closed
down and replaced by a new plant, high
costs can result when old plant employees do not transfer to the new location.
This is impossible to forecast accurately,
especially in relation to a time period,
but must be adequately provided for on
a judgmental basis.
As with the new plant budget, report
structure should be the same as for the
normal operating budget, except that

Summary
A consistent method based on theory
has been suggested for a measure of
direct costing and a small step taken in
integrating the efforts of financial and
managerial accountants.
The method of monetizing the expense of expected idle capacity and
considering it as a period cost has several advantages. It recognizes the financial and distributional costs of planning
for excess facilities. As such, it might
serve as a surrogate to the opportunity
costs of not shifting long -run resources
of the firm, costs which accountants
have heretofore not known how to
record. Furthermore, the approach
would tend to stabilize standards for
overhead. Finally, it has no real disadvantages of computation. After the
initial calculation of the expense of expected idle capacity, all variances are
calculated exactly as before.

separate sections should be established
in the report formats to reflect the "special" cost factors discussed above. As
phase -out begins to accelerate, special
reporting should probably be put in on a
weekly basis to reflect costs incurred
versus the plan and to recognize budget
changes which may be necessary as a
result of any timetable slippage.
Sum ma ry
In summary, the new plant start -up
is a rapidly growing phenomenon. Use
of proper budgetary techniques can be
extremely effective in providing management with the financial tools necessary to adequately plan and control results. An intelligent approach to budgeting and reporting should more than
repay its cost in this type of venture.
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Evaluation of
Investment Center Performance
WE NEED A PRACTICAL MEASURE WHOSE APPLICATION WOULD ALSO ASSURE CONGRUENCE OF THE DIVISIONAL
AND COMPANY GOALS

By Eliot Terborgh

Investment Base vs. Profit

In order to evaluate investment cenThe popularity of the investment center ter performance, it is necessary to have
concept has increased substantially in a measure of both periodic profit and
the past decade. However, the methods the asset base employed in generating
used by most firms in applying the con- that profit. Although each presents a
cept are generally quite crude. The mis- distinct measurement problem, they are
application of the concept' results from inherently related in several respects.
.(a) incorrectly measuring the divisional
First, both the investment base and
investment base, and (b) incorrectly re- profit must be controllable by the divilating this investment base to divisional sion manager if he is to be evaluated on
profit. In other words, even if the asset either measure. This will be examined
base were properly determined, the use further below. Secondly, many factors
of return on investment (ROI) , the that affect the asset base also affect divimost popular investment center meas- sional expenses (and profit). For exure, would still lead to erroneous decisions and misleading evaluations.
The purpose of this paper, therefore,
is to (a) examine why the most common method of investment center evaluation can be dysfunctional, and (b) to
evolve a workable system of evaluating
investment, centers that will correctly
serve the purpose of divisional performance evaluation and managerial motivation. In order to do this, it is necessary
to divide the problem into two parts, as
ELIOT TERBORGH
mentioned above: (1) determine the
is currently completing a two -year tour
proper measure of the investment base,
of active duty as a Lieutenant with the
and (2) determine the proper method
United States Army. He received a
in which to relate the investment base
B.A. degree in Economics from Colby
to divisional profit.
College, Waterville, Me., and an
Before discussing these two major
M.B.A. degree from Stamford University. Since December, 1967, he has
areas, we will examine some major
served as an Operations Officer with
points of confusion evident in the literathe Headquarters Fifth U.S. Army
ture on investment center evaluation.
Jo h n l . Afauriel and Robert N. Anthony, "Mi sevalua ion of Investment Center Performance,"
Harvard Business Review, March - April, 1966, pp.
98.105.

I
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Data Processing Center, Fort Sheridan,111.

ample, the practice of expensing product
development costs instead of capitalizing will tend to understate the asset base
and overstate period expenses. If ROI
is used in performance evaluation, this
practice will tend to understate ROI in
the early years of product life cycle and
overstate ROI in the later years. Similarly, the treatment of ]eased assets can
also affect both profit and investment.
Although the two measurement problems overlap, they should each be dealt
with separately. This paper will concentrate on the problems associated with
measuring the investment base.
Financing vs. Investment
There appears to be considerable disagreement as to whether the divisional
manager should be evaluated on the
sources of capital as well as the uses of
capital. Some authors claim that the divisional investment base should be net
of current liabilities? Other writers argue that the deduction of current liabilities from total assets amounts to a
confusion between asset usage and financing decisions.3
It is important to recognize that a
manager should be held responsible for
all the assets under his control, regardless of how the assets are financed. In
most cases, the sources of capital (i.e.,
the financing decision) are not controllable at the division level. Long term
z David Solomons, Divisional Performance: Measurement and Control, Financial Executive Research
Foundation, New York, 1965, pp. 133 -134.
7 Thomas H. Casson, "Return on Investment ", The
Controller, September, 1954, p. 411.
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capital decisions are nearly always made
by members of top management at the
corporate level. Trade payables are also
commonly handled at a centralized
headquarters location. Furthermore,
with respect to trade payables, a division
must usually conform to the credit
standards and payment schedules of the
industry with which it does business.
Even if a division manager does have
control over payables, there is still no
justification for deducting liabilities
from the asset base. The objective of
divisional performance evaluation should
be directed toward how the managers
utilize the assets under their control.
Since many companies include only
a fixed amount of cash (or cash as fixed
percentage of sales) in a division's investment base, an increase in a division's
trade payables would not necessarily be
reflected by a corresponding increase in
the division's assets. Such a situation
would motivate the manager to "lean on
the trade" as much as possible, thereby
increasing the amount of current liabilities to be deducted from his assets.
Much of the literature written on the

subject of decentralized performance
evaluation fails to distinguish between
the division and the division manager.
What is necessary is to divide a division's total asset base into two segments:
(a) those assets that are controllable by
the division manager, and (b) all other
assets (including shared assets) that are,
or can be, allocated to the division.
Manager vs. Division
Once the controllable assets have
been determined, this figure can then
be compared with, or related to, some
measure of the divisional profit that is
controllable by the manager. For evaluating the economic performance of the
division as a whole (without regard to
the manager), a measure of the total
investment base of the division is compared with some measure of profit after
deduction of full costs.
This problem will be discussed again
later after examining the method in
which to determine the divisional investment base. In so doing, the paper
will concentrate on the problems of motivating and evaluating the division man-

ager, since the proper data for this purpose is more difficult to gather from
conventional accounting records.
Data for Reporting vs.
Data for Management
Many writers apparently feel that accounting data in company X should be
on the same basis as, and therefore comparable with, data in company Y. The
confusion lies in the failure to recognize
the necessity for different accounting
data for different purposes.
There is a strong argument, with
which the writer agrees, that accounting
data for purposes of financial reporting
should be on a uniform basis to allow
for comparability. It is not necessary,
however, that data generated for internal uses (e.g., managerial motivation or
performance evaluation) be comparable
with that of other firms.
Furthermore, there is no reason why
data generated to fulfill one specific internal need should be required to fill
other needs. Management should be
able to generate relevant data for each
type of situation.

DETERMINING CONTRO LLABLE INVESTMENT
Regardless of whether ROI or residual- income is used in evaluating decentralized performance, it is still necessary
to determine the divisional investment
base. As mentioned above, this paper
will focus on determining the assets that
are controllable by the division manager. The discussion is intended only to
provide a general framework for approaching the problem of divisional performance evaluation. The examples used
are, of necessity, somewhat simplified.
Four components of the asset base
are examined in the following section:
cash, accounts receivable, inventories,
and fixed plant and equipment. Intangible assets, such as patents and goodwill,
have been excluded from consideration.
One basic assumption underlies the
entire analysis, i.e., that each division is
treated as though it were a relatively
autonomous subsidiary. In this respect,
each division should have a separate
cash account (although not necessarily
a separate cash balance), and each divisional manager should be held responsible for utilizing, in some manner, the
funds generated by depreciation on the
division's assets. To some extent, this
marks a departure from current practice;
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING/ MARCH 1969

however, the justification for this assumption will come clear in the following section.
Cash—Traditional Practice
The most common practice among
decentralized companies is to allocate
cash balances to divisions on the basis
of sales volume.4 This is done because,
in most instances, the divisions do not
have responsibility for managing cash
balances.
It has been suggested by Solomons
and others that the divisional cash balances be determined by examining the
pattern of cash receipts and expenditures during the year.5 Based on this
analysis, the minimum cash needs would
be determined each year for each division. This amount would then be included in the divisional investment base
on which the manager is to be evaluated.
This proposal is sound in that it attempts to accurately determine each division's minimum cash needs. However,
it has the fault of including an amount
in the investment base which is not controllable by the division manager.
• David Solomons,op. cit., p. 145.
5
Ibid., p.146.

Suggested Alternative
To overcome this weakness, it is suggested that the minimum cash balance
be excluded from the manager's controllable investment base. Instead, the
division manager should be held responsible for the excess cash balance
attributable to the division (over and
above the predetermined minimum balance) which cannot be profitably reinvested.
The key assumption, of course, is that
a separate cash account is maintained
for each division, and that the division
is held responsible for all the funds generated (including depreciation) by the
operations of that division.
Under the proposed system, a manager would be encouraged to transfer
idle (excess) cash to corporate headquarters, unless he could earn a sufficient
return by reinvesting such funds. This
return would have to be great enough to
justify the funds being included in the
manager's asset base.
For example, if a manager could increase sales and profits by liberalizing
credit terms, and thereby increasing the
amount of funds tied up in accounts receivable, it would be in his (and the
43

company's) interest to do so if he could
earn a satisfactory return on the incremental investment. If, on the other
hand, the manager had no such investment opportunities, he would transfer
his idle cash to corporate headquarters
and avoid being charged for that cash in
his investment base.
What constitutes a "satisfactory" return in this case is subject to considerable controversy. This matter will be
examined further in a later section of
this paper dealing with a discussion of
ROI and residual- income.
It is important to note that the motivational aspect of keeping divisional
cash at a minimum would apply as well
to all current assets. Thus, the manager
is motivated to keep all current assets at
a minimum unless he can earn a satisfactory return on the investment.
Accounts Receivable
The treatment of accounts receivable
presents much less of a problem than
the treatment of cash. This is true primarily because the amount of receivables for each division is easily identifia-

tle difficulty in the treatment of inventories with respect to investment centers, since divisional inventories can be
determined quite accurately, without
the problems inherent in allocation.
In many instances, however, inventory purchases may be made by a headquarters purchasing department, in
which case the division manager will
have control over the quantity of purchases but not the price. Usually this
presents little problem since the quantity is generally much more significant
than the price. The exception would be
with purchases in certain commodity
markets where prices fluctuate very
sharply. It should be noted, however,
that in most cases the central purchasing
group could obtain consistently lower
prices for inventory purchases than if
Inventories
the division were to do its own buying.
The conclusion, therefore, is that inAlthough there are several different
ventories
should nearly always be intypes of business inventories, the divicluded
in
the division manager's consional manager generally has complete
trollable
investment
base. If inventories
responsibility over this asset category.
are
carried
at
a
LIFO
valuation, they
As with accounts receivable, there is litshould be adjusted to approximate a
current -cost valuation.
"D avi d Solomons, Ibid., pp. 146.147.

ble at any given point in time. Since,
in many decentralized companies, accounts receivable are uncontrollable at
the divisional level,e account collections
and credit decisions are often centralized at headquarters; furthermore, a division will often have to accept the
general credit terms of the industry to
which it sells.
Despite the often uncontrollable aspect of this asset, receivables should be
included in the division's investment
base in order to recognize company
funds tied up in receivables. However,
receivables should not be included in
the division manager's controllable investment base unless the manager does,
in fact, have a significant degree of control over the level of this asset.

FIXED ASSET VA L UA T I O N
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currently used by industry adequately
reflect the rate of capital consumption
of fixed assets. In addition to depreciation methods, Ezra Solomon mentions
three other factors that cause a discrepancy between the book yield of fixed
assets, as calculated with standard accounting data, and true yield: capitalization policy, revenue and earnings pat-

terns, and investment growth rates.7
These four factors are a main source of
confusion when determining which
method to use in valuing fixed assets.
Ez ra T . Solomon, pape r presented t o the Society
of Petroleum Engineers of AI M E , 38th Annual
Fall Meeting, October 6.9, 1963, New Orleans,
La. Footnote cited in Mauriel and Anthony, op cit.,
p. 104.
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NET BOOK VALUE — DEPRECIATION NOT REINVESTED

Year
Net asset value
Total asset value*
Earnings
R01

0
$1, 000
1, 000
100
10%

1
800
800
100
12%

$

T abl e 1

2
$ 600
600
100
16%

3
$ 400
400
100
25%

4
$ 200
200
100
50%

5
$

0
0
100
—

*Ass umes all ear nings paid out t o parent cor poration

Total asset value
Earnings on original
asset
Earnings on
depr eciation
Total earnings
ROI

1

2

3

4

5

800

600

40 0

200

0

$

0
$1, 000

$

Net asset value
Acc umulat ed
depr eciation

$

Year

NET BOOK VALUE —DEPRECIATION REINVESTED
10% Reinvest ment Rate

$

T able 2

$

The problem of valuing fixed assets
for divisional reporting is the source of
greatest confusion in the literature on
investment centers. It is also the area of
greatest controversy among students of
the subject.
The objective of any system of divisional asset valuation should be to provide an investment base with which to
compare periodic earnings, so that the
divisional manager will be motivated to
make investment decisions in the best
interests of the company. Such a system
implies goal congruence between the
objectives of the division manager and
the objectives of the company. It should
be a method which will also provide a
basis for evaluating the performance of
the division manager; however, as indicated earlier, it need not be a method
which will also provide data for capital
budgeting, financial reporting, or any
other internal or external purpose. Finally, the method should not be biased
by the age of the assets, the rate of
growth of the division, depreciation policies, or inflationary pressures in the
economy.
Unfortunatetly, there have been no
methods yet devised which will satisfy
all these criteria. This is primarily because none of the depreciation methods

200

40 0

60 0

80 0

1, 000

1, 000

1, 000

1, 000

1, 000

1, 000

1, 000

100

100

100

100

100

100

20

40

60

80

100

100
10%

120
12%

140
14%

160
16 %

180
18 %

200
20 %
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Net Book Value
Net book value is widely used in valuing fixed assets primarily because it is
readily available from conventional accounting records. What we are concerned with, however, is (a) how the
use of net book value will motivate the
division manager; and (b) how such a
measure will allow us to evaluate the
manager's performance.
Consider the following examples,
based on a division with a single asset
costing $1,000, to be depreciated
(straight -line) over five years, and yielding net earnings (after depreciation but
before taxes) of $100 a year. For purposes
of illustration, the most popular performance measure, ROI, has been applied to these examples.
When depreciation is not reinvested
by the division (Table 1), the net book
value of the asset declines over the years
to zero at the end of year 5. Note that
with level earnings over the years, book
value declines and ROI rises. Note also
that ROI would still increase from year
to year even if earnings were falling, as
long as the earnings did not fall as rapidly as book value.
The tendency for ROI to rise with
age wi l l favor those divisions with older
assets and discriminate against those
with newer assets. Such a tendency can
discourage growth and new investment.
If earnings were to fall in later years due
to higher maintenance costs on the asset, this fact would be hidden from the
analysis.
Although the faults of ROI will be
mentioned separately later, the defects
of net book value are also apparent when
using residual- income. As the net book
value falls, the division's capital charge

would also decrease, resulting in rising
residual- income with age.
As mentioned earlier, it is suggested
that the divisional manager be given responsibility for all the funds generated
from his operation, including funds
available from depreciation. Using net
book value when reinvesting depreciation, however, only partially overcomes
the weaknesses in this method.
Table 2 illustrates the same example
as before, only this time the funds generated by depreciation are reinvested by
the division at the same earnings rate as
on the original asset (10 %) . Note that
the division's total asset value remains
constant at $1,000. Yet the earnings
resulting from the reinvested depreciation are added to the earnings on the
original asset to yield gradually rising total earnings and a gradually rising ROI.
This tendency for a rising ROI to reflect the profitable reinvestment of depreciation funds is favorable, yet notice
that the manager is not necessarily motivated to use these funds so efficiently.
Table 3 illustrates the case in which
funds generated by depreciation are held
within the division, but at a zero earnings rate (e.g., idle cash) . Total assets
remain constant at $1,000, earnings remain constant at $100 per year, and
ROI remains steady at 10 %.
Yet, notice what is happening. The
funds generated by depreciation are remaining idle in the division's cash account, while the manager's performance
(as measured by ROI) is shown to be
exactly stable from year to year. Although there is some motivation for the
manager to reinvest these funds, he
nevertheless is not penalized if he does
not do so.

Table 3
NET BOOK VALUE — DEPRECIATION REINVESTED
Zero Reinvestment Rate

Total asset value
Total earnings
ROI

1,000
100
10%

200

$

400

$

600

$

1
800

$

0
$1, 000

$

Year
Net asset value
Accumulated
depreciation

0

200

400

600

_ 8 00

1, 00 0

1,000
100
10%

1,000
100
10%

1, 000
100
10%

1, 000
100
10%

1, 000
100
10 %

$1, 000
100
10%

$1, 000
100
10%

Table 4
GROSS ASSETS — DEPRECIATION NOT REINVESTED
Year
Total assets
Earnings
ROI

$1, 000
100
10%

$1, 000
100
10%
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$1, 000
100
10%

$1, 000
100
10%

It is quite likely that another division
of the company could profitably invest
the cash of the example division, yet
there is no motivation for the manager
to make these funds available. Furthermore, the manager of the example division could improve his ROI by investing
in some low yield return, say at 5 %,
whereas another division may be able to
cam 15% on the same money.
Such behavior is clearly dysfunctional
from the viewpoint of the company as
a whole. The divisional manager, if not
required, should certainly be encouraged
to transfer excess cash to headquarters
if he cannot earn a satisfactory return
on such funds. It will be noted that the
same point applies even if residual -income were used. The capital charge on
the division's total investment would be
the same regardless of the division's marginal reinvestment rate. While the manager can improve his performance by
efficiently utilizing his assets, he is not
penalized if he chooses to do nothing.
Gross Asset Value
Although using gross asset value (i.e.,
cost) in divisional performance measurement is not entirely without weakness,
it does overcome many of the defects
inherent in the net book measure. Like
net book, it is easy to obtain from conventional accounting records. It is objective and accurate; most important,
however, it abstracts the effects of imperfect depreciation methods from the
divisional investment base.
Gross value has the further advantage
of yielding an asset base that fluctuates
with the cost of the asset investment
(and therefore the physical quantity of
assets), rather than some artificial estimate of the "true" depreciated value.
R. S. Gynther has shown that this cost
basis gives a more reliable figure against
which to measure the efficiency of asset
usage.8 He maintains that only when
production facilities are held at an absolutely constant level with perfect periodic replacement does return on net
assets become a reliable measure of the
true investment.9
Table 4 presents the same example
that was introduced previously (Table
1), except that the asset is listed in the
division's investment base at gross value.
Note that this gives the same result as
in Table 3, except that the manager has
8

R. S. Gynther, "Using Return on Capital for
Management Control" , Accountancy, September,
1963, p. 772.
8 Ibid.
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no discretion over the reinvestment of
funds generated by depreciation. More
importantly, however, the use of gross
book will yield a steady ROI as long as
earnings remain steady. Any change in
the level of earnings will be reflected by
either a rising or falling ROI.
Continuing the suggestion of giving
divisional managers responsibility for reinvestment decisions, Table 5 illustrates
the effect of using gross asset value in
the investment base when funds provided by depreciation are maintained
within the division. Notice that if the
reinvestment rate is the same as the return on the original asset, ROI will remain constant over the years; however,
both total earnings and total assets are
rising.
The main advantage of using gross
book value, as in Table 5, is that ROI
will remain constant only if the marginal reinvestment rate remains constant. If the manager is unable to profitably reinvest funds within his division,
earnings will not rise as rapidly as total
investment, resulting in a falling ROI.
If these funds are not earning a sufficient
rate, the manager would be penalized
by (a) a falling ROI or (b) a higher
capital charge ( using the residual- income
method) which would not be covered
by increased earnings. In either case, the
manager will be motivated to direct his
excess funds to wherever he will most

improve his performance. In this respect,
there is complete goal congruence be=
tween the objectives of the division man
agers and the best interests of the corporation.
Estimated Current Value
Several authors suggest that the most
effective way to value divisional assets is
to include them in the investment base
at some approximation of current
value.10 The most common suggestion
for approximating current value is to use
replacement cost, less accumulated depreciation. Each year the fixed asset
value would be reduced by a measure of
depreciation designed to reflect the capital consumption that has occurred during the year. Once determined, this approximated current value would then be
adjusted from time to time to reflect
changing price levels and replacement
costs.
This approach has not been seriously
considered in this paper for several reasons:
1. Data are not generally available.
2. It would be difficult and expensive
to generate the data.
3. Subjectivity of data —aside from
the clerical task involved, there is the
subjective "human" element in esti10

See John Dearden, "Problem in Decentralized
Financial Control ", Harvard Business Review,
May -June, 1961, p. 73 or Solomons, op. cit.

T able 5
GROSS ASSETS — DEPRECIATION REINVESTED
Year
Gross assets
Accumulated
deprec iation
Total gross assets
Earnings on original
asset
Earnings of
reinves tm ent
Total earnings
ROI

0

1

2

3

4

5

$1, 000

$1, 000

$1, 000

$1, 000

$1, 000

$1, 000

200

40 0

600

800

1, 000

1, 000

1, 200

1, 400

1, 600

1, 800

2, 000

100

100

100

100

100

100

20

40

60

80

100

100
10%

120
10%

140
10%

160
10%

180
10 %

200
10%

mating replacement values for thousands of assets.
The point is that the use of replacement values, per se, would not necessarily provide the best asset measure for
motivation and performance evaluation
of divisional managers; even if such data
were easily generated, there would still
be problems to overcome.
Shared Assets
Property and equipment shared by
two or more divisions or a division and
corporate headquarters should not be
included in the division manager's controllable investment base. In such cases,
a single division manager rarely has final
authority over allocations resulting from
shared assets; therefore, neither he nor
the division should be evaluated on such
assets.
It is suggested that this problem be
avoided by establishing a separate
"shared property" division. Each operating division would then be charged a
rental sufficient to guarantee a prescribed rate of return to the property
division. This would eliminate the necessity of having to allocate shared assets
to the divisional investment bases."
Summary—Fixed Asset Valuation
Some authors feel that in a mature,
dynamic company which is continually
buying new assets and replacing old assets, the method of valuation used does
not really matter.12 Regardless of whether gross or net book value is used, the
total asset valuation will remain fairly
constant over time, although the absolute level will, of course, be different
under the two methods. Based on this
writer's analysis, however, gross asset
value appears to be the more favorable
alternative.
" F o r a further discussion of this subject, see
Solomons, op. cit., pp. 144 -145.
12
Carl L. Moore and Robert K. Jaedicke, Management Accounting, South- Western Publishing Company, Cincinnati, Ohio, 1967, p. 136.

RE LA TI NG I NC O M E T O IN VE ST M E NT — RO I O R R E S I D U A L -I N C O M E ?
As mentioned previously, measuring
the divisional investment base is only
part of the problem of investment center evaluation. Once the proper asset
base is determined, there is still the
problem of relating it to divisional income in such a way as to provide a guide
for managerial motivation and performance evaluation.
Regardless of the guide employed, we
are still interested in evaluating both the
46

division and the division manager. The
bulk of this paper has been concerned
with dividing the asset ease so as to
serve these two purposes.
Return on Investment
The main weakness of ROI is that it
focuses on a ratio rather than an absolute amount. A divisional manager may
meet or exceed a certain target ratio, yet
still be doing an unsatisfactory job in

absolute terms. David Solomons points
out that the emphasis on a ratio is acceptable if a division's assets are absolutely fixed and uncontrollable at the
division level; in such a case, maximizing a ratio will simultaneously maximize
an absolute amount.13 If, however, the
division manager has some discretion,
Continued on page 50
13

David Solomons, op. cit., p. 126.
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Growing Role of Corporate
Tax Administration
EFFECTIVE COMMUNICATION WITH MANAGEMENT, EMPLOYEES AND TAXING AUTHORITIES
IS OF CRITICAL IMPORTANCE

By Robert R. Kelly
A company's ultimate success is determined in the market place by the acceptance of its products and its ability
to meet the needs of its customers at a
competitive price. Changes create new
tax situations requiring the consideration of top management. It is the responsibility of the corporate tax administrator to recognize new situations and
develop management's interest in tax
control and planning.
Corporate tax administrators may report, depending upon the individual
company, to the Vice President - Finance,
Treasurer, Controller, or to Resident
Legal Counsel. The administrator's responsibility is to discharge the company's just legal obligation to taxing
authorities. Whether there is centralization or decentralization depends upon
management philosophies. Some tax
functions are centralized at corporate
headquarters or are decentralized at divisions for local taxes only, or at subsidiaries for all tax and legal functions.
This article considers a typical company
where a corporate headquarters administers the tax program, except for foreign
subsidiaries where an international independent public accounting firm prepares returns and reviews tax functions.
Our discussion points out some of the
tax situations encountered by such a
typical growing company with interstate
and foreign operations. Comments are
necessarily general and it should be emMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING/ MARCH 1969

phasized that if problem areas can be
recognized, then solutions are possible.
How? Solutions are obtained through
review, discussion, collection of materials, analysis and, if necessary, by the
services of competent outside independent public accountants, general counsel,
tax counsel, and other professionals.
Property Taxes
Divisional operations managers are
concerned more with property taxes
than any other tax since property taxes
are charged directly to the division. The
operations manager should coordinate
property tax planning with his staff —
purchasing, marketing, manufacturing,
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contract administration and others. Periodically, the tax administrator should
furnish the operations manager with
guidelines for tax planning.
Corporations operating in interstate
commerce will experience difficulty in
obtaining information for the preparation of local property tax returns due to
differences in assessment practices between states and within a state. Usually
a tax staff is not sufficiently large to justify competent personnel familiar with
laws and assessing regulations and practices for each of the company's major
locations. An alternative is to have the
local division prepare and file its own
local property tax returns. However, an
important legal responsibility of the corporation would then be relinquished.
Another approach is to engage the services of a reputable qualified property
tax consultant, but with the company
retaining all responsibility within its tax
department for the preparation and filing of the returns.- Fees for consulting
services should be negotiated on a professional fee basis of time spent.
What can the tax administrator advise the operations manager? At least
five to six months preceding the assessment date, he can advise the operations
manager of approaching assessment
dates at significant plant locations. A
month later, he should follow -up with
Suggestions to reduce taxes, within the
confines of good business practices and
state laws.
Some areas which might be consid47

ered, depending upon the company's operations and the property tax laws and
practices of the jurisdiction, are as follows:
1. Order purchased goods to be deliv.,
ered after assessment date.
2. Ship and bill sales prior to assessment date.
3. Transfer stock to regional depots
outside taxing jurisdiction prior to
assessment date.
4. Review inventories for obsolescence
and write off obsolete parts.
5. Close completed construction in
progress projects into proper categories, as capital or expense repair jobs.
6. Review property tax records for classifications of additions during the
tax year.
7. Retirements should be recorded
prior to assessment.
8. Where certain U.S. Government inventories are exempt from property
taxes, considerations should be given
to negotiations to have Government
insert the proper exempting provisions, if possible.
A month prior to assessment date,
work schedules should be furnished to
divisional controllers and corporate accounting personnel for reporting tangible personal property for the tax affidavits. Schedules should be designed so
that all information is reconciled to the
books. Items located outside taxing jurisdictions must be substantiated by adequate schedules indicating locations, etc.
Generally, taxing jurisdictions require
summaries of original cost of all classifications of equipment in use, by years
of acquisition, whether or not fully depreciated on the company's books. The
taxpayer's affidavit of tangible personal
property is the basis for the self- assessment of tax, and is subject to audit. For
realty, the jurisdiction often values land
and improvements on a fair market basis, applying an assessment ratio. Property similar to moveable partitions and
leasehold improvements might be duplicated in the assessment in both the
realty assessment and the affidavit filed
for tangible personal property. To avoid
duplication, the assessor's office should
be requested to furnish guidelines and
instructions on these and other indefinite classifications.
Investment Tax Credit
For the tax administrator, investment
tax credit suspension and restoration
have provided many challenges during
1967/1968. Furthermore, this is an op48

portunity to re- examine the company's
procedures relative to the credit.
Since investment tax credits may be
significant, a tax administrator must
have advised his management regarding
the suspension and, later, the restoration. Purchasing and accounting personnel should be asked to review all transactions within the suspension period to
determine "suspension period property,"
October 10, 1966 through March 9,
1967. Jointly, tax and property tax personnel should review listings of all "suspension property."
The restoration bill is brief, but very
complicated. Therefore, communications to management personnel must
adequately summarize the cut -off dates
and exemptions with clear definitions.
Each order should be examined in detail, including the related contract and
any amendments, purchase orders, receiving reports, industrial engineering
records, correspondence and, finally,
property records. In doubtful cases, the
corporate legal department should review contracts and correspondence. A
review of each order against a check list,
item by item, may provide a basis for
determining exemptions for suspension.
Necessarily, the review outline is brief
and should be part of a detailed explanation to operating personnel asked to
review and list "suspension property."
With the coordination of all concerned,
"suspension property" may be reduced
to a minimum.
Included in the investment credit suspension bill were provisions denying accelerated depreciation methods for
buildings whose construction was begun
during the suspension period October
10, 1966 through March 9, 1967, or
were ordered during the suspension period and begun before May 24, 1967.
There are liberal provisions in the restoration bill which permit restoration of
portions of the suspension if conditions
are met. A review should be made of all
building construction by competent personnel to determine the portion of building cost ineligible for accelerated depreciation.
In a typical corporation, the various
divisions may determine the asset classifications for new equipment, but inadequately consider eligibility for Section
38 (investment credit) property. An
example is equipment related to a building. Experience within the corporation
and industry may indicate that the useful life of an asset previously deterniined
to be six years, should be eight years or

more and, therefore, eligible for 7% investment credit instead of 4 2A% ( 2A of
7%). Adequate instructions to plant
engineering, divisional accounting and
property record personnel should provide a basis for analysis of all eligible
Section 38 property.
For new facilities, a corporation may
consider the advisability of engaging an
outside competent professional group to
review property for eligible investment
tax credits. Concurrently, the firm might
determine lives and cost of building
and components for depreciation. The
appraisal report should be reviewed by
counsel to determine if its recommendations are consistent with the legal definitions of Section 38, and pertinent
Treasury regulations and Internal Revenue rulings and procedures.
On leases of equipment with useful
lives of four years or more, it may be
possible to negotiate with lessor to pass
through the credit to the corporation as
lessee. Adequate information and instructions should be issued to purchasing agents. Conversely, company marketing personnel may consider leasing
equipment to customers. All leasing
agreements covering eligible equipment
should include provisions relating to
whether investment tax credit accrues
to lessor or to lessee.
In October 1967, the Treasury Department published its final regulations
in respect to Section 47 IRC, relating
to recapture of investment tax credit.
Existing procedures should be reviewed
and instructions issued so that full implementation will be given to adequate
procedures for complying with recapture
rules.
Depreciation Methods
As a company grows, the tax administrator should continually review with
management its policies on asset acquisition, retirement and depreciation
methods. Selection has a significant effect upon company earnings and income
taxes. As developments occur, the administrator must determine any effects
upon his company.
In Revenue Procedure 67 -40, October
23, 1967, the Internal Revenue Service
liberalized the procedure relating to
changes in methods of depreciation for
which the Commissioner of Internal
Revenue's permission is required.
It would be advisable to review existing depreciation methods on assets acquired after December 31, 1953 to determine if the procedure has any benefits
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING/ MARCH 1969

to the corporation. The procedure does
not affect the switch from double declining balance to straight -line where
taxpayer receives advantage of early accelerated depreciation. After the switch,
straight -line depreciation would accelerate remaining available depreciation.
Property Records
With growth, many companies have
not placed sufficient emphasis upon the
proper property records necessary for
physical control, investment tax credit,
retirements, etc. Where items are homogeneous, as chairs, tables and desks,
items might be grouped together and
individual item records discontinued.
Computers have facilitated maintenance
of records, but often property records
have been transferred to computers
without adequate consideration of information requirements.
Growth is often accomplished externally by acquisitions. Many factors must
be determined by the administrator for
the property record personnel. If acquisitions are tax -free reorganizations, the
basis recorded is that of the transferor's.
If cash or certain other consideration is
paid, an allocation of values must be
made in the agreement, or subsequently.
Upon liquidation, many tax and legal
considerations are required.
Because property tax records are essential for supporting property tax affidavits, systems should provide for proper
documentation of records upon transfer
of equipment to new locations. Proper
coding of all company locations will facilitate property tax runs by taxing jurisdiction locations.
With good communications between
tax and property record departments,
objectives will be accomplished.
Payroll
Growing mobility of personnel in a
dynamic company has placed new responsibilities upon a tax department to
withhold proper payroll taxes and remit
promptly to various taxing jurisdictions
— federal, state and local.
Generally, a centralized computer
payroll system works best for an interstate company. A centralized computer
will facilitate preparation of the accelerated payroll tax payments now required by Intemal Revenue Service and
an increasing number of states.
Periodically, field employees should
be requested to return to the tax administrator a questionnaire based upon the
requirements of the Federal UnemployMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING/ MARCH 1969

ment Act. After review, the proper state legal standing within the state. Comis designated for payroll withholding. munication within a company is often
The payroll department and employee difficult; for this reason a checklist can
are notified of the determination. Such be prepared for all divisions to review
periodic inquiries reduce the frequency their operations within a state to deterof employee unhappiness when improp- mine if qualification is required. Comer state or local taxes are deducted. As pleted lists are reviewed and sent to lethe employee's status under the Federal gal counsel for determination. Continemployment rules determines payroll ap- ued review is desirable for the company's
portionment for many states, it is very good standing, and also for shareholders
desirable to maintain adequate records who might be subject to a state's intangible taxes where the company is
to support the determination.
For a multi -state company, there are not presently qualified to do business
many new local payroll or income taxes, within the state. Again the administrarequiring extensive correspondence with tor should realize that taxes are only
employees and taxing jurisdictions. It one facet, and he must cooperate with
would be helpful if states were to adopt legal counsel for the advancement of
uniform local income tax laws and ad- the company.
As companies expand, divisions often
ministrative practices. An example of rewant
to open offices, rent facilities, etc.,
cent cooperation between taxing jurisdictions is Intemal Revenue Service's which might expose the entire company
Optional Wage and Tax Statement - to new taxes, including high local occu1967, Form W -2, where states and local pational taxes. One method to control
taxing authorities accept copies in lieu this, is to have all leases or rental agreeof their forms. The optional statement ments approved in advance by both a
has simplified administration of corpo- corporate industrial engineering group
and the tax and legal departments. Outrate year -end information returns.
lines of lease and rental agreements, prepared by legal department, provide conInterstate Tax Returns
Federal and state governments are at- tinued control over company locations.
tempting to bring uniformity into taxation of interstate corporations. In Con- Employee Benefits
gress, the Willis Bill ( H.R. 2158) seeks
Federal returns require extensive into impose federal controls over state formation of company retirement plans.
taxation of interstate business. Through Usually, the tax administrator prepares
the Multistate Tax Commission, under the information with the assistance from
the auspices of the Council of State trustees, insurance companies and penGovernments, some thirteen states al- sion consultants. Since the Forms D -1
ready have adopted a uniform compact and D -2 of the Welfare and Pension
for allocation and apportionment under Disclosure Act require similar informathe Uniform Division of Income for tion, the tax department often will comTax Purposes Act. The elimination of plete these. It is also desirable to keep
duplications in factors, reduced costs of management informed of significant decompliance, and better compliance of velopments which might affect retiretaxpayers can be expected.
ment plans in the future.
A coding system can be prepared for
Where businesses are to be acquired,
sales tax return preparation. For sales there should be a study of their existing
apportionment factors, these analyses plans by counsel and pension consultfurnish information on shipments by ants to determine if plans could be aspoints of origin and points of destina- sumed by the successor company. Untion. Factors for property and payroll funded past service liabilities of the
records previously described. In those company to be acquired should be carestates retaining solicitation of sales for- fully reviewed. For the selling company,
mulas, additional analyses are required. there should be a legal determination
under existing Intemal Revenue Service
Doing Business in Interstate
policies, whether or not transfer of emCommerce
ployees to the successor is a termination
As a company expands into interstate or continuation of employment in reoperations, it must continually deter- spect to retirement plans.
Companies must offer plans to attract
mine that it complies with the various
state laws requiring qualification as for- key personnel. Restricted stock options
eign corporations. This question relates have been replaced by Qualified Stock
not only to taxes, but to a corporation's Options, which are less desirable than
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Restricted. Management generally is interested in deferred compensation plans.
The tax administrator must be available
to work with management and counsel
to develop plans meeting requirements
of Internal Revenue Service.
Where Restricted or Qualified options are not held the full holding period required for capital gains treatment,
a company may be entitled to a deduction of the gain, realized by the employee on disposition, as an additional
compensation deduction. Internal communication with management is essential if the company is to realize the tax
deduction to which it is entitled.
Operations Outside United States
The Controlled Foreign Corporation
Act of 1962 imposed new requirements
upon US. companies with foreign affiliates in order to eliminate .foreign tax
havens. For tax returns, it is now nec-

essary to prepare extensive schedules and
forms, particularly where the company
elects to receive minimum distributions
of dividends from foreign affiliates. The
Foreign Investor's Act of 1966 may
have a,significant effect on international
operations. Methods of operating the
company's international business should
be reviewed in regard to transactions
between members of a controlled group.
The Treasury has issued temporary regulations, but final regulations have not
yet been issued. These regulations
should cause companies to carefully review their foreign operations and intercompany transactions, since the regulations will be retroactively applied.
The Internal Revenue Code requires
a company to secure an advance ruling
on certain transfers to /from foreign affiliates. Otherwise any gain would be
subject to tax. Corporation counsel and
operating personnel must know of the
need to comply with this requirement.

Effective January 1, 1968, the United
States Government placed restrictions
on foreign direct investments by U.S.
investors. Complete interpretation of
the requirements will not be available
for some time, but will present problems
and require action by companies with
foreign operations.
Summary
The situations outlined above point
to the increasing role of tax management as part of corporate management.
Communication is most important; the
tax department must communicate
clearly and effectively in its relations
with management, employees, and taxing authorities. As taxes and tax laws
become more complicated and extensive, there comes the need for better
trained tax personnel capable of meeting daily problems, and versatile enough
for the new tax requirements.

EVALUATION OF INVESTMENT CENTER PERFORMANCE

Continued from page 46
the emphasis on maximizing a ratio may
well be dysfunctional.
A second main weakness in ROI is
closely related to the above. A division
earning a high ROI (say 30 %) will be
discouraged from making an additional
investment (at, say 28% ) if that additional investment will reduce his overall
ROI. From the company's point of view,
however, that additional investment may
well be advisable, especially if the fine's
overall ROI is only 10 %. In such cases,
the division will be encouraged to maintain its high ROI, even if this means
rejecting attractive investment opportunities that are slightly less profitable.
Residual-Income
The use of residual- income can be
designed to overcome the deficiencies
inherent in using ROI. The emphasis is
directed toward a number ( i.e., dollar
profits) rather than a ratio.
For purposes of evaluating divisional
managers, residual- income is defined as
controllable profit, less a capital charge
on controllable investment. To evaluate
the divisions after evaluating the managers, deduct noncontrollable expenses
and a capital charge on noncontrollable
investment.
Under the residual - income method,
it is always to the manager's advantage
to increase his investment base if he can
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earn a return on that incremental investment greater than the capital charge
levied against him. It will also encourage him to keep his idle assets (e.g.,
excess cash) at a minimum, since his
capital charge can be reduced by paying
a dividend to headquarters.
There are other advantages to using
this method. The system is flexible, in
that the capital charge can be varied
from period to period as a means of implementing the firm's capital investment
policies.14 Furthermore, the absolute nature of residual- income facilitates budgeting, in that a target amount of a residual- income can be included as an
integral part of the division's profit
budget.
Despite the advantages of this method, however, it should be pointed out
that residual- income cannot be used for
inter - divisional or inter - company comparisons, since absolute amounts are obviously not comparable among different
firms.
What Rate to Use?
A key factor in using residual- income
is choosing the proper capital charge
rate. This is a matter of some controversy which will not be examined here.
Among the alternatives offered are: (1)
the division's overall earnings rate, (2 )
the firm's overall earnings rate, (3) a
target earnings rate, (4) the firm's
14

Anthony and Mauriel, op. cit., p. 104.

weighted- average cost of capital, and
(5) the firm's cost of debt.
Obviously, the rate should be kept
fairly low in order to avoid the same
pitfalls as the ROI measure described
earlier. Either the cost of capital or the
firm's overall earnings rate would seem
most practical, since either would encourage the divisions to make marginal
reinvestment decisions favorable to the
company as a whole. At the same time,
the inefficient or unprofitable use of
corporate resources would be penalized.
The fact that so many businesses are
turning attention to the efficient utilization of divisional assets is to be applauded. The' introduction of the profit
center concept, popularized during the
fifties, was a great advance from the previous use of divisional cost centers. Likewise, the increasing use of investment
centers represents a significant advance
over the profit center concept. Encouraging a manager to focus not only on
profits, but also on the investment required to produce that profit, represents
a welcome refinement in the theory of
decentralization.
Nevertheless, it is discouraging to
note that the most common measure of
divisional performance (ROI) is such
an imperfect measure for this purpose.
It is hoped that the approach outlined
in this paper will provide encouragement to those executives who are dissatisfied with the present practice.
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Budgeting and Planning Implications
of Tax Credit Carryforwards
INCREMENTAL TAX RATES FOR USE IN COMPUTING AFTER -TAX CASH FLOWS

In evaluating proposals to invest capital,
to enter long -term contracts, and to
dispose of assets, managers need to
know the effect of these decisions on
their company's tax liability. The tax
effect of these decisions can alter considerably the proposal's rate of return
and after -tax profit contribution. It is
important that a company know precisely what additional taxes or tax benefits will result from its decisions.
Many companies simply apply the
U.S. statutory tax rates (presently 48%
on ordinary income and 25% on longterm capital gains) to pre -tax income.
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However, for companies with investment tax credit carryforwards or excess
foreign tax credits, the effective tax rate
on incremental income can differ greatly
from the statutory rate. The effective
tax rate on additional, or incremental,
ordinary income could be as little as
23 %; and as high as 40% on additional
capital gains.
This paper suggests a method of
computing effective U.S. tax rates for
a corporation with excess foreign tax
credits or with investment tax credit
carryforwards. An effective tax rate is
defined
the rate of change in taxes
associated with a change in pre -tax income. The rates computed in this paper
are based on the statutory tax rate before the 10% surtax. The effect of the
surtax is discussed in the Appendix.
The major conclusions reached in
this paper are that for companies with
excess foreign tax credits and investment
tax credit carryforwards: Capital gains
tend to decrease allowable foreign tax
credits, so that a company with foreign
tax credits has an effective tax rate on
capital gains income in excess of the
statutory 25 %; and conversely, ordinary
income tends to increase a company's
allowable foreign tax credit, so that the
effective tax rate on ordinary income is
less than the statutory 48 %. In both
instances additional U.S. capital gains
and U.S. ordinary_ income result in
earlier application of investment tax
credit carryforwards. This additional
benefit can be recognized by discountas

By Fred A. Allardyce and
Kenneth R. Todd, Jr.

ing the company's effective tax rate to
reflect the deferment of the tax liability
on this income until after the investment tax credit carryforwards expire.
This paper also shows that foreign tax
credits apply only partial relief to the
double taxation corporations face on
foreign ordinary income. For example,
if a company has capital gains income,
it will pay U.S. taxes on additional foreign income even if that income is
taxed by a foreign government at a 90%
rate. Two accounting implications of
this analysis are:
The tax allocation to extraordinary
capital gains for companies with
excess foreign tax credits should be
at a rate higher than 25 %.

KENNETH R. TODD, JR.
is Manager of Financial Analysis for
Columbia Broadcasting Systems, Inc.
He received his B.S. degree from Penn
State University and his M.B.A. degree from the University of Chicago.
Mr. Todd is also a CPA and has published in the Journal of Accounting

Research.
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For companies which segment income geographically, extraordinary
gains will increase after -tax income
(before extraordinary items) at the
expense of foreign after -tax income
(before extraordinary items) .

their U.S. income tax liability some or
all of the income taxes paid in these
foreign countries.' The credit is limited
to an amount equal to the company's
average tax rate before any credits times
its taxable income from each foreign
country, or alternatively from all foreign
countries together. If the credit is computed separately for each foreign country, the "per- country" limitation applies.
Computation of the foreign tax credit
based on the per- country limitation is
shown in Exhibit 1.
The allowable foreign tax credit under the "overall" limitation is equal to
total foreign income times the average
U.S. tax rate. The allowable foreign tax
credit for the Arak Refining Company
under the "overall" limitation is computed as follows:

Note: Credit calculated above applies
only if it is less than the taxes paid in
foreign countries, as is the case with
Arak.
EFFE CT ON ACT UAL T AX RAT ES. In our
example, the Arak Refining Company
finds itself in the unenviable position
of paying $22 million in taxes to foreign governments, but only being able
to credit $12.5 million of the foreign
tax expense against the U.S. taxes levied
on this same income. When the ratio
of income taxes paid by U.S. companies
in a foreign country to taxable income
determined by U.S. regulations is greater
than a corporation's average tax rate,
as in Arak's case, excess foreign tax
credits arise.
Because of excess foreign tax credits,
changes to income earned in the United
States (either ordinary income or capital gains) affect the amount of foreign
tax credits allowed. The presence of
excess foreign tax credits: (1) lowers the
effective rate on incremental domestic
ordinary income and (2) raises the rate
on additional domestic capital gains income. This can be expressed as follows:
The maximum allowable foreign tax
credit (`overall" limitation) is equal to
the total tax times the ratio of foreign
taxable income to total taxable income;

$

Through formulas developed here,
corporations can compute their incremental tax rate considering the effect
of both investment tax credit carryforwards and excess foreign tax credits.
Financial managers could inform the
operating management about the effective tax rates that are forecast for future
years, for their use in computing after tax cash flows for budgeting and planning.
The following example, based on a
fictitious corporation, will be used to
illustrate the points developed in this
$27, 00 0, 000
article. It will be shown that the effec- T otal foreign income
X
. 4617
tive tax rates for this corporation applied Average U. S. income tax rate
to additional ordinary income in the Maxi mum cr edi t us ing
"over al l" li m it at i ons
$12, 466, 000
U.S. would be 42% and to additional
Maxim um c r edi t us ing "per
U.S. capital gains income would be
count r y" l i mi t ati on
$12, 080, 000
36 %.
Advant age for Arak us ing
"over all " li m it ati on
386, 000
The Arak Refining Company, incorporated in the United States, de- I
The tax rules and method of computation are
rives a major portion of its taxable in- contained in Standard Federal Tax Reporter,
Commerce Clearing House Inc., New York, vol.
come from foreign operations. Through 4, 1968, para. 4300 -4330- these rules are expplained
briefly in Federal Tax Bourse, Prentice-Hall Inc.,
a major expansion program, the com- Englewood Cliffs, N.J., 1967, pp. 3702 -3707.
pany has. accumulated more investment
tax credits than it has been able to
apply against its taxable income. At
Exhibit 1
December 31, 1968, the balance of in- COMPUTATION OF FOREIGN TAX CREDITS
vestment tax credit carryforwards was
$4 million. Estimates of Arak Refining
For the Arak Refining Company, the current estimate of its U.S. tax in 1969
Company's taxable income and tax before credits would be:
liability for 1969 are as follows:
Nor m al t ax 22% of $35, 000, 000

$35. 0
3. 0

T otal t axable income

$38. 0

Taxes paid
Countr y X
Count ry Y
Count ry Z
T otal foreign taxes paid

$

The company estimates it will pay the
following income taxes for 1969 to foreign governments:
Million
$20. 0
1. 0
1.0
$22. 0

Foreign Tax Credits
Companies incorporated in the U.S. which have foreign
source income are allowed to credit to
COM PU T AT I ON .
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T otal U.S. taxes before credits
T otal taxable income
Aver age tax r ate

7, 700 , 000
9, 094 , 000
750, 000

$17, 54 4, 000
$38, 000, 000
46 . 17 %

The allowable foreign tax credit for the Arak Refining Company under the "per country" limitation is computed as follows:
Countr y X
Maxim um ( $22, 500, 000 X 46. 17 % )
T axes paid in foreign countries
Allowed tax credit (a)

$10, 388, 000
20, 000, 000
10, 388, 000

Count ry Y
Maxim um ( $1, 500, 000 X 46. 17 % )
T axes paid in foreign countries
Allowed tax credit (b)

692, 000
1, 000, 000
692, 000

Countr y Z
Maxim um ( $3, 000,000 X 46.17 % )
T axes paid in foreign countries
Allowed tax credit (c)

1, 385, 000
1, 000, 000
1, 000, 000

U.S. T axes before credits
U.S. T otal allowed to credit (a

b

U.S. T ax liabi li ty us ing "per countr y"

17, 54 4, 000
12, 08 0, 000

c)
$

$

Total
Capital gains income (U.S.)

8. 0
22. 5
1.5
3. 0

+

$ Million

Ordinary income:
United States
Countr y X
Country Y
Co un t r y Z

+

Taxable Income

Surtax 26 % of ($35,000,000 — $25,000)
Capital gains tax 25 % of $3,000,000

5, 464 , 000
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or it is equal to the average tax late
times the total taxable income times
the ratio of foreign taxable income to
the total taxable income.
An increment of U.S. taxable income
will not change the foreign tax credit if
the increment is taxed at the average
tax rate; however, additional income is
not taxed at an average rate, but either
at 48% if it is ordinary income or 25%
if it is capital gains income. The effect
on the foreign tax credit allowed will
be:
1. to increase the average tax rate and
the foreign tax credit allowed, for
additional ordinary income, and
2. to decrease the average tax rate and
the foreign tax credit allowed for
additional capital gains.
These effects can also be derived mathematically:
Let A= U.S. and foreign ordinary income
B = U.S. and foreign long -term
capital gains
C =Foreign income
D= Foreign taxes paid in countries where the effective rate
is less than the average rate,
applies under the "per country" limitation.
Note: When the overall limitation applies, "C" equals total foreign income.
When the per- country limitation applies, "C" equals foreign income in
countries where the effective tax rate
is higher than the average rate on all
income.
A corporation's U.S. tax liability before investment tax credits is computed
as follows:

Equation 2: Change in Domestic Ordinary Income:
d Tax_
d

48—LA
23+BBXAC+B

Equation 3: Change in Foreign Ordinary Income:

23+
BB
X
((
AA+B+B
—)
C
=LA

d Tax
d (foreign)

A

Equation 4: Change in Domestic Capital Gains:
d Tax—
dB

LA3AXC
25+2
A
+B

+B

Equation 5: Change in Foreign Capital
Gains:
d Tax
_
d (foreign)

B

BXA
2+
3A
A++
BB—C
-LA

Note: For derivation of these equations
see Appendix.
These formulas can be applied to the
example mentioned earlier, with all
amounts in Table 1 in thousands of dollars.

2. The incremental tax rate on additional domestic ordinary income,
using Equation 2, would be:
X C
4
8
—
[
2
3
B
A A+BA+B1
=.48—L6
_X3
28
7,
,0
00
00
01
398
;0
000
=46.7%

d Tax —
d

3. From Equation 3, we find that even
with higher foreign tax rate, Arak
still pays U.S. taxes on its foreign
income:

-LA2+
3BXA
A++
BB—C
_2
X,3
0,
000
X31
81
,000
—
L38
=0.5%

d Tax
_
d (foreign)

A

4. The incremental tax rate on additional domestic capital gains is given
by Equation 4:
X C
2
5
+
[
2
3
A
B 3
A+B
B
00XA2
37
8+
=.25+L8,05
,0001
=40.1%

d Tax _
d

5. Equation 5 shows that Arak's incremental U.S. tax rate on foreign capital gains is actually negative.

BXA
2+
3A
A++
BB—C
-LA
L38
8,
,0
05
00
0X1
31
8,
,0
00
00
0
=-6.1%and examples
=.48A+.25B
-1ACX(.48A+.25B)] The above discussion
Equation 1: Tax liability before investment tax credits:
the subtle effects of the foreign
=16,794+750—[
2'
7000X17,544] show
tax credits on a company's tax position.
38,000
48A+A
.25
B
—
_
$
5
,
0
7
8
L +BX(•48A+.25B)+D]
d Tax
_
d (foreign)
—

B

—

1. The tax liability before investment
tax credits is computed as follows
using Equation 1:
Tax

Tax = .

Table 1

Total
Statutory tax rate
U.S.taxes before credits
Average U.S.tax rate
Taxable Income Country X, Y, Z

$

$3, 000

$11, 000

1,500

—

—

22, 500

22,500
1,500
3, 000

—

3, 000

$35,000(A)
48%
$16,794

$3,000(B)
25%
$750
—

Z

Total
taxable
income

—

Y

Capital
gains

—

United States
Country X

Ordinary
income
8,000

—

The expression in parentheses shows the
effect of the foreign tax credit. Since
this paper is concerned with effective
tax rates on incremental income, and
since D is not affected by either A, B,
or C, it can be dropped from further
discussion. All further examples will
assume that the 'overall" limitation on
foreign tax credits applies.
The incremental U.S. tax effect2 from
additional income would then be as
follows:

$38,000(A +B)
$17,544
46.17%
$27,000(C)

d Tax equals an increment of the tax liability before investment tax credits.

S
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A project generating additional ordinary bility over $25,000. For instance, the intaxable income increases the amount of vestment tax credit for Arak Refining
foreign tax credits that a company can Company whose tax liability before inclaim and thus reduces the effective tax vestment tax credits was $ 5,078,000
rate on the additional income below the would be limited to $25,000 + $2,526,statutory 48 %. A project generating ad- 500 or $2,551,500. If in 1969 Arak
ditional capital gains reduces the amount plans to invest $ 50 million in depreciaof foreign tax credits and increases the ble property that qualifies for the credit,
effective tax rate on this income above investment tax credits of $ 3.5 million
the statutory 25 %.
would be generated. Since Arak can
The proportional effect of excess for- credit only $2,551,500 that year against
eign tax credits on tax rates for U.S. its tax liability, the company must car ordinary income is usually relatively ryforward4 $948,500 of investment tax
small. In the example, the presence of credit to apply against future U.S. taxes
excess foreign tax credit carryforwards along with carryforwards generated in
reduced the tax rate from 48% to the past. The credits are applied in the
46.7 %.
order in which they were created.
The effect of foreign tax credits on
E F F E C T ON A C T U A L T A X R A T E . A projU.S. capital gains is more dramatic. For ect which generates an investment tax
example, the effective rate on U.S. capital gains, because of foreign tax credits, * Tax payers can also carryback investment tax
to earlier years, but carrybacks have no
jumped to 40% from the statutory 25 %. credits
effect on the computations of effective tax rates.
For cash flow projections, these effective tax rates should be computed separately for each year, since the variables Exhibit 2
in the equation will change from year
EFFECTIVE U.S. INCOME TAX RATE
to year.
The relationships of foreign income
Effe ctive
and long -term capital gains to the effecT ax Rate
tive tax rates are illustrated in Exhibit
2. The two line segments are based on
Arak's numbers. To find the effective
48%
tax rates, the statutory tax rates are connected with the capital gains proportion
E f f e ct i v e T a x Ra t e on
(right). A segment perpendicular to the
45%
O r d i n a r y U . S . I ncome
X axis is drawn from the point repred Tax
senting the proportion of foreign to tod A
tal income. The intersects, as read on
the left, of the perpendicular with the
line segments indicate the effective tax
40%
rates on U.S. ordinary income and longterm capital gains.
Investment Tax Credit
Carryforwards
C O M P U T A T I O N . Under the present regulations, a corporation is allowed to
credit or reduce its tax liability by an
amount based upon its investment in
depreciable property, with a number of
exceptions such as land and building.3
For new facilities, the credit is 7% of
the investment, if the facilities have a
useful life of eight years or more; part
of the credit must be repaid if the facilities are disposed of before the end of
their useful life. The total investment
tax credit currently allowed is limited to
$25,000 plus 50% of the excess tax lia11

The tax rules and methods of computation are
contained in Standard Federal Tax Reporter, Commerce Clearing House, Inc., New York, vol. 1
1968 Para. 582 -594; these rules are explained
briefly in Federal Tax Course, Prentice -Hall, Inc.,
Englewood Cliffs, N.J., 1967, pp. 2008 -2011.
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credit should be credited with the subsequent tax savings. However, in the
presence of investment tax credit carryforwards, the tax savings will be postponed until the supply of existing carryforwards is exhausted. Any project with
taxable income accelerates the usage of
the carryforwards, even if the project itself generates no investment credits.
In an analysis of cash flows, the benefit of accelerated tax savings should be
recognized. One way of taking the benefit into account is through discounting
the effective tax rate applied against the
additional pre -tax income.
To illustrate the mechanics of recognizing the benefit of accelerated tax
credits, assume the Arak Refining Company makes an investment which increases 1969 pre -tax income by $10,000
and that Arak expects to use up its car ryforwards within three years.

Pr op or t i on of L on g Te rm C a p i t a l G a i n s
to T otal T a xa bl e
I ncome B /A +B
1

07.

46.7%
13%

40 .1
39%

35%
E f f e c t i v e T a x Ra t e o n Lo n gT e rm C ap i ta l Ga in s

d T ax
d

I

B

65%

I

30%

25%

V.

0%

1
i

207.

I

407.

7 1 .0 7 . 1
tid
607.

I

80%

iI

91%
1007.

1007.

Pr o p or t i on o f Fo r e i gn T a x a b l e I nc ome t o T o t a l T a x a b l e I ncome
C / A +B
Gi v e n t h e p ro p or t i o n o f f o r e i g n t a x a b l e i n c o m e t o t o t a l t a x a b l e
i n c o m e a n d t h e pr o p o r t i o n o f l o n g -t e r m ca p i t a l ga i n s t o t o t a l
tax ab le inco me .
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Tax liability after foreign
tax credits
Allowable credit
Tax liability after investment
tax credits

$2,526,500

Tax on additional $10,000
Ordinary Incomes
(46.7% X $10,000)

$

4,670

Less: Additional investment tax
credits applied (50% X $4,670) $

2,335

Incremental tax effect of $10,000
in added ordinary income —
actual additional taxes
$

2,335

$5,078,000
2,551,500

Revised tax liability after
Investment tax credits

$2,528,835

Note that investment tax credits are
applied to taxes after credits for foreign
taxes.
The additional $10,000 in income has
reduced the investment tax credit carryforward and the current income tax liability by $2,335, but will increase the
tax liability three years hence; the net
effect is to accelerate the use of investment tax credits by three years. Since
money is worth more to us now than in
three years, we can value this benefit by
adjusting the current effective tax rate
as follows:
Equation 6: Tax Rate after Investment
Tax Credits:
Tax = F(1 —E)[1—

I

investment tax credit forwards are expected to expire. If a corporation expects to maintain investment tax credit
carryforwards indefinitely, the corporation's effective tax rate becomes one -half
of its tax rate after foreign tax credits.
The computation of effective tax rate
reflecting the effect of investment tax
carryforwards would also have to be
computed separately for each year.
Combined Effect: Foreign Tax
Credits + Investment Tax
Cr edit Car r yfor war ds
A corporation with both foreign tax
credits and investment tax credit carryforwards could use the following formulations in determining effective tax rates
that reflect both foreign tax credits and
investment tax credit carryforwards.
Equation 7: Effective tax rate on ordinary income:
d Tax =
dA

.48

_ 23B
C
A +BXA +B
(1 —E)[1

1

Equation 8: Effective tax rate on
gains:

capital

d Tax __
23A
C l
dB
.25 +A +B X A +B J
(1 —E)[1—

]

I

J

(l + i)°

(1 + i ) a

d Tax
d A

r

Substituting from the Arak example.
For Equation 7:
=

Where:
i - Company's cost of capital
n — Number of years until investment
tax credit carryforwards will be depleted
E - Statutory investment tax credit limitation (currently 50 %)
F - Tax rate (capital gains or ordinary
income) after foreign tax credits
Assuming an 8% cost of capital,
Arak's effective tax rate on additional
domestic ordinary income would be:

1

(1 + i ) n J

L

48 —.23 X 3,000 X 27,0001
38,000
38,000.)
(1- 50 %)[1—

1
(1.08) 3

= 41.8%

For Equation 8:
d Tax = [.25 + .23 X 35,000" 27,0001
dB

L

38,000

38,000 J

(1- 50 %)[1—

I

J

(1.08)3
=35.9%

4

46.7(1 — 50

1—(1 +108)3 J = 41.8%

Arak's effective tax rate on additional
domestic capital gains income would be:
40.1(1 -50 %)[ 1—(I +108)3 J =35.9%

The effective tax rate on additional
income, both ordinary and capital gains,
declines as the time lengthens when the
S

Using the incremental rate computed above with
Equation 2.
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At the beginning of this paper, we
claimed that the effective tax rate could
easily be as little as 23% on ordinary
income, and as high as 40% on capital
gains income. Arak Refining Company
would have a 23% effective tax rate on
ordinary income if its investment tax
credit carryforwards were expected to
last indefinitely. The company's effective tax rate on incremental capital
gains income would be 40% if it did
not have investment tax credit carryforwards.

Conclusion
This paper was developed to aid managers in economic decision - making;
nevertheless, the principles developed
have direct accounting implications in
two areas of current controversy (1)
computing after -tax amounts of special
credits and (2) determining the after tax division of foreign and domestic income for corporations reporting these
amounts to the public.
Traditionally, large capital gains are
accounted for separately as extraordinary
credits in the computation of net income; the taxes usually applied against
these gains are based on a 25% rate,
even for companies known to have foreign tax credits. If the Arak Refining
Company were to apply a 25% rate to
capital gains treated as special credits,
it would overstate the after -tax amount
of special credits and understate its after -tax net income before special credits.
The Accounting Principles Board
(APB) of the AICPA evidently favor
the use of effective tax rates; in their
Opinion Number 11, paragraph 51, published in December 1967 on "Accountin g for Income Taxes" they suggest "the
income tax expense attributable to income before extraordinary items is computed by detennining the income tax
expense related to revenue and expense
transactions entering into the determination of such income, without giving
effect to the tax consequences of the
items excluded from the determination
of income before extraordinary items."
In Arak's case, the tax rate on extraordinary capital gains would have been
40% before investment tax credit benefits using the APB's guidelines. Using
such a high rate, however, could be confusing to stockholders.
Another accounting implication of
this study is that the investment tax
credit carryforwards and foreign tax
credits can affect the determination of
separate net income for foreign and domestic operations disclosed in reporting
corporate results to the public. A large
capital gain which would be treated as
an extraordinary item would affect the
separation of income before extraordinary items into domestic and foreign
segments. The gain would increase investment tax credits allowed, which
would increase domestic after -tax income and reduce the foreign tax credits
allowed. The foreign tax credits would,
in turn, lower foreign after -tax income
before extraordinary items.
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APPENDIX
To find the effect of a change in "A"
(ordinary income) upon the total U.S.
income tax liability, we apply the calculus. Differentiating tax with respect
to A in Equation 1 yields the following
solutions for Equation 2:
Equation 1: Tax liability before investment tax credits:
Tax = .48A +.25B —

I

c

X (.48A +.25B) +D l

(A +Bx.48C)— (.48AC +.25BC)
(A+B)2

=.48— (.48AC+.48BC—.48AC—.25BQ

d Tax = .25 (A+BX.25Q—(.48AC+.25BQ
dB

(A+ B)2
=.25— (.25AC+.25BC—.48AC—.25BQ
( A+ B ) 2

d Tax _ N _ L
r (N — P)B
C 1
dA —
A +B X A + B

The 10% surtax applies directly to the
incremental tax rate compiled above;
that is, a 46.7% rate becomes 46.7%
plus 4.7% or 51.4% after surtax. Equation 2 after the surtax would be:
d Ta x _ 528 — r 253B X
dA

Equation 2: Change in domestic ordinary income:
dT ax _
d A
'

reader can substitute his own estimates
of future tax rates in Equation 2 using
the following formula, where N stands
for .48 and P for .25:

LA+ B

C
A+ B

This formula applies only to incremental U.S. ordinary income. The same
procedure was used in deriving the incremental U.S. tax rate on foreign ordinary income ( Equation 3) , but the
steps are not shown.

=.25+ 1A +B XA + B 1

These equations assume a statutory
tax rate on capital gains of 25 % . The
reader can substitute his own estimate
of future tax rates in Equation 3 using
the following formula, where N stands
for .48 and P for .25:
d T ax —
r (N —P)A
C 1
d B —P +
A +B X A + B J

The incremental tax rate after the
10% surtax can be computed with the
following formula:
d Tax — 275+
dB

25 3 6 X C
L A +B A + B

( A +B)2

__

48

_ A.23B
C 1
+BXA+B

This equation assumes a statutory tax
rate on ordinary income of 48 % . The

The steps in deriving Equation 4 require that the tax in Equation 1 be differentiated with respect to B as follows:
Equation 4: Change in Domestic Capital Gains:

This formula applies only to incremental U.S. capital gains. The same procedure was used in deriving the incremental U.S. tax rate on foreign capital
gains, but the steps are not shown here.

JUDGEMENT, PERSUASION AND GUESSWORK
Continued from page 6
allocated to a given program, or what
700,000 to date. This will change the
taxes should be imposed.
expenditures resulting from such apof the President to submit to Congress
For example, budget - actual differpropriations.
a budget which discloses the expendi- ences are illustrated by these recent
• The President recommended $2,500,tures "necessary in his judgement "; the
000,000 be appropriated this year
receipts under existing laws; and "the cases:
The President proposed an income
for foreign economic assistance; Conrevenue proposals, if any," or borrowing
tax
surcharge
of
10%
to
take
effect
gress
made the figure $1,380,600,000.
proposals to finance the expenditures
July 1, 1967; the Congress made the
which he recommends. Congress, under
surcharge effective as of January 1, • For the model cities program, the
the Constitution, may dispose of his
President recommended a $1,000,0001968 for corporations and as of April
proposals, as it wishes.
000 appropriation for the fiscal year
1, 1968 for individuals.
It is not the President's task to guess
1969; Congress granted $625,000,The President proposed in both the
what Congress will find acceptable, but
000.
fiscal year 1968 and 1969 budgets
to recommend that which he deems apThese examples may illustrate a failsome adjustments in the excise taxes
propriate from his perspective on the
ure
of Presidential persuasion. They in
on trucks; Congress did not adopt the
State of the Union.
no
way
represent bad guesswork)
proposals.
Differences between budget estimates
Carl W. Tiller
For the fiscal year 1969, the Pre.*i and actual results are therefore not
Special Adviser on Budgetary
dent recommended an appropriation
necessarily the product of bad guessDevelopment
of $1,712,300,000 for Navy "shipwork, but often represent a difference in
building and conversion," but the
Bureau of the Budget
judgment between the President and
Congress appropriated only $820,- Washington, D.C.
the Congress on how much should be
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The Use of Effective Tax Rates
RESOLVES THE DILEMMA BETWEEN ACCRUED AND PAID TAX EXPENSES

By Paul B. W. Miller
In the accounting world, there are generally only two schools of thought on
the matter of interperiod taxes — either
you're for 'em, or you're agin 'em. The
positive position is taken by those who
believe that income taxes are expenses
that accrue with the earning of income.
The negative attitude comprises two different views. First, there are those who
feel that the tax is an involuntary distribution of earnings. Hence, the provision
for income taxes is more similar to dividends; accordingly, it does not belong
on the income statement and should not
be allocated between periods. The second group of nay- sayers (and most notably the firm of Price Waterhouse and
Co.) holds fast to the idea that the
"deferred taxes" will never be paid, and
that their presence in the financial statements is misleading.'
Tax Deferrals —An Example
Another situation, which appears to
fall outside the circumstances and conclusions of the three positions above, is
the following: the case where taxable
revenue is earned. The provision for income taxes is reported to "include the
tax effects of revenue and expense transactions included in the determination of
pre -tax income," 2 and taxes are paid in
i Statistical studies by Price Waterhouse in "I s
Generally Accepted Accounting for Income Taxes
Possibly iIisleading Investors ?" and by Sidney
Davidson in "Accelerated Depreciation and the Allocation of Income Taxe s," Accounting Review,
April 1958, pp. 173 -180, both stress the idea that
reserves for taxe s wil l actually increase in size as
the normal firm proceeds into future periods, instead of decreasing as later tax payments are made.
D
APB Opinion No. 11, para. 12a.
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accordance with the tax statutes, including, for example, accelerated depreciation. Now, then, would we not expect
that over the lifetime of the asset taxable income will equal reported income
(excluding permanent differences), and
that there will be no remaining balance
in the "deferred taxes" account? A
schedule may be of value in clarifying
the situation (see Table I) .
It is the last line, "Tax saving," in
which we are interested. This is the
amount that the deferral method of interperiod allocation requires the firm to
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defer 3 However,, under certain common
circumstances, the tax savings accumulated through the lifetime of the asset
will not return to zero, but will be an
amount up to fifty percent or more of
deferred taxes. If this does not come as
a surprise to the reader, then perhaps he
should find some alternative activity to
reading this paper, while those that are
surprised are invited to proceed further.
A Modified Example
The conditions under which such a
situation arises are outlined in the Internal Revenue Code of 1954, Revised.
Clearly, the matter is not a new one for
discussion. The cause of the dilemma is
the investment tax credit. Briefly, the
ITC allows the taxpayer to reduce his
current tax liability by a particular percentage of the cost of qualifying investment expenditures, up to 50% of the
liability in excess of $25,000.
To continue the example, let us assume that the asset qualified for the
credit. Then, the total tax savings would
not be zero, but would amount to $385,
due to the taking of a 7% credit. Further, let us assume that the firm purchases another asset in year 6, costing
$6000, which it depreciates over a 10year service life on a straight -line basis
for both reporting and tax purposes (see
Table 2) .
At the end of the tenth year, there is
a credit balance in the amount of $805,
which is supposed to represent future
$ Typical entries
Year 1:
Tax Expense
Deferred T axes
Taxes Payable

would be as follows:
Year 10:
Y+216 Tax Expense
Z
216
Deferred Taxes 216
Y
Taxe s Payable
Z+216
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THE DEFERRED TAXES ACCOUNT
Cost of asset
5500
Service life
10 years
Depreciation: Straight -line for reporting
Sum -of- years - digits for t axes
T ax rate
48 %
Year
1
2
5
6
7
3
4
Descri ption:
SYD 1000
900
800
700
600
500
40 0
St. line
550
550
550
550
550
550
550
50
(50) ( 150)
Difference
450
350
250
150
T ax saving ( 216) ( 168) ( 120)
(72;
(23)
23
72

8

9

300
550
( 250)
120

200
550
( 350)
168

10

Total

100 5500
550 5500
( 450) - 0 216 - 0 -

T able 2
THE DEFERRED T AXES ACCOUNT
(Incl udes t he Eff ec t of the Invest ment C redi t)
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Year
1
Savings
(Fr om T able 1) ( 601)* ( 168)
New asset:
T ax depr.
Reported

( 120)

( 72)

( 23)

Excess
Savings
(23)
T otal savings (601) (168) (120)
( 72)
*Incl udes the eff ect of t he invest ment credi t.

9

10

Total

23

72

120

168

216 ( 385)

600
600

60 0
600

60 0
60 0

600
600

600
600

3000
3000

0

0

O

0

0

0

0
72

0
120

0
168

(420) *
(397)

0 ( 42 0)
216 ( 805) +

Table 3
THE EFFECT IVE TAX RATE OF 40 % IN ST EAD O F 48%
Year
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
Difference
(See T able 1) 45 0
350
250
150
50
( 50) ( 150) ( 250) ( 350)
Savi ng( 1 80) ( 140) ( 100)
( 60)
( 20)
20
60
10 0
140

10

Total

( 450)
180

-0-0-

T able 4
Firm
Reported
income

A

ALTERNAT IVE EFFECTIVE TAX RATES
B
C

D

E

100, 000

100, 000

100, 000

100, 000

10, 000

Taxes at 48 %
Inves t m ent
cr edi t

48 , 0 00

48, 000

48 , 0 00

48, 000

4, 80 0

0

1, 000

20, 000

36, 500*

4, 8 00

Net t ax

48, 000

47, 000

28, 000

11, 500

Effective rate

48 %
*

Interperiod Allocation vs.
Investment Tax Cr edit
The point of this discussion is the
following —the use of interperiod allocation should be interrelated with accounting for the investment tax credit,
in order to communicate more relevant
information to the user of the financial
statements.
For the purposes of this paper, there
would be no point in giving and evaluating the arguments in the controversy
of whether taxes are an expense or a
distribution of earnings. The APB felt
that the proper interpretation was as an
expense, and I believe that their conclusion is the appropriate one. It shall
be followed in the remainder of the paper.
The purpose of interperiod allocation
is to accomplish two things —to state
current tax expense and to indicate future tax standing in accordance with
acceptable accrual accounting principles.
But, what about the investment credit?
What is it, and what does it do? The
answers to these questions were suggested earlier in the paper, but it is appropriate to state them more formally.
The investment credit exerts a tax
effect that occurs in the present, but it
has implications on the future. The
problem of accounting for the credit has
been the most discussed and contested
controversy since the formation of the
APB. The Board has issued two opinions on the matter, and prepared an exposure draft of a third. The first position
(Opinion No. 2) was not accepted by
the accounting profession, and the
Board issued Opinion No. 4, amending
No. 2, in an effort to "attain . . . the

T abl e 1

-

tax expense.4 The reader is asked at this
point to mentally approximate the effect
of following the deferral method as
above (at 48 %) in the case where new
investments are continually being made.
And expand it further to include tax
savings gained by the election to take
accelerated depreciation. It could go on
forever! In this example, the "flow through" method of accounting for the
investment credit was followed. There
would be no change in the total figure
by the use of the deferral method, as the
only difference is a matter of timing. If
a cost reduction method is used, however, there will be a significant difference.

47 %

11. 5%

0
0%a

$ 2 5 , 0 0 0 + 5 0 %a of ( $48, 000 - $25, 000)

degree of acceptability which (the
Board) believes is necessary to make the
opinion effective." 5 This act approved
the use of either of two widely divergent
accounting methods as acceptable. A
third opinion was to be published in
conjunction with Opinion No. 11, but
the proposal was met with widespread
opposition, and the action has been
withheld pending further study .6
It is my premise that "the investment
in substance a selective recredit is
duction ...
in taxes related to the taxable
income of the year in which the credit
arises." This statement comes from
Opinion No. 2, and speaks the viewO p in i o n N o . 4 , p a r a . 9 .
e Wa l l Street J ournal, De ce m b e r 4, 19 6 7 , p a ge L.
5

28%,

point that was at first rejected, but the
general demand for its acceptability is
great enough to make it allowable.
My conclusion is the following —if it
is true that interperiod allocation reflects
future tax position, and if it is true that
tax position must contain consideration
of the investment credit, then it must
follow that interperiod allocation of income taxes must include the effects of
the investment credit. However, because
the APB failed to rectify the role of the
investment credit, and to relate the
credit with interperiod allocation, its
opinion will cause accounting for income taxes to be no less misleading than
before. The example with its confusing
results was derived by following "acMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /MARCH 1969

Under conditions other than those being considered here, he may also wish to test the likelihood of
certain factors, such as the continuance of percent.
age depletion on oil income.
"Typical entries would he as follows:
Year 1:
Year 2:
Tax Expense Y +180
Tax Expense
Z
Deferred Taxes 180
Deferred Taxes 100
Taxes Payable Y
Taxes Payable Z +100

7
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coming of the procedure for carrying it
out, which has jeopardized its position
among generally accepted accounting
principles. One of the significant factors
causing the failure of the technique is
lack of consideration of the investment
credit. The alternative method presented here, the use of an effective tax
rate for future periods, meets the weakness of current practice, and overcomes
it. It is hoped that further thought
and investigation into its validity will
follow, and that the problems of interperiod allocation can be overcome,
and the controversy settled.

APPENDIX

The process of predicting an effective
tax rate is essentially stochastic. That is,
it deals with estimating the degrees of
certainty associated with particular outcomes over a series of time periods. The
requirements for the procedure suggested here are estimates of two things
-the probabilities of particular levels
of income and investment credit for a
number of years in the future. The example given here will be for only two

years, but the process may be extended
as far as the situation requires.
The figures in the table 5 below are
the levels of income and investment
credit, and probability of those levels
being achieved in the given year. The
expected value of income and investment credit equals the sum of the
products obtained by multiplying the
amounts by their respective probabilities, giving a typical distribution.

Table 5
ESTIMATED VALUES OF INCOME AND INVESTMENT CREDIT
INV. CREDIT x PROBABILITY
E.V.
INCOME x PROBABILITY
1969: 5,000
500
200
.25
.10
.35
2,000
400
10,000
.20
.15
15,000
.50
7,500
1 000
.15
.15
1,400
25,000
3,750
.10
2,000
40,000
.05
2,000
15,750
1

1970:

5,000
10,000
15,000
25,000
40,000

.05
.15
.40
.30
.10

250
1,500
6,000
7,500
4,000
19,250

The next step is to calculate effective
rates. Assume a nominal income tax
rate of 50 %. The effective rate is the
ratio of effective taxes to income.
A series of these effective rates is
calculated, and an average rate calculated. It is also possible to determine
the amount of uncertainty associated
with the use of the average, by common

200
400
1,000
1,400
2,000

.15
.35
.25
.15
.10

-

A Workable Situation
To satisfy the allocators, it is necessary to recognize income tax expense
currently as the income is earned, regardless of when it is taxed. And, to satisfy the other viewpoint, it is necessary
to keep such expenses in line with what
will actually be paid. A suitable solution
can be obtained by deferring tax charges
or credits in amounts determined
through an "effective tax rate." This
rate will not be uniform but, rather,
each firm will have its own unique rate,
based upon its own circumstances. This
concept is similar to that used in computing a bad debts allowance in accordance with the individual firm's
collection experiences- certain industries may have similar conditions, but in
the final analysis, the relevant facts
determine the amount for each firm
individually.
In order to derive an effective tax
rate, the accountant will have to look
to the future. He will have a number
of hypotheses to test, not only about
the firm itself, but also the state of the
economy. With respect to the latter, he
must make a judgment about the likelihood of at least three things -a stable
tax rate, a continuing option of accelerated depreciation, and the availability
of the investment credit? With respect
to the firm itself, he must estimate the
likelihood and amount of future earnings and future investment.
It would be naive to suggest or expect
that exact figures will be derived. There
is no need for them, and accountants
are very accustomed to the idea of using
estimates when such approximations
will aid them in communicating information through the financial statements.
The Appendix presents a possible
method for estimating the effective rate
for a firm.
To continue the example of the first
part of the paper, let us assume that the
company has experienced, and expects
to continue to do so, an effective tax
rate of 40% instead of 48 %, due to the
investment credit (see Table 3).8

There would be no new complication
if the second asset were purchased, because the effect of the credit due to the
purchase would have been anticipated
by the accountant. And, of course, the
accountant continually updates his expectations of future investments in the
light of new information.
Depending upon the conditions in
which the firm operates, and the size
of its tax liability, the effective rate may
vary from 48% to 0 %. See Table 4.
But, what has been accomplished?
We have seen the purpose of inter period allocation, and the major short-

-

ceptable" practices. The task now. becomes that of developing a method that
will reflect more clearly the tax expense
incurred by the firm.

E. V.
50
140
150
210
200
750
30
140
250
210
200
830

statistical methods. In this way, the
accountant can measure the amount of
risk he takes in accepting a particular
value. The effective rate is then incorporated in the calculation of income tax
expense and deferrals. The process is
flexible over time, and adapts itself to
continuous updating as more information is available.

Table 6
RATIO OF EFFECTIVE TAXES TO INCOME
1969
1 ncome
Nominal tax
Less: Inv. credit
Effective tax
Effective rate

15,750
7,875
750
7,125
45.2%

1970
19,250
9,625
830
8,795
45.7%
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McKenna of Norton Simon: Manager
THIS CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD BELIEVES IT IS NOT ENOUGH TO REACT TO CHANGE; IT MUST BE PLANNED

If someone set out to sketch a profile
of a highly successful business manager
of today, he probably would end up
with a description of William E. McKenna, 49, chairman of the board and
chief executive officer of Norton Simon,
Inc. Young, adventuresome and creative, he is characteristic of a new breed
of dynamic executives who are guiding
American industry into new paths.
The story of the formation of the
conglomerate company he heads today
is illustrative of the pace of change taking place in the corporate world. A
senior vice president of Litton Industries, he joined Hunt Foods and Industries, Inc., as president and chief executive officer on November 1, 1967. Less
than a year later, in July 1968, Canada
Dry Corp., Hunt Foods, and McCall
Corp. were consolidated into one giant
entity called Norton Simon, Inc., with
Mr. McKenna in charge.
Who are these "whiz kids "? What
makes them run so hard —and so successfully?
Judging from Mr. McKenna's early
life they are no different from anybody
else: they just work harder. Born in Boston and brought up in Worcester, Mass.,
Mr. McKenna majored in philosophy at
La Salette College and Seminary; then
saw his education interrupted by World
War II. Once released from the U.S.
Navy, he entered Holy Cross College.
During the summer he attended Clark
University in Worcester to accelerate
his academic education; at the same
time he was working as a part -time
roofer with a local firm.
With an A.B. degree in economics,
cum laude, he went to work for the
60

General Electric Co. in Bridgeport, an address before the Harvard Business
Conn., as a trainee in its management School Club of Southern California, he
training program. During the summer he described this aspect of his business phidecided to work for an advanced degree losophy in these words: "As a matter of
and, in September 1947, he enrolled at fact — action minus knowledge will proHarvard University's Graduate School of duce more than knowledge minus action. The combination of these ingrediBusiness Administration.
While at Harvard, he gained his first ents, however, produces miracles in
direct experience in the food industry, management.
"An entrepreneurial manager has a
working nights as a meat cutter for a
local Food Fair Market. His summers strenuous job. There is none more diffiwere spent as a surveyor for the Boston cult. He cannot be anemic either of
Transit Department. Never slackening body or spirit; he must go into action
his drive, he was not present to receive often and intensely. The successful enhis M.B.A. degree at the graduation trepreneur, therefore, must have tremenceremonies because he had already dous energy. He must be a fast mover.
started his full -time business career in
"The entrepreneurial manager must
the employ of Touche, Ross, Bailey & be a tough taskmaster,self - confident and
self - reliant. Each day is a new day in
Smart.
In 1952, William McKenna joined the entrepreneur's life, full of either victhe Monroe Calculating Machine Co. tories or defeats, or both. He must have
( now Monroe International) of Litton no dull moments because action will inIndustries as assistant controller. He was crease his knowledge and experience. A
named controller in 1953, and a vice real manager is a builder, therefore, not
president of manufacturing and a Mon- merely an operator."
roe director in 1956. He served as president of Litton's Royal Typewriter and Entrepreneurial Manager
Monroe International divisions and later
An executive who believes in, and
was named vice president- finance of Lit- practices, American free enterprise, Mr.
ton Industries. In February 1964, he McKenna thinks every business should
became a senior vice president with re- encourage the entrepreneurial manager.
sponsibility for worldwide operations of He suggests that, because of the size and
Litton's Business Equipment Group, complexity of modern business, decenand, in February 1966, he was named to tralized operations provide the most efthe board of directors of the company. fective entrepreneurial environment. "As
As chief executive officer of a sprawl- corporations grow in size, true decening combination of companies, Mr. tralization becomes of increasing imMcKenna has demonstrated his ability portance in that problems pertaining to
in staying in the forefront of what he a specific product or market seek their
calls an "entrepreneurial environment." proper level of solution. In most cenThis typifies his view of the entrepre- tralized operations the flow of informaneurial manager as a man of action. In tion may reach such magnitudes that
M A N A G E M E N T AC CO UN TIN G/ MA RC H 1969

of Change
the sifting and evaluation of data becomes an unmanageable task and stifles
effective response.... The advantages
of effective response to change through
decentralization far outweigh the risk of
divisional mistakes which, when they
occur, so often lead to unfortunate further centralization of responsibility. In
addition, subsidiary or affiliated companies provide a better environment for
development of the entrepreneurial manager than do multi - divisional operations.
In the multi- company approach of Norton Simon, Inc., we are dedicated to the
concept of the decentralization and subsidiary autonomy."
An NAA member, Mr. McKenna suggests that the fact that he didn't have
an accounting education probably gave
him a broader perspective "during my
early years in public and industrial accounting positions, than an accounting
school graduate might have had. This
forced me to pick up the fine points of
an accounting education along the
way." However, he notes that today the
broader curricula offered to accounting
students helps them to develop a broader
perspective at the beginning of their
careers.
"Success in rising to top management
is more the result of attitudes than
skills," he says. "I believe a willingness
to become exposed to aspects of the
business outside the financial area, in
such areas as production, marketing and
engineering, combined with a willingness to become deeply involved in these
areas, and to understand them thoroughly, are essential factors."
Mr. McKenna obviously drew this insight from his own experience. At Monroe Calculating Machine Co., he had
an opportunity to shift from the acMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /MARCH 1969

W illiam E. McKenna: An entrepreneurial manager who plans change.
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counting area and assume responsibility
for industrial relations. As a consequence, he became vice president of
manufacturing. "These were opportunities that forced me to broaden and develop my capabilities beyond the purely
technical aspects of accounting."
Another skill that a manager must
have as a prerequisite to top management is an ability for self - expression.
"The clarity of a memorandum and
the quality of an oral presentation, when
the opportunity presents, provide important opportunities for management
to evaluate the individual. The ability
to communicate his skills, of course, also
marks the difference between the successful accountant and the one who is
not successful in his own field."
In William McKenna's own case one
of the most important experiences that
contributed to his career was his exposure to "creative and imaginative people
at Litton Industries, Inc. Instead of accepting the status quo, in financial or
other areas, they continually challenged
the accepted, or doctrinaire, approach
because they were dedicated to keeping
open minds to what could be done dif-

will also be evaluated with the same
basic yardsticks by which other forms of
business are measured."
One area where conglomerates have
significant advantages over the smaller
companies, he says, is in supplying the
necessary financial support for major research and development, marketing, or
manufacturing programs. On the other
hand, in some areas the smaller company has a better chance for success than
a large organization.
McKenna on Conglomerates
Mr. McKenna in in favor of full disAs a builder and manager of con- closure of the operating results of major
glomerates, William E. McKenna is at segments of a business, "where this is
the center of an economic phenomenon practical and when disclosure does not
of modern times. Consequently, his confuse but provides shareholders with
views on conglomerates reflect his own a better understanding of the company.
"However, interdivisional pricing and
experiences. He avoids thinking and
talking of the conglomerate as a differ- the allocation of corporate overhead can
ent species of enterprise. "Those com- be fairly arbitrary in large inter- divisionwhich are generally under- a] businesses. Thus, segmentation of the
panies
stood to...
be conglomerates, will have to operating results of a particular division
be looked at with the same analytical could be misleading rather than inforview that would be used to evaluate any mative. Also, major research and develother form of business organization. A opment, or marketing programs, may be
good conglomerate is here to stay. A undertaken in a specific area of a large
slipshod conglomerate, after it goes interdivisional company for the long Continued on page 65
through the process of settling down,

ferently to develop the company through
both internal growth and acquisitions.
The imaginative environment created at
Litton stimulated people to challenge
everything and to come up with new
ideas, techniques and methods which
were frequently sharp departures from
the old way of doing things." He adds,
"This is the type of creative environment we are attempting to develop at
Norton Simon, Inc."
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Minnesota's Bob Allison slides into third as Joe Foy applies tag. See story below on Club's accounting.

Baseball Is a Business, Too
ACCOUNTING DEPARTMENT AT MINNESOTA TWINS BASEBALL CLUB HELPS KEEP FINANCIAL SCORE

When Harmon Killebrew strides up to
home plate and takes a few practice
swats this spring, the eyes of Minnesota
Twins' fans will be focused on him.
But the eyes of the baseball club's accounting staff will be watching the gate
receipts. After all, even though for millions of dedicated fans, professional
baseball is just fun to watch —it's also
big business.
Jack Alexander, member of the MinneapolisChapter, will tell you that. He's
assistant controller of the Minnesota
Twins Baseball Club and, consequently,
the team's RBI's represent more than
an idle statistic to him. The team's
scoring may mean the difference between staying in the black or going in
the red.
Years ago, baseball owners did not
worry very much about the accounting
aspects. Ownership and management
was largely a family affair with a provincial flavor. The owner of a club could
complete his accounts in a couple of
MA N A G E M E N T ACC OU NTIN G /M AR CH 1969

weeks after the season closed, sit back, tions. The fact that periodic confercontemplate the results of the year's op- ences are scheduled within the industry
eration and changes, if any, that might to review and examine problems pertibe made in the club's personnel for the nent to financial reporting testifies to
coming season, use his hat for a filing the importance that club owners now
cabinet, and await the coming season. place on the accounting area.
Obviously, baseball is a season and
Those days, like the spit ball, are
gone forever. The supsurge in the cash business, operating for a period of
American economy after World War II five and one -half months —from the
launched the baseball industry into a middle of April to about October 1.
new era, bringing in its wake new own- Thus, income over this period must be
ers with fresh capital, professional busi- sufficient to carry not gnly the burden
ness managers and a whole new concept of the club's own operation, but also the
of practices, procedures and methods. It cost of its affiliated clubs in the minor
was at this point that accounting began leagues. In addition, since all transacto take on a greater degree of impor- tions are for cash, there is no elaborate
accounts receivable system, nor a need
tance in baseball operations.
But only within the last decade, due for a credit or collection department.
According to Mr. Alexander, the busito the increased complexities of the
business, has the industry began to ness is extremely vulnerable to condimove with the times — developing and tions over which management has little
adopting a uniform system of accounts, or no control, such as weather, injuries
methods and procedures, which have to players, and the play of the team on
formed a basis for consistency in state- the field. Should a club run into bad
ment and comparative study presenta- weather in the spring— necessitating
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How to get topnotch
bookkeeping service from
your regular office staff

double- headers later in the season —receipts never fully compensate for the
loss of the earlier rained -out games.
The Twins have been doing pretty
well in recent years. Attendance at
games in 1967 reached an all -time high
of 1,483,421. This figure may be partly
due to the team's excellent record that
year— second in the American League.
The Twins dropped to seventh place in
1968.
Although team members are off during the winter months, the Twins' accounting department is hard at work

Your present personnel can handle payroll, accounts receivable, accounts
payable, inventory records and other accounting functions —and do them
well, no matter how little bookkeeping experience they may have.
The McBee General Records Poster assures an accurate set of books.
Procedures are straightforward — built -in controls protect you every step
of the way. Related records are automatically in agreement, since they are
simultaneously posted with one writing ... an advantage that alone saves
up to 75% in clerical time.

JACK ALEXANDER

preparing the year -end audit. It produces tax reports for the major league
team, as well as the subsidiary corporations. In February, the accounting staff
begins to complete the arrangements for
spring training and the coming season.
Another characteristic of the baseball
business is that a club has fixed contractual commitments, represented in
player contracts. Once a player is signed
to a major league contract it becomes a
firm obligation of the club, up to the
player's release. Such commitments have
far - reaching implications for the club as
a business.
For accounting purposes the baseball
club is organized around the natural division of its operations. Almost every
identifiable function of the business is
in a separate department, the objective
being to provide a maximum of information for management control. The principal operating departments, all independently staffed and responsible to the
board of directors through the president,
are: Team, Grounds Operation and
Maintenance, Game - Ticket Department, Concessions, Public Relations and
Team Development.
A baseball club has four major sources
of income. They are: games, radio and
television proceeds, concessions and ad-

The McBee General Records Poster is the best solution to the bookkeeping needs of most small to medium -sized businesses — as well as
larger companies with decentralized accounting functions.
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-

-

-

-

--------------------------------------------------------------------

Send for complete information
Learn how this proven way to bookkeeping efficiency can help your business
Mail the coupon today.
Automated Business Systems
Reference Library
Dept. 60 -76 -3
Athens, Ohio 45701
Please send complete information on McBee General Records Poster
Systems.
Name

Title

Company
Street
City

State

Zip

AUTOMATEDBUSINESSSYSTEMS
D I V I S I O N
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vertising. The success of a professional
baseball club, of course, depends upon
the revenue from home games and road
games. After allowance for excise taxes
on admissions, receipts are shared with
the visiting team and the league —the
visiting team receiving 20% and the
league 40% of paid admissions —the
home team picks up the remainder.
A rather comprehensive Daily Game
Statement is prepared and audited. This
statement reflects total number of tickets sold, admission taxes, turnstile count,
visiting team and league shares, as well
as a summary showing total number of

tickets printed for each game and the
total sold and unsold. The unsold tickets, so- called "deadwood," are tabulated
and placed under lock and key in the
vault for future audit by the Internal
Revenue Service.
Expenses are allocated to the various
departments, including team expense,
grounds operation and maintenance,
game expense- ticket department, administrative and general, publicity and advertising, and team development. (For
those who collect baseball trivia, the approximate cost of baseballs and bats during a typical season is $23,000.)

Jack Alexander enjoys working for the
Twins and although he is too busy to
attend day games, he usually manages to
take in the night games at home in the
Metropolitan Stadium in Bloomington.
Each year the team gives him a baseball
signed by each member of the team; the
souvenirs are proudly displayed in Mr.
Alexander's den.
A national pastime, true, but professional baseball is a business like any
other. Not many of its fans, however,
are aware of the staff organization, including accountants, that supports the
nine players on the diamond.

McKENNA OF NORTON SIMON: MANAGER OF CHANGE

Continued from page 62
term benefit of the total corporation.
Initially, however, such programs might
have an adverse effect on the short -term
operating results of the segment of the
business in which they were undertaken.
In this case, segmentation of operating
results could be dangerously misleading
in an attempt to explain why the division, where the investment has been
made, may be showing marginal results
or no profits at all."
William E. McKenna has faith in the
conglomerate and in the economy, but
he is also an apostle of change. "In the
next 10 years there should be double the
technological advances made during the
past 20 years, and in the past 20 years
more technological progress has been
made than over the entire preceding
history of mankind. This means no letup for a company devoted to creating
change in products and techniques to
capitalize on its own reaction time, versus the inertia of competition.
"Norton Simon, Inc. is dedicated to
the concept of change. We feel that
corporate success rests in the ability of
business enterprise to react to change,
rather than to the general tendency to
let inertia set in, to resist change. By
rapid accommodation to changing production, marketing and engineering requirements we feel we can make important gains on our slower -to -react
competition. Our philosophy is not only
to react rapidly to change, but to actually follow a policy of planning change.
Our future, therefore, is as much a part
of our present as our day - to-day business,
and is already in the works, so to speak."
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The seemingly breakneck speed of his
professional life would make anyone
doubt that William McKenna has any
time left for relaxation, however he is
an enthusiastic supporter of professional
football, basketball and baseball. "My
friends say the only time I walk fast is
to a football game."
An avid reader, his special interest in
biography may have contributed to his
decision to develop a collection of private letters written by outstanding people in public life. Among the authors,
whose handsomely framed correspondence is displayed on the walls of his office in Fullerton, Calif., are Harry S.
Truman, John F. Kennedy, Franklin D.
Roosevelt and Abraham Lincoln.
An entrepreneurial manager of great
ability, William E. McKenna always
seems to be trying to surpass himself.
His career is one proof that business can
be just as exciting as any other profession. And who knows, if, as someone
has suggested, the country's major com-

panics are ever combined into one gigantic conglomerate —the end result of
the booming merger trend —it may well
be a man like Mr. McKenna, or William E. McKenna himself, who emerges
at the top of the pyramid.

Conference Calendar
NAA Continuing Education Program
April 21 -25 — Sheraton Palace Hotel,
San Francisco.
May 12- 16— Palmer House, Chicago.
Other NAA Meetings
April 27 -May 9 — Integrated Management Accounting Program for Accounting Executives and Managers,
Stagecoach Inn, Salado, Tex.
June 1 -13 -2nd Advanced Management
Program, University of Michigan,
Ann Arbor, Mich.
June 22 -25 — Annual International
( 50th Anniversary) Conference, New
York Hilton, New York.

New Monograph Focuses
On Impact of Taxes on Capital Budgeting
A new Research Monograph just published by the Association is titled Effects of Federal Income Taxes on Capital
Budgeting. The monograph is based upon the doctoral dissertation of James W. Edwards, chairman, department of
accounting, M. J. Neeley School of Business, Texas Christian
University, Fort Worth, Tex. Dr. Edwards converted his dissertation into an NAA monograph with the financial assistance
of one of the Association's Grants -in -Aid. The monograph is
available from the Association at a member price of $2.75.
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National Board
Meets
In Los Angeles
DIRECTORS DISCUSS DUES, OTHER CHANGES

Discussing agenda above are, I. -r., Wilber C. Haseman, William F. Crum and James E. Taylor. All three are directors.

At its first meeting in 1969, the National Board convened at
the International Hotel in Los Angeles on January 18. A record
number of voting directors attended because of the many important questions to be discussed by the Board. Perhaps the
most significant resulted in a decision to raise the membership
dues. ( For the results of the discussion on membership dues,
see page 8.) The Board also heard reports and recommendations from each of the national committees and voted to implement some of the recommendations, including a major
revision of the NAA Constitution and By -Laws. ( See the
special notice on page 73.) Between sessions, the directors
relaxed and informally discussed their experiences. On this
and facing page are some views of the National Directors.

View from front of room shows size of attendance at National Board meeting. A slide presentation was used in the discussion.
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The day's events are re- capped by, I. -r., John F. Scanlon, San
Diego president; Vice President Floyd F. Cravens; Kenneth R.

Rickey, Phoenix; Grant U. Meyers, North Texas, and Donald C.
Brabston,Birmingham.

Ready to go to work are I. -r., Harold E. Little, Washington
Tri- Cities; President James E. Meredith, Jr.; Donald Brabston;

Past National President Merwin P. Cass, and Robert Beyer,
New York. The meeting had one of the largest attendances ever.
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Chapter /Member News

Central Pennsylvania Chapter displays its charter presented at
a recent meeting. L. -r., Daniel Venturato, J. Daniel Getz, National Vice President Charles R. Miller, G. Kenneth Nelson,

Emeritus Life Associates
ARCHIE M. ADAMSON, Atlanta.
FRED A. ANDERSON, Detroit.
WILLAM J.BURNEY, Cedar Rapids.
RICHARD E. DAVIS, Pennsylvania Northeast past president.
HENRY E. EBY, Washington.
HOWARD W. GERTZ, Washington.
RUSSELL S. HOBAN, Tri- Cities.
MRS. FLORENCE M. JAMES, Dayton.
THOMAS W. KAVANAGH, Chicago.
ARTHUR F. KORSMEYER, North Central
Ohio past president.
HARRY N. LERNER, Los Angeles.
ALEXANDER MCBEATH, North Penn.
MAURICE J.Moss, Rochester.
LAWRENCE E. PLETTNER, Northern
Wisconsin.
RAYMOND A. POWELL, Waterbury.
MAURICE W. POWERS, Syracuse.
GLENN E. ROBE, Chicago.
PHILIP D. ROBINSON, Tri - Cities.
B. C. STRAUB, Johnstown.
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Managing Director Robert H. Sommer, Paul Johnston, and
Richard Greene. Mr. Nelson, who was elected first president,
was also chairman of the organizing committee.

RUSSELL A. WEIR, Saginaw Valley.
HAROLD F. WELDE, Mlchiana.
GEORGE A. WISEMAN, Los Angeles
ROYAL W. ZIMMERMAN, Lansing.

Promotions and New Positions
M. W. CARLSON, Akron, has been made
comptroller of Firestone's Tire and
Rubber Co.'s Synthetic Div.
ROLF J.WEINBERG, Alameda CountySouth, was recently appointed controller of Natomas Co.
VICTOR T. DOLLERY, JR., Albany, has

been named a partner in the firm of
Peat, Marwick, Mitchell & Co.
M. T. OVERALL, Atlanta, has been ap-

pointed secretary of Oxford Chemicals,
a division of Consolidated Foods Corp.
FRANCIS D. TUNNEY, Baltimore, has
been named controller, Maryland
Housing Corp.

LAWRENCE N. EATON, Bangor- Waterville president, has been named assistant to the president of Dead River Co.
JOSEPH C. CRAIG, Boston, is now a su-

pervisor with Harris, Kerr, Forster &
Co., CPA's.
GERALD F. SYPECK, Buffalo, has been

named assistant treasurer at Marine
Midland Bank, Inc.
JAMES A. FITCH, Calumet, is the new
president of the South Chicago Savings
Bank.
GEORGE E. MANI, Canton president,
has been appointed controller for Canton Malleable Iron Co.... STANLEY J.
DUNMAN has been appointed cost and
budget accountant -South Division, for
Republic Steel Corp's Central Alloy
Div.
JAMES R. HUNTER, III, Charlotte, has

been named assistant vice president and
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assistant treasurer of Carolina Caribbean Corp.

JACK M. STILLMAN, East Jersey, was
appointed treasurer of Spiral Metal Co.

JAMES E. BURK, Chicago, has been
named assistant treasurer and secretary
of Federal Sign & Signal Corp. He is
also assistant controller.

CARL J. RIscH, Evansville past president, has been named secretary and
controller of L. Berman & Co.

Two Cincinnati members have been
named by the United States Shoe
Corp. ROBERT P. REDER was elected to
the newly created office of corporate
controller, and THOMAS VOSS,vice president of finance, was elected a director.

JAMES F. ZID, Fort Wayne, has been
appointed partner in charge of Ernst &
Ernst, CPA's.
G. J. WOLTERS, Grand Rapids, has
been appointed administrative assistant
to the vice president, sales, at Interstate System.

.

..

PHILIP P. MINKO, Cleveland, has been
appointed controller of the Glidden ANDREW
Durkee Div., SCM Corp.
J. THOMAS was admitted to partnership
of Lybrand, Ross Bros. & Montgomery
and has transferred to the Rockford,
Ill. office as tax partner.

CECIL D. ABARR, Des Moines, has been
appointed vice president and general
manager of Massey- Ferguson Credit
Corp. and of Massey- Ferguson Finance
Co. of Canada Ltd. . . . LLOYD R.
SMITH was re- elected auditor of the
State of Iowa.
RONALD BORDUI, Detroit, has been
promoted to controller at CAC Inc.
ROBERT EDDY is now with Control
...
Data as controller.... R. P. RETMAN
has joined Ready Power Corp. as associate comptroller. . . . EVERETT E.
ROIL, chapter past president, has retired
as general accountant, Detroit Edison.
ROBERT G. BLOUNT, East Bergen -Rockland, has joined Belco Petroleum as
controller. . . . JONATHAN BOGERT is
now assistant controller of Sterling
Drugs. . . . MORRIS KRITZ is now vice
president of finance of Efficient Leasing Co.... W. O'DONNEL, past chapter president, is now chief financial officer of Dasa Corp.... JOHN SCHREYER
recently joined Arthur Young & Co. as
audit manager.
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MISCHE
Michiana

FREDERICK C. MISCHKE, Michiana, was
appointed treasurer of Skyline Corp.

R. LEE BALZER, Milwaukee, was named
accountant at Serigraph Sales & Mfg.
CO.... CARL L. BAUER has been promoted to assistant controller of Louis
Allis CO. . . . ROBERT D. BITTER Is
manager of financial analysis at Mil print. . . . WILLIAM C. BOTHE Is now
an accountant with Wisconsin Electric
Power Co.... ROBERT B. KAPPEL was
named controller of August G. Barkow
Mfg. Co.... RAYMOND L. SCHWEIGER
Two Lancaster members were recently is now the business manager at Doctors
named at the New Holland Div. of Hospital.... STANLEY C. ZUPEK was
Sperry Rand Corp. EDWARD M. JOYCE named assistant controller of accountwas elected vice president of finance, ing, Miller Brewing Co.
and MICHAEL MCNERNEY, JR., was
JOHN R. CLIFT, Minneapolis, has bepromoted to financial planning mancome a registered representative with
ager.... at Armstrong Cork Co. JOHN
M. H. Bishop & Co. . . . ROBERT E.
N. JORDIN was elected assistant treasJOHNSON has been promoted to manurer and DONALD K. EYSTER was transager of financial analysis and taxes at
ferred to the plant in Fulon, N.Y., as a
Munsingwear, Inc. . . . RONALD M.
cost analyst... . WILLIAM HOBBs III
KARLS is the newly appointed controller
is now assistant controller with Grove
of
Vic Manufacturing. . . . LAWRENCE
Mfg. CO..... JOHN F. NAvixAs has
W. PAYNE has been promoted to assistbeen promoted to treasurer of Herr ant vice president in the trust departmidifier Co. . . . RONALD E. NICKEL
ment of the First National Bank of
was named a partner in Leid, Nickel &
Minneapolis. . . . RONALD E. PLUDE
Co., CPA's.
has joined G. H. Tennant as cost and
TERRY DEWEERD, Lansing, is now with budget manager. . . . HOWARD A.
the Decker Nut Mfg. Corp. as assist- SCHROEDER has been named trust acant treasurer.
countant with Cant, Haverstock, Gray,
HOWARD E. DALTON, Long Island, has Plant & Moody.
been admitted to partnership in Peat, Two Morristown members have been
Marwick, Mitchell & Co.
named by Tech -Art Plastics CO. MARWILLIAM R. MCCAMY, Longview -East TIN BRUNZLICH was appointed general
Texas, has been named chief of finan- accountant, and FRED ZOLLO promoted
to general manager.
cial accounting, General Dynamics.
ELMER DORAN, Member -at- Large, has JOSEPH D. LYNCH, Muskegon, has been

JOHN J. HIGGINS, Hawaii, has been
named vice president and treasurer of
GARRETT HoHawaiian Airlines.
KADA was elected auditor of the University of Hawaii Foundation.... M. A.
PIETSCHMAN is vice president of Amfac,
Inc., and manager, Industrial Div.
CHARLES K. CRISS, Jacksonville, has
been elected to assistant secretary- treasurer of Growers Processing Service, Inc.
.

Two Dayton members have been
named by Robbins & Myers. GEORGE
WALKER IS controller, and PAUL
WESTFALL was named chief financial
officer of Wacon Systems, a subsidiary
of R & M.... RICHARD HILL has been
named secretary of Dayton Malleable
Iron Co. . . . ELTON WHITE was promoted to manager of pricing policies
at National Cash Register Co.

VOSS
Cincinnati

..

PETER CISTONE, Columbus, was named
chief accountant for WTVN -TV and
Radio. . . . ELMER R. GALL was reelected secretary- treasurer of Capital
Finance Corp.

been appointed to the newly created
position of vice president of finance,
Fred Bronner Corp., a division of Les ney Products & Co.
ROBERT L. VANDERKOLK, Member -atLarge, was named auditor at Beverly
Bank, Chicago.
M. C. HOPPER, Memphis, was promoted to accounting officer of First
National Bank of Memphis.
JOHN D. COLLINS, Merrimack Valley,
was promoted to assistant vice president
of the Arlington Trust Co.
GERARDO F. SALCINES, Mexico, has
been promoted to controller of Sperry
Rand Mexicana, S.A. de C.V., Univac
Div., and secretary- treasurer of the corporation in Mexico City.
JOHN SPECK, Miami, was recently
elected treasurer of Ryder System, Inc.
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appointed vice president and treasurer ROBERT W. BLOOM, Rochester, was appointed secretary- treasurer of Lone
of The Echlin Mfg. Co., Branford, elected controller of Security Trust Co. Star Brewing Co.
Conn.
. . . Louis A. DIVINCENzo has been
appointed
secretary- treasurer of RochesSEYMOUR FLUG, New York, is now
ter Instrument Systems, Inc. . . .
senior vice president, Diners' Club.
WALTER G. GAESSER has been named
ROLAND BROWN, North Alabama, is
business manager of St. Bernard's Seminow the local manager of the Johnston
nary. . . . GARY J. REED was named
& Rayburn accounting office.... FRED
manager of general accounting and reSEELEY has joined Ernst & Ernst as
porting at Xerox Corp.
management consultant.
WOOD
GRANT
KEITIi VREELAND, North Jersey Shore, DANIEL J. POPA, St. Louis, was apSan Antonio
San Francisco
a
pointed
comptroller
of
Chrysler
is now controller with Computer ProdCorp. plant to be constructed near FRED R. GRANT, San Francisco, has
ucts, Inc.
been elected a vice president of Rheem
Mount Pleasant.
R. K. GARRISON, North Penn, has been
Mfg. Co.
promoted to controller of C. Schmidt The following St. Paul members were JUDSON E. STRONG, Sangamon Valley,
recently promoted by Great Northern
& Sons.
has been appointed controller for the
Three North Texas members were Railway Co. LEONARD VAN ZINDEREN commodities group, and RICHARD L.
named at Collins Radio CO. SPENCER to assistant comptroller, ROBERT TAY- `VINKLEBLACK was named controller
LOR and MYRON RYCHLEY to general
BURGESS is manager of general account statisticians, HERBERT MORTON to as- for the Staley Chemical Div., at A. E.
Ing. . . . GARY EDEN was promoted to
Staley Mfg. Co.
supervisor of capital asset control, and sistant general statistician, ARTHUR Three San Jose members have been
EINHORN to chief cost analyst, and
W. C. THURMAN was named supervisor
JAMES SMASSAL to senior cost analyst. named at Defense Technology Laboraof product line accounting.
V. W. SITYMANSKI was promoted tories of FMC Corp. ROBERT F. LUTES
HUBERT C. NELSON, Northern Wiscon- to vice president and general manager, was named controller, FRANK A. HOLsin, has been appointed controller for Streater Industries.
DEN was promoted to the newly created
the City of Menasha.
position of managerial accountant, and
Two Salt Lake Area members have been
JOHN NEWBERG, Omaha, has been ap- named by Wycoff Company and its REUBEN MARTINEz has been named
pointed assistant director of finance and affiliates. C. LELAND CLAYTON has been plant accountant.
THOMAS A. BURG, Southern Minnesota,
control of Needham Packing Co.
appointed a vice president, and FRED has been promoted to manager of the
DALE BEVARD, Orange County, recently A. THURGOOD succeeds him as secretary
newly created department, Financial
joined Datatron, Inc., as chief financial treasurer.
MIS and Business Control, IBM Corp.
officer.
WILBUR A. WOOD, San Antonio, was ROBERT F. CROWSON, Springfield, has
JOHN BILLINGS, Peninsula -Palo Alto, has
been appointed manager, corporate planning, Ampex Corp.

41
LYNCH
Muskegon

JJ
FLUG
New York

J. A. SPORL, JR., Pensacola, has been
promoted to vice president and secretary, Pensacola Home and Savings Organization.
DAVID B u M P u s , Pomona Valley, has
joined Industrial Measurements as manager, accounting. . . . MRS. JANE B.
ELLIOTT is now staff accountant with
Case, Summers, Hardy & Co.
JOSEPH A. LEOCE, Princeton, is now
controller of the United Cargo Corp.
JOHN W. MOTICHA, JR., Roanoke, was
promoted to secretary- treasurer of the
Stuart McGuire Co., Inc.
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John Rohrbach,
NAA Charter Member, Dies
John F. D. Rohrbach, a charter member of the National Association of Cost Accountants (later NAA), died on December 25, 1968, at the age of 79. Mr. Rohrbach, who was chairman of the board of directors of Raybestos- Manhattan, Inc.,
was one of the last remaining links to the original founders of
the Association. A personal friend of J. Lee Nicholson, the
"father of N.A.C.A.," he became a partner in the accounting
firm of J. Lee Nicholson & Co., in 1914. He acquired Major
Nicholson's interest in the firm in 1923 and formed a new
partnership retaining the old name. He co- authored with Major Nicholson Cost Accounting Theory 6 Practice. In 1953,
New York University School of Commerce chose Mr. Rohrbach for the John T. Madden Award "for outstanding achievement in business, industry or professional life." He joined the
Association December 16,1919, with Major Nicholson listed
as one of his references.
According to NAA records, Philip J. Warner, past national
president, and C. G. Phelps, Emeritus Life Associate, are the
only charter members still alive.
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joined Hitchcock & Co. as a senior accountant.... STANLEY C. PARZYCH, JR.,
has been appointed controller of Jarvis
& Jarvis Co.
Two Trenton members were recently
promoted at DeLaval Turbine, Inc.
STANLEY J. MAZIARZ Was named manager of general accounting, and JOSEPH
A. MOLONY, manager of cost accounting
and budgets.
SAM TUMLINSON, Washington Tri -Cities, was recently promoted to director,
contract and supply division, Richland
Operations Office, U.S. Atomic Energy
Commission.
NORMAN WOOD,Waterbury, was named
town accountant at Harwich, Mass.
CARL HOLDEN, Western Carolinas, was
recently promoted to controller of the
Greenville General Hospital.... J. L.
HOOD has been appointed office manager of Modern Business Machines.
LYLE BOTKIN, Wichita, has been appointed controller of the City of Wichita. . . . DANIEL SCOTTEN was recently
named controller and treasurer of The
Carey Salt Co.
GLENN E. WOODSON, Youngstown, has
joined Arnold Graphite Industries as
vice president- finance and administration.
Organization Service
WALTER GODBEHERE, Member - at Large, has been elected president of
The Certified General Accountants
Assn. of the Province of Quebec. He is
financing and accounting manager, international operations division of Northern Electric Co.
HAROLD Q. LANGENDERFER, Raleigh Durham, was recently appointed to
membership on the North Carolina
State Board of Certified Public Accountants Examiners.
MORRIS B. KADIN, Raritan Valley, has
been appointed to the Business Education Committee which will aid Somerset County College in the areas of short
and long -range curricula planning.
WILBUR H. STEVENS, San Jose, has been
elected president of the California Society of Certified Public Accountants.

JOSEPH R. LANNOM, 72, San Diego,
1953. Emeritus Life Associate.
JAMES K. LOBAUGH, 44, Westmoreland
County, 1967.
WILLIAM M. LYTLE, 57, Birmingham,
1950.
MILLS A. MACQUEEN, 66, Binghamton
past president and past national vice
In Memoriam
JOHN F. CODY, 77, Springfield, 1935. president, 1930. Stuart Cameron McLeod Society.
Emeritus Life Associate.
FRANK
A. MANN, 70, Springfield, 1946.
ERNEST A. DAVIS, 67, Greenwich -StamEmeritus
Life Associate.
ford, 1935. Emeritus Life Associate.
JAMES DWYER, 81, New Hampshire, E. WALLACE MOORE, 69, Detroit, 1936.
Emeritus Life Associate.
1939. Emeritus Life Associate.
JOSEPHGOLDMAN, 57, Shreveport, 1968. JOHN R. REBILLOT, 45, Clanton, 1966.
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JOHN F. D. ROHRBACH, 79, New York,
1919. Charter member of N.A.C.A.
DUANE C. Ross, 32, Los Angeles, 1967.
WALTON B. SMITH, 3 5, New York,
1966.
JOHN P. STONE, 64, Dallas, 1942.
GERARD SULLY, 58, Los Angeles, 1967.
Study Price Incorrect
The price of the new study Computer Based Information Systems for Management: A Survey was listed incorrectly in
the February issue. The correct price of
the study, which was published last
month, is $4.50 for NAA members and
$7.50 for nonmembers.
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You can tell
about
a company
by the people
it keeps

Time Off

A business can be no better than
the combined abilities of its personnel.
When a company hires the wrong
person .... when an employee
selects the wrong position ....
both are harmed.

"It's refreshing to have a member of my staff who has the courage to stand up
and disagree with me, Harcourt, ... goodbye and good luck"
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For the most efficient service in
the Financial and EDP field ....
contact your Robert Half specialist.
Mail resume to your nearest R -H office.

ROBERT
HALF

What Is Your Time Worth?

If you

earn

One hour
is worth

One minute
is worth

5,000
7,500
8,500
10,000
12,000
15,000
20,000
25,000

2.56
3.84
4.35
5.12
6.15
7.68
10.25
12.81

$.0426
.0640
.0726
.0852
.1025
.1278
.1708
.2134

— Association Newsletter

PERSONNEL
AG E NCIE S
Atlanta: 235 Peachtree St., NE
Baltimore: One Charles Center
8e3bn: 140 Federal St
Chicago: 333 N. Michigan Ave.
Cincinnati: 606 Terrace Ninon
Cleveland: 1367 East 6th St.
Dallas: 1170 Hartford Bldg.

(404) 688.2300
(301) 837-0313
(617) 4236440
(312) 782 -6930
(513) 621 -7711
(216) 621-0670
(214) 742.9171
OetroH: 1114 Guardian Bldg.
(313)961.5430
Bardea CRY. N.Y. 585 Stewart Ave. (516) 241234
Hartford, Conn: 75 Pearl St.
(203) 278.7170
Los Angeles: 3600 Wilshire Blvd.
(213) 381.7974
Miami: 1107 Northeast Airlines Bldg. (305) 3778728
Minneapolis: 822 Marquette Ave.
(612) 3364636
Now York: 330 Madison Ave.
(212) 9861300
Newark: 1180 Raymond Blvd.
(201) 6233661
Philadelphia-. 2 Penn Center
(215) 5684580
PHtsbargh: 429 Forbes Ave.
(412) 471.5946
Portland, Ore: 610 S.W. Alder St.
(503) 222.9778
St Look: 1015 Locust St.
1314) 231 -0114
San Francisco: 111 Pine St.
(415) 4341900
Stanford, Cons:lll Prospect St.
(203)325.4158
_

Knowing how much your time is
worth is one key to using it to best
advantage. That goes alike for business and pleasure: both involve a
time investment, and you are entitled
to an adequate return. This table
may help you; it is based on 244
eight -hour working days a year.

©

The executive of tomorrow will be a
superman, predicts Auren Uris, in the
January 1969 issue of Nation's Business. Master of several languages and
an interdisciplinary education, he will
be physically fit as today's Olympic
athlete. If he works for a company
that specializes in interplanetary operations he will have to be willing to
travel and withstand up to 7 -Gs. But
the life of the executive of tomorrow
won't be all hard work and grueling
travel. Mr. Uris suggests that many
will be able to work right from their
homes, using high -speed communications, photo - telephone contacts with
other executives and facsimile machines. Legislation will be introduced
to see that his way is smoothed by
two wives —one at home and a secretary at the office, who, incidentally,
may go around in a topless uniform.
In terms of today's culture, he may
be something of a drug addict, taking

such drugs as pep pills, smart pills,
tension reducers, personality modifiers and perhaps even a "guilt diminisher." The article is titled "Executives of the Future."

$

Tomorrow's Superexecutive

We can assist you in avoiding
misfit situations in the Financial
and EDP fields. We concentrate
all of our energies in this specialization. We believe that the R-H
System makes the most placements of Financial and EDP
personnel. It's the largest source
of its kind in the world.

Wo rl d ' s Largest Financial &
E D P Pe rso n n e l S p e c i a l i st s.
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Notice of Revised
Constitution and By -Laws
of the Association
At a meeting on January 18, 1969, the National Board of Directors
approved certain changes in the Constitution and By -Laws of the
Association to become effective July 1, 1969. As provided in the present Constitution, effective July 1, 1968, Article VIII requires that proposed amendments to the Constitution, following approval by the
National Board of Directors, are to be submitted by the Executive Director to the membership for a vote by mail.
The complete text of the revised Constitution and By -Laws is printed in this issue ( March 1969) OfMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING, the
Official Bulletin of the Association, immediately following this notice.
Constitution and By -Law Changes
The revisions in the Constitution place emphasis on accepting members without discrimination; provide for the distribution of assets of
the Association in the unlikely event of its dissolution; provide that
future changes in the By -Laws can be made by the National Board of
Directors; and outline the limitations in the conduct of Association
activities to maintain its status as a non -profit educational institution
as defined under Section 501 (c) (3) of the Internal Revenue Code.
Major changes in the By -Laws relate to a change in the number of
standing committees and a re- statement of the scope of activities of
these committees as recommended in the report of the Long -Range
Objectives Committee; and elimination of any restrictions with respect to a member's wishes in participating in the benefits of Association membership through chapter affiliation.
In addition, minor changes in the interests of clarity have been made
in both the Constitution and By -Laws. All changes involved have been
made with the advice of legal counsel.
A ballot on which to record the members' vote with respect to both
the Constitution and By -Laws is also enclosed in this issue. If the
Executive Director shall have received, within 60 days after publication
of the revised Constitution and By -Laws, votes in favor of such proposals, signed by a majority of members casting such vote, the proposed revisions shall be deemed adopted.
To be counted, the ballot, which requires no postage, must be
mailed not later than April 30, 1969, including completion of the following information for which space on the ballot is provided:
Name (both signature and in printed form)
Chapter name, if appropriate
Membership Number (The membership number is included on
the mailing label of each issue Of MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING.)
Rawn Brinkley
March 1, 1969
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Executive Director
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CON STI TUT ION
Article I —Name
SECTION 1: The name of this organization shall be
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF ACCOUNTANTS
Founded 1919 as
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF COST
ACCOUNTANTS
Article II— Purposes
SECTION 1: The purposes of the Association shall be:
(a) To develop through research, discussion and exchange of information a better understanding of the
sources, types, purposes and uses of accounting and related
data as applied to all types of economic endeavor; and to
make this information available to Members and others;
(b) To assist and encourage with respect to the role of
accounting in the implementation and development of the
socio- economic structure;
(c) To stimulate worldwide acquaintance and fellowship among Members;
(d) To unite through membership in the Association
persons interested in accounting;
(e) To provide opportunities for Members to increase
their knowledge of accounting practices and methods and
to increase their individual capabilities.
Article III —Membership
SECTION 1: The membership of the Association shall consist of those individuals who are Members as of the adoption of this Constitution and who may from time to time
be admitted to membership in such manner and under
such requirements as may be prescribed in the Constitution and By -Laws.
SECTION 2: Membership in the Association shall be open
to all persons, without discrimination, who are interested
in the aims and purposes of the Association, who are willing to subscribe to the Constitution and By -Laws and who
are otherwise qualified under the provisions set forth in the
Constitution and By -Laws.
SECTION 3: Only Members in good standing as defined in
the By -Laws shall be entitled to vote, to hold office or
otherwise to enjoy the privileges of the Association.
SECTION 4: The Association shall have the power to exclude, suspend, or expel a Member in such manner as may
be prescribed in the By -Laws.
Article IV— Management
SECTION 1: The property, business and affairs of the Association shall be managed by the Board of Directors, which
shall be constituted as provided in the By -Laws.
There shall be an Executive Committee, which shall be
constituted as provided in the By -Laws and shall have the
powers and duties therein specified. There shall be such
other committees as may be provided for in the By -Laws.
Each of such other committees shall have such powers and
duties as shall be prescribed by or in the manner provided
in the By -Laws.
The Association shall have the following officers: a President; a number of Vice Presidents as established, from
time to time, by the Board of Directors but not less than
twelve; a Treasurer; and an Executive Director, who shall
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also act as Secretary of the Association. Such officers shall
have such powers and duties as shall be prescribed by or
in the manner provided in the By -Laws, and each of the
officers shall be elected or appointed in the manner provided in the Constitution or the By -Laws.
SECTION 2: Any Officer or Director may be removed for
cause by the Board of Directors by a two- thirds vote of
the Directors present and voting at a regular or special
meeting for which advance notice of not less than twenty
days shall be given and in accordance with such proceedings as the Board of Directors may determine. Upon such
removal of an Officer or Director, his office shall be filled
for the unexpired tens thereof by the Board of Directors.
SECTION 3: The Board of Directors or the Executive Committee, except as in the Constitution or By -Laws otherwise provided, may authorize any officer or officers, agent
or agents, in the name of and on behalf of the Association,
to enter into any contract or execute or deliver any instruments, and such authority may be general or confined to
specific instances; and, unless so authorized by the Board
of Directors or the Executive Committee, no officer or
agent or employee shall have any power or authority to
bind the Association or any of its Members.
SECTION 4: In case of dissolution of the Association and
liquidation of its affairs, any money or other assets remaining after the payment of all obligations shall be distributed
for such charitable or educational purposes as the Board
of Directors may determine and direct, and in every case
the decision and determination of the Board shall be final
and conclusive upon all persons in any way interested:
Article V— Principal Funds
SECTION 1: A reserve fund shall be established and maintained by the Association for the purpose of providing
through the income therefrom funds which may be utilized
to insure continuous extension and development of activities in general furtherance of the purposes of the Association. The principal of this reserve fund shall be accumulated (1) through initiation fees as provided in the
By -Laws; and (2) through any other sources of income or
funds as specifically voted by the Board of Directors.
SECTION 2: No appropriations shall be made from the
principal of the reserve fund except upon affirmative vote
of a majority of the entire Board of Directors at a meeting
of the Board to be held not less than sixty days after the
proposal has been submitted in writing to the entire
Board of Directors. If less than a majority of the entire
Board is present at such meeting, the Executive Director
shall within thirty days thereafter transmit by mail such
proposal to each member of the Board of Directors for a
vote. If the Executive Director shall have received within
sixty days thereafter votes in writing in favor of the proposal
signed by a majority of the entire Board of Directors, such
proposal shall be deemed to be adopted with the same
force and effect as if it had been adopted at such meeting
in tl e manner hereinabove provided. Annual income from
the reserve fund may be expended or appropriated at any
time by action of the Board of Directors for purposes
consistent with the best interests of the Members.
SECTION 3: The Board of Directors shall have the power
to establish and maintain principal funds other than the
reserve fund for specified purposes consistent with the
objectives of the Association, such purposes to be stated
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by the Board of Directors when and if such funds are
established. The Board of Directors shall also have the
power to make provision for any necessary and appropriate
standards and procedures relating to the investment and
utilization of such principal funds.
Article VI— Meetings
SECTION 1: The annual meeting of the Members of the
Association for the election of Officers and Directors and
the transaction of any other business relating to the affairs
of the Association shall be held during the month of June
in each fiscal year, on such date and at such time and
place as may be designated by the Board of Directors. If,
due to a national emergency, such annual meeting or a
special meeting of the Members of the Association cannot
be held, the Board of Directors may by resolution provide
for other means of electing Officers and Directors and
taking such action as is necessary.
SECTION 2: The Executive Director shall give notice of
each annual meeting to each Member in good standing
by mail or through the Official Bulletin not less than
twenty days prior to the meeting, but no failure or defect
in the delivery of the notice shall invalidate the meeting
or any procedure taken thereat.
SECTION 3: A special meeting of the Members may be held
at any time and place and upon call of the Board of
Directors, which it may give on its own initiative and
which it shall give upon the written request of five percent of the Members. The notice of such special meeting
shall be mailed to each Member by the Executive Director
not less than twenty days prior to the meeting and shall
state the purpose thereof.
SECTION 4: The quorum at any meeting of the Members of
the Association and of meetings of the Executive Committee and Board of Directors shall be as established in the
By -Laws. If a quorum shall not be present at any Annual
Meeting of the Members of the Association or any adjournments thereof, a majority of such Members as are
present and entitled to vote thereat, or, in the absence of
all of such Members, any officer entitled to preside at, or
to act as secretary of, such meeting, may adjourn such
meeting from time to time, without notice other than by
announcement at the meeting, until a quorum shall be
present. At any duly adjourned meeting at which a quorum
shall be present any business may be transacted which
might have been transacted at the meeting as originally
called.
SECTION 5: At all meetings of the Members of the Association, of the Board of Directors and of all Committees,
votes shall be cast in person. There shall be no voting by
proxy. There shall be no voting by mail except as specifically provided for in the Constitution and By -Laws.
Article VII —By -Laws
SECTION 1: Subject to this Constitution, the basic rules
for the management and government of the Association
shall be set forth in the By -Laws.
SECTION 2: The By -Laws may be amended, repealed, or
added to in the following manner only:
(a) Five percent of the Members of the Association
or any twenty-five members of the Board of Directors may
at any time propose in a writing, signed by them and
addressed to the Executive Director, the amendment or
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repeal of any existing provision of, or the addition of any
new provision to, the By -Laws.
(b) The Executive Director shall present such proposed
amendment, repeal, or addition at the next regular meeting of the Board of Directors, and shall incorporate in the
notice of that meeting a statement that such proposed
amendment, repeal, or addition will be considered. No
such proposed amendment, repeal, or addition shall be
considered at any meeting of the Board of Directors unless
such notice has been given to each member of the Board
of Directors not less than twenty days prior to the meeting.
(c) At the meeting of the Board of Directors called in
accordance with the provisions of paragraph (b) above,
the proposed amendment, repeal, or addition to the ByLaws shall be considered and voted upon by the members
present. If, at this meeting, a quorum being present, three fourths of the Directors present vote in favor of such
amendment, repeal, or addition, it shall be considered as
adopted by the Board of Directors. If there is not a three fourths favorable vote of the Directors present, the Executive Director shall within thirty days thereafter transmit, by
mail, such proposed amendment, repeal, or addition to
each member of the Board of Directors for vote. If the
Executive Director shall have received within sixty days
thereafter votes in writing in favor of such proposed amendment, repeal, or addition signed by a majority of the entire
Board of Directors, such proposed amendment, repeal, or
addition shall be deemed to be adopted with the same
force and effect as if it had been adopted at such meeting
in the manner hereinabove provided.
(d) Amendments, repeals, or additions adopted by the
Board of Directors shall be published by the Executive
Director in the Official Bulletin. They shall become effective sixty days after publication.
Article VIII—Amendments
SECTION 1: The Constitution may be amended, repealed,
or added to in the following manner only:
(a) Five percent of the Members of the Association or
any twenty -five members of the Board of Directors may at
any time propose in a writing, signed by them and addressed to the Executive Director, the amendment or repeal
of any existing provision of, or the addition of any new
provision to, the Constitution.
(b) The Executive Director shall present such proposed
amendment, repeal, or addition at the next regular meeting of the Board of Directors and shall incorporate in the
notice of that meeting a statement that such proposed
amendment, repeal, or addition will be considered. No
such proposed amendment, repeal, or addition shall be
considered at any meeting of the Board, unless such notice
has been given to each member of the Board of Directors
not less than twenty days prior to the meeting.
(c) At the meeting of the Board of Directors referred
to in paragraph (b) above, the proposed amendment, repeal, or addition to the Constitution shall be considered
and voted upon by the members present. If, at this meeting, a quorum being present, three - fourths of the Directors
present vote in favor of such proposed amendment, repeal,
or addition, it shall be considered as approved by the Board
of Directors. If there is not a three - fourths favorable vote
of the Directors present, the Executive Director shall within
thirty days thereafter transmit such proposed amendment,
repeal, or addition to each member of the Board of Direc75

tors for vote. If the Executive Director shall have received
within sixty days thereafter votes in writing in favor of such
proposed amendment, repeal, or addition signed by a majority of the entire Board of Directors, such proposed
amendment, repeal, or addition shall be deemed to be
approved with the same force and effect as if it had been
approved at such meeting in the manner hereinafter provided.
(d) Amendments, repeals, or additions approved by the
Board of Directors in the manner herein provided shall, as
soon as possible, be submitted by the Executive Director
to all Members for a vote by mail. Such submission may
be made by publication in the Official Bulletin. If the
Executive Director shall have received within sixty days
thereafter votes in writing in favor of such proposed amendments, repeals, or additions, signed by a majority of the
Members casting such votes, such proposed amendments,
repeals, or additions shall be deemed to be adopted as of
the date of such submissions. Notice of such adoption shall
be published in the Official Bulletin.

Article IX— Limitations
SECTION 1: The Association is not organized for profit. No
part of its net earnings shall inure to the benefit of any
private individual; no substantial part of its activities shall
be the carrying on of propaganda, or otherwise attempting,
to influence legislation; it shall not participate in, or intervene in (including the publishing or distributing of statements), any political campaign on behalf of any candidate
for public office. The Association shall not accumulate out
of income amounts which are unreasonable in amount or
duration in order to carry out the above - described purposes.
Notwithstanding any other provision of this Constitution, the Association shall not conduct or carry on any
activities not permitted to be conducted or carried on by
an organization exempt under Section 501(c) (3) of the
Internal Revenue Code and its Regulations as they now
exist or as they may hereafter be amended or by an organization, contributions to which are deductible under Section 170(c) (2) of such Code and Regulations as they
now exist or as they may hereafter be amended.

BY -LAWS
Article I— Membership
SECTION 1. MEMBERS: Subject to the provisions of the
Constitution and By -Laws, any person interested in Accounting may become a member of the Association.
SECTION 2. APPLICATIONS FOR MEMBERSHIP: All applications for membership shall be made in writing to the Executive Director of the Association on application blanks
furnished for that purpose. The Executive Director shall
submit all applications for election by the Board of Directors or Executive Committee.
SECTION 3. EMERITUS LIFE ASSOCIATES: A Member of the
Association having retired from active business may be
relieved of the obligations of active membership through
designation as an Emeritus Life Associate. Such Associates
may be relieved from the payment of all or any portion of
the annual dues and may receive services of the Association
in accordance with such rules and procedures as shall be
established by the Board of Directors. Emeritus Life Associates shall not be entitled to vote or hold office.
SECTION 4. RESIGNATION: Any Member may resign at any
time, but such resignation shall not become effective until
accepted by the Board of Directors and shall not relieve
the resigning individual from the payment of dues for the
expired portion of the current fiscal year or give any right
to rebate of dues paid or any right to a pro rata or other
share of the assets of the Association. All resignations shall
be made in writing to the Executive Director of the Association.
SECTION 5. EXPULSION: The Board of Directors, at any
meeting, by a two - thirds vote of those present, may terminate the membership of any Member who in its judgment
has violated the Constitution or By -Laws or who has been
guilty of conduct detrimental to the best interests of the
Association. Such action by the Board of Directors shall
be final and shall cancel all rights, interests, or privileges
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of such Member in the services or resources of the Association.
SECTION 6. MEMBERS IN GOOD STANDING: All Members
duly elected by the Board of Directors who maintain their
membership by payment of dues as required under the
Constitution and By -Laws and who otherwise qualify shall
be considered in good standing and entitled to full privileges of membership.
SECTION 7. Two hundred fifty Members shall constitute
a quorum at any meeting of the Members of the Association. If a quorum shall not be present at any such meeting
or any adjournment or adjournments thereof, a majority
of such Members as are present and entitled to vote thereat,
or, in the absence of all of such Members, any officer entitled to preside at, or to act as secretary of, such meeting,
may adjourn such meeting from time to time, without
notice other than by announcement at the meeting, until
a quorum shall be present. At any duly adjourned meeting
at which a quorum shall be present any business may be
transacted which might have been transacted at the meeting as originally called.
Article II— Initiation Fee and Dues
SECTION 1. INITIATION FEE: The initiation fee for Members shall be as determined by the Board of Directors on
or before July 1 of each year and shall accompany the application for membership. The Board of Directors may at
its discretion suspend the initiation fee when in its judgment such suspension shall be in the best interests of the
Association. All funds collected as initiation fees shall be
transferred to the reserve fund of the Association.
SECTION 2. ANNUAL DUES: The annual dues of the Association shall be determined by the Board of Directors prior
to the beginning of each fiscal year. Dues may be paid
semi - annually or in such other manner as may be estabMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /MARCH 1969

lished by the Board of Directors. A Member who is elected
during any fiscal year shall be subject to dues for only the
unexpired portion of said fiscal year.
SECTION 3. TERMINATION FOR NON - PAYMENT OF DUES:
When at the end of any period in a fiscal year as determined by the Board of Directors, prior to the beginning
of the year, the dues of any Member (unless waived under
provisions of these By -Laws) remain unpaid for that period, his membership thereupon shall be terminated, and
he shall be so notified by the Executive Director.
SECTION 4. REINSTATEMENT: Any individual whose membership has been terminated for any reason except expulsion
may be considered for reinstatement upon submission of
a new application for membership, accompanied by a reinstatement fee as determined by the Board of Directors.
Dues shall be charged from the date of such reinstatement.
SECTION 5. POWER TO WAIVE: The Board of Directors may
cancel or waive payment of any dues, assessments, or other
indebtedness of a Member for any period.
Article III —Board of Directors
SECTION 1. COMPOSITION OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS:
The Board of Directors shall consist of the following:
(a) For terms of one year, the elected officers of the
Association and the members of the Executive Committee.
(b) For terms of two years, one hundred members so
elected that the terms of office of fifty shall expire each
year.
(c) For terms of two years, all immediate past Vice
Presidents and the immediate past Treasurer of the Association upon the completion of their respective terms of
office.
(d) For continuing terms, all Past - Presidents of the Association.
SECTION 2. ELECTION: The Directors specified in Section
1(b) above shall be elected by a plurality of the votes of
the Members present and voting at the annual meeting.
If, for any reason, any such Directors are not elected at
the annual meeting, they may be elected as otherwise provided in the Constitution.
SECTION 3. TERM OF OFFICE OF DIRECTORS: Each Director shall take office on the first day of the fiscal year following his election, or if he is elected after the first day of
the fiscal year, then on the date of his election. He shall
hold office until the end of his term or until he resigns or
until his successor shall have been duly chosen and qualified. A Director may serve for more than one term.
SECTION 4. VACANCIES IN DIRECTORSHIPS: If the Office of
any Director shall for any cause become vacant, the unexpired portion of his term may be filled by the Board of
Directors.
SECTION 5. TERMINATION OF MEMBERSHIP OF DIRECTORS:
If the membership of any Director shall for any reason terminate, his office as Director shall automatically become
vacant.
SECTION 6. MEETINGS OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS: The
Board of Directors shall meet at least semi - annually at such
times and places as it may elect. At such meetings fifty
Directors present in person shall constitute a quorum. At
all meetings of the Board of Directors, the President, if
present, shall act as Chairman. In his absence a Chairman
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shall be designated as provided in these By -Laws. Notice
of meetings of the Board of Directors shall be given to
each Director by the Executive Director or as the Board
may otherwise direct, but no failure in delivery of such
notices shall invalidate the meeting or any proceedings
taken thereat.
Article IV— Executive Committee
SECTION 1. EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE: The Executive Committee of the Association shall consist of (a) the elective
officers of the Association, (b) six members of the Association, two of whom are appointed each year as provided
in Article IX, Section 4, of the By -Laws, (c) the chairman
of each of the standing committees designated in Article
IX, Section 2, of the By -Laws, (d) the immediate Past
President of the Association for a term of two years, and
(e) all Past Presidents of the Association, ex- officio, but
without vote, for continuing terms.
SECTION 2. DUTIES OF THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE: The
Executive Committee shall possess and may exercise all
the powers of the Board of Directors between meetings of
the Board, and in general shall be responsible for the coordination, planning, and administration of all Association
activities and for such other specific duties as may from
time to time be assigned to it by the Board of Directors.
The Executive Committee shall meet at least four times
a year and shall report all actions taken by it to the next
meeting of the Board of Directors. A majority of the members of the Executive Committee at the time in office who
are entitled to vote shall constitute a quorum.
Article V— Elective Officers
SECTION 1. ELECTIVE OFFICERS: The elective Officers Shall
be the President, the Vice Presidents and the Treasurer.
SECTION 2. ELECTION: The Officers set forth in this Article
shall be elected by a plurality of the votes of the Members
present and voting at the annual meeting. If, for any reason, any such officers are not elected at the annual meeting,
they may be elected as otherwise provided in the Constitution. Each officer shall take office on the first day of the
fiscal year following his election, or if he is elected after
the first day of the fiscal year, then on the date of his election. He shall hold office until the end of the fiscal year
or until he resigns or until his successor shall have been
duly chosen and qualified.
SECTION 3. RE- ELECTION: Officers shall be eligible for reelection, except that the President shall not serve more
than two successive terms.
SECTION 4. VACANCY IN OFFICE OF PRESIDENT: In case of
a vacancy, for any cause, in the office of President the
Executive Committee shall elect a successor who shall serve
for the unexpired portion of the term.
SECTION 5. VACANCIES IN OTHER ELECTIVE OFFICES:
Should a vacancy, for any cause, occur in the office of any
Vice President or of the Treasurer, such vacancies may be
filled for the unexpired portion of the term by the Executive Committee.
SECTION 6. TERMINATION OF MEMBERSHIP OF OFFICERS:
If the membership in the Association of any elected officer
shall for any reason terminate, his office shall automatically
become vacant.
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Article VI— Duties of Elective Officers

SECTION Z. TERMS OF APPOINTMENT: The terra of office

SECTION 1. PRESIDENT: The President shall be the execu-

of each appointive office shall be determined by the Board
of Directors, but in no instance shall appointments be for
a term of office in excess of three years.

tive head of the Association and when present shall preside
at all meetings of the Members of the Association, of the
Board of Directors, and of the Executive Committee. He
shall be ex- officio a member of all committees. He shall
exercise a general supervision of the affairs of the Association and shall see to the enforcement of the Constitution
and By -Laws and to the carrying out of all orders and resolutions of the Board of Directors and of the Executive
Committee. He shall keep the Board of Directors fully informed and shall frequently consult it concerning the business and activities of the Association, and shall make on
behalf of the Board an annual report to the Members of
the Association.
SECTION 2. VICE PRESIDENTS: The Vice Presidents shall be
responsible for contacts with Members at conferences and
at meetings of the chapters and other operating units and
at such other occasions as the Board of Directors may designate. They may also be designated to serve as official representatives of the Association, at meetings of other groups.
In case of the absence or disability of the President, the
Executive Committee shall designate one of the Vice
Presidents to perform his duties. Each Vice President shall
have such other powers and duties as may be prescribed
by the Board of Directors.
SECTION 3. TREASURER: The Treasurer shall have general
supervision of the financial affairs of the Association. He
shall have power to disburse such funds of the Association
as shall be required in the conduct of its affairs and the
carrying on of its activities. He shall, in general, perform
all the duties incident to the office of Treasurer and such
other duties as may from time to time be assigned to him
by the Board of Directors or by the Executive Committee.
Unless otherwise ordered by resolution adopted by the
Board of Directors, he may sign any check, draft or other
order of the Association for the payment of money. The
Treasurer shall make statements to the Board of Directors
and to the Executive Committee in such form and frequency as they may direct. Subject to such custody arrangements as the Board of Directors may approve, the Treasurer shall provide for custody and safekeeping of all securities of the Association. The Treasurer and anv member of
the Committee on Finance designated by the Board of
Directors, acting jointly, shall have the right of access to
such securities.
SECTION 4. OFFICERS PRO TEM: If at any meeting of the
Members of the Association, of the Board of Directors, or
of the Executive Committee, the President is absent, and
no one authorized to perform his duties is present, or if the
Executive Director is absent, and no one authorized to
perform his duties is present, then a Chairman pro tem
or an Executive Director pro tem, or both as the case may
require, shall be appointed by a majority vote of the members present.

Article VII—Appointive Officers
SECTION 1. APPOINTIVE OFFICERS: The appointive officers
of the Association shall be the Executive Director and such
other designated appointive officers as the Board of Directors may determine. They shall be appointed by the Board
of Directors and their compensation fixed by the Executive
Committee and approved by the Board of Directors.
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Article VIII — Duties of Appointive Officers
SECTION 1. THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR: The Executive Director, subject to the control of the Board of Directors and
of the Executive Committee, shall be the principal administrative officer of the Association. The books and financial
records of the Association shall be kept under his supervision. All moneys due and payable to the Association
from any source whatsoever shall be received by him and
deposited by him to the credit of the Association in such
banks, trust companies or other depositories as the Board
of Directors may designate. He shall be responsible for keeping proper account of all such moneys received and all
moneys disbursed on behalf of the Association and of all
records in connection therewith. He shall keep the roll of
the membership of the Association; give notice of meetings
of the Association, of the Board of Directors and of the
Executive Committee; he shall keep the minutes of the
proceedings at such meetings; he shall preserve communications pertaining to the affairs of the Association; and, he
shall carry out the instructions of elective officers.
In the event of the temporary disability of the Executive
Director, the Executive Committee shall designate an Acting Executive Director to perform the duties of the Executive Director.
The Executive Director shall have general charge of the
operating activities of the Association. He shall employ and
supervise and determine the compensation of the employees of the Association.
He shall provide for divisions or departments for the
effective conduct of the Association's activities in accordance with the purposes of the Association.
SECTION Z. OTHER APPOINTIVE OFFICERS: Other appointive officers shall be assigned responsibility for such activities as the Executive Director, with the approval of the
Executive Committee, may determine, and they shall report to and be responsible to the Executive Director.
Article IX— Committees
SECTION 1. NOMINATING COMMITTEE: At each annual

meeting a Nominating Committee which shall consist of
a chairman and fourteen Members of the Association shall
be elected by a plurality of the votes of the Members
present and voting. The chairman shall have served on the
Board of Directors during the then current fiscal year.
The Nominating Committee shall nominate candidates
for election at the next annual meeting of the Members
of the Association as elective officers and directors of the
Association and as chairman and members of the Nominating Committee for the following fiscal year.
The Nominating Committee shall report to the Executive Director on or before April 10 of each year, stating the
names of all such candidates. On or before Mav first the
Executive Director shall publish in the Official Bulletin a
complete list of such candidates. Any fifty concurring
Members may make additional nominations from the floor
at the annual meeting.
SECTION Z. STANDING COMMITTEES: The following standing committees shall be appointed for terms as indicated.
with continuity of membership provided within each comMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /MARCH 1969

mittee. For the year beginning July 1, 1969, appointments
to standing committees shall be for terms of three, two or
one year as determined by the appointing officers, in order
to provide for continuity. Each Committee shall report
its findings and conclusions to the Board of Directors and
the Executive Committee with such recommendations for
action as seem appropriate.
(a) A Committee on Chapter Operations of not less
than twenty members with two-year terms, with ten to be
appointed annually. It shall have the responsibility for generating and implementing methods and procedures for the
most effective operation of existing chapters. It shall develop activities and opportunities at the chapter level in
all facets of the Association's programs. It shall provide
for the coordination of chapter activities with the regional
and international activities of the Association, and for adherence by chapters to policies and procedures of the Association as set forth in the Constitution and By -Laws. This
shall be accomplished through guidance in the development of chapter operation workshop programs; of chapter
visitations by officers, directors and staff; and of chapter
operating manuals.
The committee shall receive recommendations from
other committees relative to chapter trophies and awards
and establish rules for interchapter competition for trophies
and awards.
(b) A Committee on Education of not less than nine
members with three -year terms, with three to be appointed
annually which shall be responsible for developing and
implementing the educational activities of the Association.
It shall also be responsible for the direction of the development and operation of the International Continuing Education Program, and for those phases of chapter and regional educational activities which are coordinated with or
are a part of the International Continuing Education
Program.
The technical program chairman for the International
Annual Conference shall be an ex- officio member of this
committee.
(c) A Committee on Finance of not less than twelve
members plus the Treasurer of the Association. The twelve
members are to be appointed for three -year terms with four
to be appointed annually. It shall have the responsibility
for the financial planning and policies of the Association's
affairs including the short and long -tern budgets, the investment of funds, the NAA Memorial Educational Fund
and such other Association financial matters as may be
assigned to it from time to time, as well as the relationship
of the Association to the NAA Insurance Trust and the
NAA Employees Pension Plan Trust. Three of its members shall be named trustees of the NAA Employees Pension Plan Trust, three as the Insurance Committee of the
NAA Insurance Trust, three as trustees of the NAA Memorial Education Fund, and three as the Investment Committee. Such designations shall be made so that at the
beginning of each Association year one member of each
of these three groups shall be starting a three -year term,
one shall have two years of his term unexpired and one
one year unexpired, as members of this committee. Each
of these groups shall have one of its members designated
as its chairman who shall report to the Executive Committee and Board of Directors through the chairman of
the Finance Committee.
In its budgetary functions this committee shall adminMA N A G E M E N T ACC OU NTIN G /M AR CH 1969

ister the development of current and long -term budgets of
income and expenditures of the Association, recommend
such budgets for approval, recommend the rate of dues,
and review and report on actual performance against approved budgets. It shall assure that the accounting records,
procedures and reports of the Association are adequate to
enable this committee to effectively meet its budgetary
responsibilities.
In its investment functions, through its investment subcommittee it shall review and report on the performance
of institutions selected to invest the Association's Reserve
Fund, recommend changes in such selections when it
deems they should be made, and recommend the engaging
of investment advisors. It shall also advise on the short term investment of surplus operating funds of the Association.
Its responsibilities with respect to the NAA Employees
Pension Plan Trust, NAA Insurance Trust, and any similar programs which may be added, shall be those specified
in the respective documents.
No personal liability shall attach to any members of this
Finance Committee, the Board of Directors or the Executive Committee for losses resulting from the exercise of
their judgment in the purchase or sale of securities, or in
the exercise of their judgment in any decisions affecting the
finances of the Association.
(d) A Committee on New Chapters of not less than
six members with three -year terms, with two to be appointed annually. It shall have the responsibility for the
formation of new chapters of the Association, both domestic and international. It shall review applications for
new chapters, study the existing and potential resources
of the areas with respect to the strength of such new chapters and recommend approval or rejection of applications.
It shall also continuously study the potential for new chapters in areas not served by existing chapters and for spinoffs from existing chapters and recommend those areas in
which efforts should be initiated to form such new chapters.
(e) A Committee on Membership of not less than eight
members with two-year terms, with four to be appointed
annually. It shall have the responsibility for the continuing
growth in membership of the Association both in the
United States and in other countries. It shall examine and
report on all matters relating to, and develop plans for
maintaining and increasing the membership of, the Association. It shall review and appraise the effectiveness of all
classes of material to be distributed to prospective members. It shall be responsible for conformity to the Constitution and By -Laws in the admission of members and
in the maintenance of their membership.
(f) A Committee on Planning of not less than nine
members with three -year terms, with three to be appointed
annually. It shall serve as an advisory body to the President.
It shall be responsible for the coordination of the annual
and long -range plans developed by other committees and
the staff, for planning staff organization and Association
employee relations and benefit programs, and for long range planning. In the latter function it shall develop and
recommend plans and objectives which will enable the
Association to serve effectively a continually expanding
membership both numerically and geographically.
(g) A Committee on Publications of not less than nine
members with three -year terms, with three to be appointed
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annually. It shall have the responsibility for all publications
of the Association. It shall recommend and advise on the
editorial policies, advertising policies, format, cost of publication and advertising and subscription rates of the Official Bulletin. It shall recommend the method and format
of publication of research reports, monographs and other
publications of the Association and the charges to be made
to members and non - members for such publications.
(h) A Committee on Public Relations of not less than
twelve members with two -year terms with six to be appointed annually. It shall have the responsibility for developing and guiding the implementation of effective
public information and public relations programs of the
Association.
It shall foster the cultivation of amicable relationships
between the Association and the press and other communications media. It shall follow the current activities of
all other committees and of the staff and promote information releases relative to such activities.
It shall develop and recommend programs for creating
a favorable and dynamic image of the Association in the
business, financial, professional and academic communities and of means of cooperating with them in informing
the public regarding accounting and related activities.
The Association's representative on the Accounting Careers Council shall be an ex- officio member of this committee.
(i) A Committee on Research of not less than eighteen
members with three -year terms, with six members to be
appointed annually. It shall have the responsibility for the
development and coordination of all research activities of
the Association, except the publication of research reports.
It shall determine areas or subjects suitable for inquiry, the
scope and methods for conducting research projects and it
shall review research results and reports as to their value
for publication. It shall submit to the Publications Committee those reports which it recommends be published.
This committee shall also appoint the Grants -in -Aid Review Board, the chairman of which shall be a member of
this committee.
SECTION 3. OTHER COMMITTEES AND ASSIGNMENTS: The
Board of Directors or the Executive Committee may from
time to time establish other committees for any purposes
deemed desirable and assign to standing or other committees any appropriate subject for study and action.
SECTION 4. COMMITTEE APPOINTMENTS: The President
from time to time
office shall have the authority to
appoint, subject to the confirmation of the Executive Committee and the Board of Directors, (a) the two members
of the Executive Committee referred to in Article IV, Section 1(b), each for a term of three years, and (b) the
chairmen of the standing committees named in Article IX,
Section 2.
Subject to the Constitution and By -Laws the President
shall have authority to make appointments to all other
committees. Unless otherwise stipulated in the By -Laws
or provided for by action of the Board of Directors, the
terms of all committee members shall expire at the end of
the fiscal year of appointment.
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Article X— General
SECTION 1. AUDITORS: The Board of Directors shall each
year designate a firm of Certified Public Accountants to
act as auditors for the Association for the current fiscal
year.

SECTION 2. FIDELITY BOND: Such elected officers and members of committees as may be determined by the Board of
Directors from time to time, the Executive Director, and
employees of the Association who are responsible for collection, disbursement, investment or safekeeping of funds
shall give bond for the faithful performance of their duties,
the bond to be in such foram and amount as shall be prescribed by the Executive Committee and approved by the
Board of Directors.
SECTION 3. FISCAL YEAR: The fiscal year of the Association
shall end at the close of business on the thirtieth day of
June each year.
SECTION 4. NOTICES: Any notice to Members or to any
Officer or Director shall be deemed sufficiently given if
mailed to the last post office address furnished by him to
the Executive Director. All notices given by or on behalf
of the Association shall be issued by the Executive Director.
SECTION 5. SEAL. The Board of Directors may adopt a
common seal for the Association, to be in such form and
to be used in such manner as the Board shall direct.
SECTION 6. OFFICIAL BULLETIN: The Association shall
publish an Official Bulletin which shall be mailed to all
Members. All official and legal notices required to be issued
by the Executive Director to the membership shall be considered as so issued when published in the Official Bulletin.
SECTION 7. ACTIVITIES: With the object of rendering service for the general benefit of its Members and others the
Association may undertake such activities as in the sole
discretion and judgment of the Board of Directors are designed to promote and develop the Association and to carry
into effect the purposes stated in the Constitution, including the establishment of divisions or sections to meet specialized interests and needs, provided that the rights and
privileges of all Members are in no way restricted.
SECTION 8. CHAPTERS: Chapters or other operating units
of the Association may be established by charter wherever
the Board of Directors may approve, subject to such regulations as to membership, organization procedures, and
financial relationship with the Association as the Board of
Directors or Constitution and By -Laws may prescribe. No
regulations or restrictions shall be established by the Board
of Directors or chapters which shall restrict a member in
electing to be affiliated with a chapter or to elect to enjoy
the benefits of Association membership without chapter
affiliation.
Charters of chapters or other operating units may be
revoked at any time in such manner and after such investigation as the Board of Directors may deem necessary.
Upon the revocation of a charter, all funds in the chapter
or operating unit treasury and all chapter or other operating
unit records shall be delivered to the Executive Director.
SECTION 9. ORDER OF BUSINESS AT MEETING: The order
of business at meetings of the Association, of the Board
of Directors, of the Executive Committee and of other
committees shall be such as may be prescribed by the presiding officer; or if objection be made thereto, then by a
majority vote of those present and qualified to vote thereat.
Robert's Rules of Order shall govern all meetings of the
Association, of the Board of Directors, of the Executive
Committee, and of all other committees on any point not
covered by the Constitution or By -Laws.
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Behind the mild mannered face of an adding machine lurks the
cunning mind and memory of a four function calculator.
It's the Victor Series 10. The complex grand total calculator
with the simple adding machine keyboard.
With the inhuman efficiency of a super -speed high capacity
rotary printing calculator.
And the thoughtfulness of fingertip programming.
You won't need a secret formula to train your girls to use it.
And you won't have to sell your soul to pay for it.
Fantastic.
For more information, write: Series 10, Victor Comptometer
Corporation, 3900 N. Rockwell, Chicago, Illinois 60618 ? V I C T O R

Call onVictor and you're in business.
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Your first step to the NAA Annual
Internat ional Conference in New
York begins the moment you return
your registration form. If you
haven't already received your kit,
then yo u will be receiving it very
shortly. ( Your kit includes the
111``,
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a nnu a l p r ogr a m;

ladies, t eens and
family event s,
as well as
registration forms)

REGISTER EARLY!
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